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This Book is dedicated to LIFE,

To New Lives on Erthe.

To Humanity that are witnessing

the Changing of Guard of our Planet.

To all Ascended Masters,

Elementals and Nature Kingdoms,

Devas and Angelic Host,

Who have been so tirelessly supporting and guiding

the unascended Human in the process of Home Coming.

To the embrace of Mother’s Love and Father’s Light

At Last!
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BECOMING LOTUS

INTRODUCTION

It is no easy task to find an appropriate Title for this endeavour. Something that is not strictly personal,
neither something unrelated.

Then, my ‘I Am’ Presence always come into rescue. This name BECOMING LOTUS sounds just right for
the Path that I am embarking, a journey from the illusionary world (the muddy pond) to see the light,
to find the way home, to BE simply of who ‘I Am’ (the Lotus flower).

‘I Am’ blessed with a Vision. ‘I Am’ blessed not because I have a glimpse of the future, future is not set
on stone! ‘I Am’ blessed because Father and Mother God know Who ‘I Am’, and they love me for
Whom ‘I Am’. This Vision has given me the energy and motive to move forward, to find the way Home.
In searching, ‘I Am’ being led to join The Elemental Grace Alliance with the 14 Rules Study, an hence,
entered into the New Phrase of my Being, surrounded by this Family of Light.

Joseph Benner, The Impersonal Life:

“As you more and more realize this, will the true meaning and use of the things, conditions and experiences I send

be revealed unto you. For you will then begin to glimpse My Idea within, and when you glimpse that Idea will you

begin to know Me, your own Real Self.”

Time to confess, I did not have any clue of what I was joining. I didn’t know Alice Bailey, or any
Exoteric / Esoteric teaching for this matter! So without saying, I didn’t even know who was Djwhal
Khul. In my ignorance, I thought it was some Tibetan flesh and bone, very much alive doing the
teaching!!! My sincere apology Brother Djwhal Khul, it seems a long way from 15th May to now, that
we are approaching the new year 2022! And of course, you know that I didn’t understand much
during the first 10 days course, and honestly, nothing much neither during the rest…. Maybe
something has changed around August, a Shift of Consciousness. My deep gratitude to your patient
and love.

A thought for Beloved Saint Germain, who has somewhat ‘Strange’ or rather ‘Particular’ Presence
during all this period. It was distant, almost non perceivable at first. When I started to notice his
influence, it was all too evident, that I can hardly denied. To accept the fact that he IS available for
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communication was too much to handle. The final straw when it came to my knowledge that he was
also Saint Joseph! Round and round, reincarnation after reincarnation, can we All, Ascended and
Unascended finally walk on this Planet Erthe as Free Spirit!?

Much has changed, my 3D world (families and friends) has gone through earthquake movements, I
have shredded much worldly baggages, old ideas and believes, to entrust my ‘I Am’ Presence leading
me into this UNKNOWN, UNSEEN World of Spirituality, the World of Unity Consciousness, the World
of ONENESS!

While this Vision keeps me moving forward, now I also come to understand, that the purpose of this
Precipitation is to provide Service and Greater Good for the New Children in the New Erthe. But it is
not the End Goal of my ‘I Am’ Presence, it is simply the Beginning. The future is here for us to write, to
create, to find our way to do more, and to make Perfect!

This is the process of finding our voices, my voice is just a tiny example of so many brothers and
sisters out there. We are making history, to create the Future with the Christ Consciousness planted
deeply within our Hearts, we are the Sons and Daughters of our Mother’s Love and Father’s Light.

This Petition is not simply about the property that is involved, it is the process of how I have been
endeavoring in the past few months, or even going back to my childhood, to my soul liberation in
Australia. But I am not going to dive deeply into the past, the Past stays in the Past. I want to walk us
through in this finding my WAY TO FREEDOM as Beloved St. Germain pointed out. With Faith, Will and
Love, anyone can do it, and more!

Since March 2021, I have started to write down many of my feelings, things that has been happening
to/for me, strange sensations never experienced before, all sorts of new challenges that I cannot put
a finger on, now I realize that all is part of the process to be here today. As a consequences, these are
part of the information I am re-connecting here.

Then of course, since the day I joined the EGA, the 14 Rules study, The Awakening Book 1, the
vastness of Discourses, and now I am finally settled enough to study also the Boot Camp and ‘I Am’
Authority courses, much information is from there. They are the important parts which give me
guidance in contemplating and understanding of my ‘I Am’ Presence, of the reasons and purposes of
this truly amazing journey. As if Portal after Portal is opening up, do I have the courage to make the
move?

Even a sarcastic person and very much left brain logico thinker that I was, ‘I Am’ here to bow my head
and acknowledge that: NOTHING IS COINCIDENCE, ALL HAPPANS FOR A REASON. ‘I AM’ IN GOD’S
HAND!

My ‘I Am’ Presence has been most precious, this Book is Automatic Writing in progress in every
moment. Thank you Beloved ‘I Am’ Presence, I love you eternally.

And So It is.
Amen

Akata靈心光
28th December, 2021
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This Web-site is officially birthed on the 4th January 2022 (as a consequence of the Petition) for
basically 2 reasons:

First I love the idea it is born in the new year of 2022, magic number year of 2’s.

Secondly, according to Sue reading of my Birth Chart: “after a very long transit from 2006 onward,
completing in December 2021, Pluto on 4th January will be making a trine with your Natal position,
time progress in your life, to incorporate change successfully move towards your Purpose. You have
the resources, the ability to make changes according to your aim, in particular any Spiritual
transformation. Any behaviors in your past discarded, paving the way to success Gene Key 6: Moving
from Conflict to Diplomacy to Peace.

Well, this seems to be perfect reason to choose 04-01-2022 11:11.

To finish this Introduction, I would like to share a meditation by Rudolf Steiner. It has been quite
sometime that every morning, before I get up from bed, I listen to these Weekly Meditations and
Calendar of the Soul. As if these beautiful poems of the Soul accompanying me through this journey.
January 4th, the first week of the Year:

EASTER MOOD

When the Sun speaks to human sense

From cosmic widths of space,

And from depths of soul

Joy unites with light in seeing—

Then, from sheaths of selfhood,

Thoughts move out to the ends of space,

Obscurely binding Human essence to spirit's being.

WHEN THE BEGINNING of spring touches the week of Easter, the light of the Sun pierces the inner and outer

darkness, and the light of the world and the light of our souls enter into a new balance. We begin to see in a way that

is not only inwardly but also outwardly outwardly directed. Our senses awaken, and we awaken, soul and sense, to

the vastness of the stars. We look both outward and inward in equal measure.

It is as if the cosmic light is speaking to us, telling us that we are joining in the rising Easter spirit. Now we know that

we are eternal—that we carry the divinely anointed spirit on Earth, and that the light that is in each of us will never

dim.
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Thus we move from the smallness of human selfhood, from the sheaths that have bound us, and we begin to see that,

like the divine being within Jesus of Nazareth, the spirit within each of us is resurrecting.

The knowledge of the eternal being that arises within us floods us from the vastness of the universe. It fills us with joy;

and we understand that now, and at any time, when this knowing comes to us, we are renewed like the Earth in

springtime. The joy and beauty within us burst forth from the inner to the outer.

We become the joy that is brought into the world. We become what we already are, and know that this is part of our

personal journey toward Resurrection: our soul's rising to the level of spirit that is our ultimate, infinite, and eternal

truth.

Our thoughts soar to meet the vastness of space. We are united: human essence with the greater presence of cosmic

spirit. Intention: This week, I will allow joy to carry my thoughts and my feelings outward toward the light of spirit,

and I will recognize my oneness with this spirit.

Intention: This week, I will allow joy to carry my thoughts and my feelings outward toward the light of spirit, and I

will recognize my oneness with this spirit.

Devoted whole to Spirit’s revelation

I win as my reward

The Light that is the substance of the world;

Mind, grown more clear,

Lets now my Self appear;

Hid in the might of Though true selfhood shakes

Its sleeping wings and wakes.
Rudolf Steiner

This should be the first version of the book : BECOMING LOTUS - WAY TO FREEDOM.Which
main purpose is to present the the PETITION FOR VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE. In
the meantime, the website is ongoing with new information and updates. So far, I have only taken a
tiny Baby step toward this journey.... We are writing the FUTURE always, and ALL WAYS.

Blessings Always

Akata Sun Light
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WAY TO FREEDOM
On the book of Anna, the Voice of the Magdalenes, where I have discovered many aspects of my past. One
mission of this Reincarnation, is to SPEAK, to make MY VOICE / OUR VOICES HEARD. May this Prayer
open up the Road ahead for me, for you, for everyone who has been silent eons of lifetimes.

The Opening of the Mouth

“in Oneness with our Christ - Magdalena sisters and brothers and with the Councils of Light under the auspices of

the Divine Mother - Father, we wish to initiate what the Egyptian alchemists call:

THE OPENING OF THEMOUTH.”

“It is time for what has been silenced to be heard.

It is enough!

It is enough!

IT IS ENOUGH!”

WhyWay To Freedom?

In 2019, my country of origin Hong Kong, has gone through one of its most traumatic period,
politically and socially. For many like me, who has been living under the Matrix’s spell, enjoying this
vibrant city offers unlimited materials, luxury, possibilities, inside the Bubble of Illusion, all needs
seems to be perfectly provided!

Then come 2008 the Yellow Umbrella Revolution, 2019 Mass Protests with one third of the population
on the streets! This for me, has been the long awaited wake up call, not necessary Spiritually, but

certainly Politically. Since then, my heart ached in a way I could hardly breath,
seeing many Young people risking their future, their Lives for the idea of
Freedom, Liberty and Sovereignty. Their bravery and dedication was an
inspiration for many thousand to follow.
From there, I wanted to understand more, simply checking on daily news was
absolutely not Enough! So I have dedicated my time in bringing our situation to
a more international basis. And setting up a new web-site
www.waytofreedomhk.com, I wanted to record all events, every crime

committed by the police, or the government, the CCP!

In short, I was reaching to a bigger picture, from Hong Kong to the CCP, to the connection with the UK,
and the USA, the EU… all are involved in this little city’s Drama! What has been happening in this little
City in the past 10 years is also happening right NOW in your countries! The erosion of Liberty, and
the STATEITISM! When the State decide for you if you are Healthy enough to BREATHE FREELY! Does
it make YOU any different from SLAVES!

After covering the international relation, then something call the Cabal came into my knowledge!
From there, where one can go? The Cabal, the Dark Force, seems all so Powerful, impossible to Defeat!

Surrender is simply out of the question!

http://www.waytofreedomhk.com
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Is there a bigger force from Above? For someone never has any religion believe, where can I go from
there?

“ASK AND IT SHALL BE GIVEN YOU,

SEEK, AND YE SHALL FIND,

KNOCK, AND IT SHALL BE OPENED UNTO YOU”

In the meantime, there was that inner voice calling me to sit still, to find peace, leave the outer world
to the outer world, maybe there is more of me than I ever have allowed myself to considered!
Who was there talking inside my head? Why I was having this vibration all through my body, my head?
Why I was seeing all kinds of strange visions inside my head?

In May 15, I joined the Rule study and the EGA, the rest is history. These
word WAY TO FREEDOM has been my mantra pushing forward for a
brighter day, my little mind was only thinking of the freedom for the
people of Hong Kong, never would have thought that I would embark in
this Spiritual Journey. Freedom has taken up a new meaning, a new
dimension, and a new Consciousness.

Fast forward to Boot Camp study, for some reasons doubt and fear swelled up inside me that day, I
cooked, I ate something, I watched video, just to postpone the time back to study! When I was finally
back to recording the lesson, doubt and fear ringing even louder inside my mind.

Alas, BOMB, BOMB, BOMB. Part 7 page 3:

‘the Great ‘I Am’ Presence has pushed back the doors of doubt and fear, and over you is written in Gold Light,

“YOURWAY TO FREEDOM”’

WAY TO FREEDOM!!! Freedom that I have been seeking!!!
Is it a coincidence? You are kidding me Beloved St. Germain?
I DO NOT THINK SO!!! (Do you see me laughing?)

So here we are, I am using this title once again, to present my WAY TO FREEDOM, my WAY to
become an instrument of God to carry out the Plan. All leads to the Precipitation of the New Radiation
Centre in Italy.

For the moment, it might seems all about ME. It is my responsibility to present the Petition to the
Karmic Board, and I am oblige to demonstrate my commitment and Spiritual Readiness to assume
such important Honour. It is not my project for it is not a Human Project, one thing I am here to make
very clear, this Project will only Go Forward for the Greater Good of All, for the New Children
according to the Plan. Not for my personal Ego, Not for my personal Gain. I must at the same time be
very careful of the Ego Self plays game, the Spiritual Glamour as explained by Brother Djwhal Khul and
Saint Germain.

I move forward together with God’s Blessings and support by Ascended and Unascended Beings,
together with you, my Beloved Brothers and Sisters.
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In the Book ‘Brotherhood – A Call To Service’ by Joseph Benner, The ‘I AM’ Presence says;

“When a Message comes containing an opportunity for Real Service, and disclosing a Real Plan and a Real Work for

the helping of your brothers; not some vague high sounding ideal, but a Definite Practical Work that your Soul

recognizes, and your Heart leaps toward in glad response; know that such response is My Voice calling you to the

Work I have been preparing you for, and you need not question or doubt, for your Soul Commands you to Obey.”

Lady Pallas Athena:

“When an individual or a group comes to a certain point of development and at the same time a Cosmic Moment is

struck in the history and evolution of a planet or system, the governing board of the Spiritual Hierarchy Presents to

possible Servers the Plan, the Vision and the Part which each one, individually or collectively as Part of that group,

may play in the world scene.” ……

As the wise director carefully casts the members of his or her play, so does the Director of the Cosmic Scene Carefully

Designate those who might effectively further the Divine Plan through the world of form. Then, voluntarily, the

individual Soul or ego may accept or reject the Opportunity to Serve, although he or she is fully aware that through

this

service he or she may achieve his or her own Eternal Freedom.

Dear brothers and sisters, this is a Project for those who hearts sing with joy to come, to participate,
to co-create with God the new Heaven for the New Children of the New Erthe.

Updated 30th Dicembre, 2021
After finished the above section, I went to bed directing my intention to visit the Royal Teton Retreat.
I was having a hard time as my Crown Chakra was vibrating intensely. During the half sleep half
awaken stage, this phrases came to me:
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New Year 2022

Today 1st January, 2022, my Prayer to Mother and Father God.

01-01-2022 Prayer

Beloved Mother/Father God, hear me. Today is the first day of the year, this is the first year I
consciously acknowledge my relationship with you as the Daughter of the Sun.

Last year, I have been given this tremendous opportunity by you to open my Mind Eye and Heart to
you, supported by Ascended masters, Angels and the many other Beings that I am only starting to
make acquaintance with. Not that they haven’t been always around me to love me, it was Me, this
little soul had been blinded by the 3D Matrix for so long….

At last, you have guided me step by step, in our linear time I would say it is far too long, 50 Years for
every mortal Human is more than half of his/her lifetime. Yet, I know everything has been planned
out perfectly, every experience from the day I was born till today is simply perfect. Every experience
is necessary and essential for me to be with you today, with my ‘I Am’ Presence. And ‘I Am’ intended
to live a very long life until my Purpose is fully accomplished…..

Today, I have one more request. ‘I Am’ to surrender my whole Being, my ‘Free Will’ to you, know that
my ‘I Am’ Presence’s Will and Love is intended to carry our my Soul Purpose and Contract in this
Reincarnation. I intend to give All I Have as All I Have is given by you, to the New Age the Heaven on
Earth, especially to the New Children.

If, from time to time, my Ego Self tries to take control again, or the outer world try to pull me back
into the Darkness, know that it is not my Will, and I ask Your intervention, to bring me back on Track.
If I don’t understand at once, please keep showing it to me until I finally back to your Embrace again.

I know You understand me completely, and there is no need to say more than necessary. My deep
deep gratitude.

In Darkness I found the Light
‘I Am’ Your Eye,
‘I Am’ Your Ear,
‘I Am’ Your Hand,
‘I Am’ Your Mind.

Be Still and Know That ‘I Am’ God
Be Still and Know That ‘I Am’

Be Still and Know
Be Still
Be

‘I Am’ That ‘I Am’

Amen
Akata Sun Light
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With this prayer, it is time to make the connection how I come to be here with you, dear Brothers and
Sisters, Ascended Masters, and many more. And how is this all related to the Petition!

EAGLE AND DOVE

Birth Chart reading, a great way to understand oneself. Thanks to Beloved Sue and the Gene Keys, I do
have much better understand of how I come this far.

According to my Progress Chart this year, transiting Neptune has been passing over my North Node,
which is the Soul's focus in this lifetime, which would account for me increasing awareness of the
metaphysical spiritual side of life. The North Node in my chart is on GK 22, which along with Gene
Key 55 is central to the evolution that is occurring on planet Earth, so worth contemplation on this
and all the other Gene Keys that are part of your energetic makeup.

22nd - Dishonour - Graciousness - Grace
55th - Victimization - Freedom - Freedom

REMEMBRE ‘I AM’

Who am I? A million dollar question.

I do believe, at the end of the day, it is not that important who we were in our past lives. We are here
today, in this lifetime, in this reincarnation to do something very specific. To hold the light, is specific
enough for me as a reason to be alive today.

PONDER ON THIS DK

Even though I didn’t understand much what I was reading during the Rules Study, there was a voice
inside telling me never mind that, just keep going. If someone told me beforehand that we will engage
with Automatic Writing, I would certainly think this person is MAD!!!

Yet, here we are, writing with the Half Sleep/Half Awaken, or Half Here/Half There stage! At least it is
the way for me.

There is one question that I want to know, do we channel according to our language, not only
language as English or Chinese, language as how we express ourselves, or language among different
generations? You and I don’t have the same expression for the same thing, how would it change our
channeling. Mind you, sometimes, I really have a hard time to decipher my writing!

RADIATION CENTRE PETITION

As you can see, now the Web-site and Book are my new preparation for the Petition. It is not all about
the Property in question, yes it is, but not all, the Material part but only a tiny part of the Petition.

Now I understanding what God is asking me. To be the Spiritual Self of my ‘I Am’ Presence. To see it
with the eyes of God, where He/She can bring forth the Love they have for these new Children, where
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the Ascended Masters, Angelic Hosts and many other will be able to walk among us unascended
Human, together once again in a Peaceful Heaven/Erthe atmosphere, where respect to all kingdoms is
a Reality, not long lost memories.

It is not Prove that our Mother/Father is asking me. It is the expression of Love, the commitment, and
my understanding of this endeavor, the difficulties that I may face. Do I have the Faith to carry out
this Plan!

Oh Mother, Father Life, ‘I Am’ here, ‘I Am’ surrendered completely, wholeheartedly to your guidance.
Faith is all that is, and Faith it is.

Amen

Update: Beloved Sue in her new Cosmic Overview Capricorn NewMoon 2022, has given us more
insight as to what we as Way showers, World Servers can rise up above the old Paradigm, from the
shadows to become the New Human, Co-Creator of the NewWorld.

“It has taken inner awareness, deep roots, and perseverance to stay centred and grounded over these many

months, whilst maintaining an overview and witnessing all of the upheaval, fear and chaos as shadows rise and old

safety nets fall away – to listen and to stay true to the guidance of our Soul as we go through this pivotal Initiatory

period, which is birthing a quantum leap of consciousness.

From an esoteric viewpoint, the changes that are occurring externally are also occurring deep within the psyche and

energetic of each individual. Saturn rules Capricorn at the personality and also at the Soul level of Consciousness –

being both the Dweller on the Threshold and the Lord of Karma, for it is Saturn’s Ring Pass Not, that we meet when

we wish to start a new cycle on a higher level of the evolutionary spiral.

But as the individual progresses, over time and working with the higher levels of the three Rays which manifest

through the Constellation of Capricorn, Initiation is undertaken. ‘Capricorn is most closely connected to the Third

Initiation and flows with the 1st, 3rd and 7th Rays. This combination gives Capricorn the ability and strength to

eliminate anything that has been previously created and bring about a new Form for the manifestation of the Plan.’

This year, the Sun and Moon are on 120 Capricorn 22 on Gene Key 38 known as The Warrior of Light moving

through the Shadow of Struggle to the Gift of Perseverance to the Siddhi of Honour.

As we enter into 2022, may we, throughout this coming year, be the Way Showers and Examples that usher in

Freedom, Liberation, and Far-Sightedness, upholding Truth and Honour, so that these Qualities may be magnetised

and reflected into the Hearts and Minds of all Beings.” end of excerpt
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FATHER MOTHER LIFE

INNER STRENGTH

INNER STRENGTH

INNER STRENGTH

Walk, in this lonely journey.

With ME shinning on you every moment.

Even when Darkness prevail,

I AM right beside you.

Never let you go.

Protected You Are, Loved You Are.

Blood Red Sky is your background.

Yet you walk.

Never look back.

Red as Blood, You Are One of Us.

Red to Yellow, is your Mother/Father Sun.

See with Your EYE, Hear with Your MIND, Feel with Your HEART.

Oneness Itself AM I,

Two Merge with One,

Three Minds Unite.

Inside Your Heart We live.

Welcome Home dear sweet Heart.

Smile, face each day.

Yes Dear Child.

SMILE.

Your Loving Mother

20-11-2021
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While I am writing these pages, dear Brother Michael has suggested the Violet Flame Meditation for
the Temple of Freedom in January. Which I appreciate so much and started to use them on a daily
basis. On the date of 15th January, the official date for Transmission of the Flame Service, we used
another version, after which I came back to this vision here, simply by integrating the Breathing
exercise in the last 15 minutes. Temple of Freedom, how appropriate, and such coincidence! For
complete Meditation details, please go to the web-site https://becominglotus.org/2022/01/22/violet-
flame-temple-of-freedom-st-germain/

The Pursuit of TRUTH
Last night 25-01-2022, I don’t know where did I go, Teton Retreat, Temple of Freedom or somewhere
else? The fact that I have much download, and as a consequences I have had a bad night of allergies,
even today, it is still not subside….. I was up at 2.00 am and needed to dropped down a few notes
then try to calm my skin, my inner self… all is fine, please don’t be afraid any longer. We can let the
download happen naturally, without necessary going through this skin torture every time.

The issue in my mind was how one can assert the TRUTH in the process of awakening? How to discern
information and knowledge acquired on the way? Ultimately, what, who should one trust?

Questions and Answers
How can one ever find the TRUTH? Truth has many facets and aspects, what is Truth for me might not
necessary be the Truth for someone else.

Asking questions, never take what is being given on the face value, turn every stones, explore every
angles, test every possibilities. I have always been demolished for asking too many questions, why
can’t I ever just do what I am being told! The TROUBLE MAKER CHILD in person. Yet, posing questions
has been the best way to find not only the TRUTH, but also a very good way to disclose your true
Alliance!

Intuition
Trust in Intuition. The Heart and Mind know even before a question is asked! During the course of
lives, how many of us are being taught not to trust our instincts! TRUST THE SCIENCE: is how we are
totally brainwashed to believe the Authority. Someone else always know better then us because they
are the Authority in so and so subjects! To take back our Sovereignty seems to be an impossible task.

We need to learn to trust our Intuition, our Instinct, our Heart and Mind again. Such a painful process,
with the whole world pointing fingers at you: the BLACK SHEEP, THE UNFIT, THE UNCOMPROMISED,
THE SOCIAL DISTRUBTOR!

Wisdom Vs Knowledge

If Knowledge is Tangible, then Wisdom is non tangible.
If Knowledge is Matter, then Wisdom is Non Matter.
If Knowledge is Outer Source, then Wisdom is fromWithin.
If Knowledge can be demonstrate with a piece of Certificate or Diplomar,
Then Wisdom can only be measured with the kiss of the Sun.
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A Wise Man most probably is a Knowledgeable Man, while a Knowledgeable Man not necessary a
Wise Man.

It is often said: Knowledge set you Free! Because we have lost Faith in our 3D world, we have lost God
within our hearts.
Knowledge can be brought into its most useful, helpful service by letting Wisdom to lead the way!
Wisdom is the KNOWING, the BELIEVING and the TURST of the Intuition even when there is no
concrete information or data to sustain such Intuition! And it is called: FAITH, The ‘I AM’ PRESENCE!

Faith ultimately, set you FREE!
Free from the chain that enslaved our Souls and Bodies in the history of Human Being!

I Am a Seeker of Truth,

I Am Observation of What Is!

And I will Leave no Stone Unturned

to Accept My Home coming!

Seek Only that Which is Unseen!

That Gift that I Am to All of Life!

I Am the Only Governing Power of MyWorld!

I Am the All-Knowing, All-Powerful,

All-Encompassing Expression of God Life in Love In

Action!

This forever circle in search of TRUTH in awakening with one focal point: FAITH, with God inside our
Hearts.
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EAGLE AND DOVE
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EAGLE AND DOVE

To Know God, Know Thyself First

Do I know myself? Do you know yourself, dear friend?

Since early age, I have had people, people supposed to love me and protect me, telling me that: you
are UGLY, you are USELESS, you are STUPID, you may become a WHORE! Did I really sign a contract
before this reincarnation to have this kind of experiences, and have a mother doesn’t love me?
(Please don’t tell me all mothers love their children, it took me 50 years to accept this fact, I know
what I am saying, and another 2 years to come around with Forgiveness!) How can such childhood
ever serve me?

Since very young age, I always talked to “Myself’, the invisible friend, behind closed door, so people
won’t noticed my strange behaviour! I can still see it clearly that little girl of 8, hiding under her
parents’ bed, thinking to disappear from this world, the outside world was too much for me! Was I so
horrendous that these people can’t even show a bit of kindness! Who was this voice talking to me in
time of need? Who was that ‘Presence’ staying with me?

Growing up, in order to survive, to thrill, so I won’t be the ‘FAILURE’ that these people were
condemning me, this voice within was silenced, switched off without a trace. Still no compromise
though, I do it my way. Holding the ANGER bottom up inside me, I was going to break the world, my
energy to move forward. The ANGRY CHILD! Gene Key 32

I was being given a chance, a chance to escape from the living Prison. I went to Australia, with a new
name, Genevieve. Legally, I became Cheung Yin Chie Genevieve 張英姿, a chance to stripe the old
angry me, and let the sunshine of Australia to kiss on the new Genevieve. Gene Key 42

The invisible Guiding hand was there always, leading me, without me noticing it, than came Italy and I
kept on living under the illusion world bubble…. We fast forward 20 years later. Akata, a name has no
specific meaning for me, not in any languages that I know of. Akata came to me during one of the
meditation, she was inside a Spaceship, making a decision, she decided to came to this planet we call
Earth! Sun Light, this property that we are talking has a name: BORGO AL SOLE (Sun Light Village).
During my Master Reiki Attunement, I was asked a Soul name, putting Akata Sun Light together, was
so obvious, bridging the old to the new, or connecting the origin to the future. In a sense that ‘I Am’
the Zero Point, take what the past has given me, not only this live time, but all live times and bringing
it forward into Creating the Future. Gene Key 60

Why these changing of names are important, for me, these names represent 3 stages of growth, of
finding oneself. The name given by my parents Cheung Yin Chie張英姿 is an identity imposed on me,
as beautiful and good meaning ( a feminine warrior with Grace, hard to beat that!!!) as it can be.
Then Genevieve, a name with French origin (Hmmm, ponder on this!), did serve me well, in these 25
years of my life. The freedom to become who I wanted to be.

Now you may say, when your parents gave you such beautiful name, they must love you
tremendously.
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My answer, Yes, my Mother and Father from Above love me tremendously. While my earth parents
was still in a stage of Panic at the age of 18/19, this unexpected, unwanted child was nothing but

trouble in their poor condition in a remote village in China. In one of the
Communist radio where propaganda songs were playing non-stop, there was
this phrase: our female soldiers in the mountain with 5 Guns… Fortunately,
the song writer instead of using the cruel female soldiers, had used Feminine
Warrior with Grace in description. There you go, my Parents Above did make
sure my earth parents heard that song in the right moment, picking up the

right words, and “Choose” to use it for my name!

To know Myself, time has came for me to look at my Birth Chart. And who could be better than our
Beloved Sister Sue. I have a 3 hours meeting with Sue, http://www.astrolight.co.uk/ the insight that
she has given me, helping me to understand how I come this far and what one can inspire to achieve.
She has also given me the image of Eagle and Dove on my Natal Chart, it is so inspiring. If I didn’t
implement this Will and Love aspect in my life consciously before, now it has certainly become my
Conscious Lighthouse from here onward.

Eagle and Dove

Dane Rudhyar Degrees -

SCENE FOURTEEN: RECONSTRUCTION
THIRD LEVEL: INDIVIDUAL-MENTAL
PHASE 206 (LIBRA 26°): AN EAGLE AND A LARGE WHITE DOVE CHANGE INTO EACH OTHER.
KEYNOTE:
The interaction of the spiritual Will and of the Love principle when critical needs arise. This sequence
of symbols concluding the Libra phase of the cycle deals with problems met by the seeker for the
fulfillment of a higher life of Relationship. Implied here is a kind of Yang-Yin interplay. When the circle
encompassing both principles rotates fast, they appear to change into each other. Consciousness
operates beyond duality, because the polarized energies of the Soul (or spirit). Will and Love, though
ever distinct, work for a single purpose. This is the first stage of the forty-second five-fold set of
symbolic phases. It represents a new, higher approach to the use of polarized forces within the
personality which has been ever so little transformed and operating within a new framework.

The Keyword: ADEPTNESS fits this phase — but there are many levels of “adept-ship”!

http://www.astrolight.co.uk/
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Gene Keys and Birth Chart Reading

We are looking at the following information from Gene keys and Sue comments during our meeting,
they are as perfect as it can be, I will only put little notes where my personal experiences can be
incorporated into their explanation.

Gene Keys - MY GENIUS

My Life's Work - what I’m here to do - Gene Key 32 Failure to Preservation to Veneration

Gene Key: With this Gift as your Life's Work, you need to feel part of a broader pattern. Support
from those you trust is one of the great keys in your life. Above all, you need to find what it is that
you want to preserve for future generations. If you are raising a family, it is far more important for
you to give your children high principles and a feeling of respect for life, than it is to give them
financial freedom or economic support. You have a deep and natural instinct for long-term
investments, especially in terms of where you put your own energy. If you can expand your
horizons to encompass the whole planet, you will find greater fulfillment and, in the long term,
greater financial return through the karma you accrue.

Sue: Because you have these 5 planets energy, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Uranus and the Sun in Libra.

In 2006 Pluto came to make a 90 angle to your natal Pluto at 26* Virgo which is conjunct your South Node in the

12th House. The South Node point is the karmic consciousness created through previous lifetimes, which we come to

integrate with the North Node, which is the spiritual focus and purpose for this incarnation.

The South Node point in your chart links to the Gene Key of shadow of oppression, leading to transmutation, and to

transfiguration. So in this lifetime you came in to transmute the ancestral lineage of oppression.
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Akata: The angry driving force could have been the danger to blind my vision forever. The FEAR of
FAILURE did serve me to push myself forward in the past. Fortunately, the intuition is always there,
pushing the direction where to find Light. Doesn’t matter what the outer world pressure, or I don’t
understand it at the moment, just keep on going. A Faith in trusting the intuitive side of me!

My Evolution - what I’m here to learn - Gene Key 42 Provocation to Dynamism to Liberation

Gene Key: With this Gift as your Evolution, you have a challenge in life to finish what you have
begun. Not only must you finish what you have begun, but you must finish it cleanly, which means
to say that you have to let it go.

Endings may be challenging for you, but they are also very beautiful. They give you the
opportunity to begin another journey. The trick for you is to make sure that each new beginning
has its root in the old ending. In other words, there is great continuity to everything that happens
to you in life. The only danger you have is breaking out of patterns too early or hanging on to
patterns too long. If you break the pattern too soon, you have to begin all over again with the same
pattern until it is finished with you, rather than you thinking that you can finish it! On the other
hand, if you hang on to things too long, you break the continuity that leads to the next organic
unfolding in your life. The most important thing for you is to let life live through you, and enjoy
every experience without trying to exert too much control.

Sue: Since 2006, Pluto has been steadily making an ongoing 90* aspect to each of the five Libran planetary energies

of Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Uranus and the Sun, in your chart, having now finally made a final square to your natal

Sun on 11th December 2021.

Starting in 2006 and finishing in December 2021, everything that no longer serves you is stripped away, it is like a

metamorphosis going on for you. A long period to experience Plutonic energy.

So, in this lifetime, your Soul chose for you a life of major transformation and realignment of your consciousness.

Akata: What can be better describe with the changing of names and countries along the way.
Interestingly, Italy is so far the country I live the longest period. Maybe now there is no need to
change of country, but Dimension!

In term of finishing what I have begun, this Vision that I have, the Radiation Centre for the New
Children, is very much connected to another vision that I have before that! I don’t get to choose
which past lives or vision to look at, they come to me. Maybe there is something I need to understand,
or put my attention to. I saw a girl walking across the Red Sea, picking up children along the way, who
was left behind or lost the sign of their parents. I simply picked them up one by one, forming a group.
When we crossed the sea, some of the children didn’t survive. Little graves were dug up, and I could
feel her sadness. She did try to provide some kind of protection and shelter for the little ones! ‘Am I’
here to finish this mission…. then again, the mission to protect our children has never gone very far!
Time to bring it into Manifestation.
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Sue has also pointed out that my evolution, which is Gene Key 42, is to assist people to lose their fear of death.. So

hopefully you are one of those souls to teach people there is no such thing as death.

Samadhi: To learn to die before you die!

My Radiance - what keeps me healthy - Gene Key 56 Distraction to Enrichment to Intoxication

Gene Keys: With the 56th Gift governing your health, you need to travel in order to maintain
optimum health. Travelling does not mean literally moving from place to place, although this will
always be important for you. Travelling for you means to travel through different experiences with
different people, learning and sharing different things, rather than being stuck with the same old
people in the same old place, doing the same old thing! Your other great gift is the ability to divert
others away from their suffering — although you never do this from a place of denial of suffering.
You simply have a knack of putting things into a different perspective. Your health and well being
depend on your ability to sustain this humorous perspective. There is nothing healthier for you
than true laughter.

Sue: You came in with Chiron and Eris in Aries and with this position there is a wounding in that you are not given

the appreciation of who you are – you may be seen as creating trouble or difficulty. Aries links to the individual to

the sense of ‘me’ and when Chiron is in Aries then this sense of individuality can be wounded.

In your case, Chiron is also making an opposition to Venus, to Uranus, and to Mercury. This wounding of your

unique gift, (Uranus) may have resulted in your being under attack as a child for the way that you expressed

yourself (Mercury).

When you work through the wound (Chiron) there is a true potential for you to bring the higher mind (Uranus),

and the lower mind (Mercury) together, and the way that you think, the way that you express yourself allows you to

bring a very healing energy (Chiron) to all that you meet and equally you can bring this gift into the service of the

collective.

In truth the only wound that we have as a humanity, is that we have forgotten who we are, we have forgotten that we

are Spirit embodied.

Akata: How did my experience in childhood serve me?

Not being Love, and this has become my purpose in searching the meaning of Love, how to Love, to
Love unconditionally. My distress during childhood, has also become the pillar where my attention for
children. The suffering that is around the world, the atrocity that is being done right up into our days.
THIS MUST BE STOPPED!
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My Purpose - what deeply fulfills me - Gene Key 60 Limitation to Realism to Justice

Gene Keys: You will never find your purpose in the past or the future. For you, purpose is always
in the here and now. However you feel, whatever you are doing, that is your purpose. The worst
thing for you is to ponder the purpose of your life! If you are feeling low, then your purpose lies
within that feeling. If you are high and life is bursting with potential, then your purpose is being
expressed through your creativity. You are a leaf on the wind — your life does not belong to you
but to the stars and the tides and the music of nature. You are an artist and life is your easel. You
are a poet and life is your poem. You are the structure, and you have to let life play through you
without judging or controlling the music that emerges. There is nothing that you can do or say that
will change life, so you may as well just learn to love it and breathe it in every waking moment.

Sue: Pluto is so profound in your chart, working all the way through on Gene Key 6 Conflict to Diplomacy to Peace

The gift is about constant balancing the opposite energies. All of that Libran energy is always about the balancing,

with the underlying purpose, with Pluto trying to bring through, to bring peace. The only thing is permanent is this

world is the essence of your Self, your Soul.

Chiron takes 50 years to go around the Sun, and your Chiron return in 2019, was a time of initiation. You have a

natural drive in you, the cardinal energy, has the ability to get things moving, to get things done. With all of that

Libran energy and with Mars in Capricorn square to both Jupiter and the Sun, you have an abundance of drive and

disciplined action.

The most important thing that you can do, is to become what you know to be the truth, to become it, then your auric

fields just naturally start to affect the environment around you.

Akata: So what is my Purpose? Is the manifestation of this Radiation Centre my sole purpose to be
here and now?

I am writing this much later, after I have almost finished the whole Book and revisited many times.
There was something more profound to ponder upon before I can express about the Purpose. It could
be much easier if I simply accept that by bringing into manifestation of this Radiation Centre is my

Soul Purpose, then be at peace with myself. During the process of
writing this book, and later on how I need to confront the past fear
and present illness. I come to understand that, hard may it seems
already of this Petition/Project, it is not IT!

In a broader aspect, to bring the Truth out, to stand for the Truth no
matter how hard it seems is being one. If we consider the crazy
difficult time that we are living in the last 2 years or so, and may be

more to come. By standing up to the Truth and going against all Odds and Matrix. This is my privilege
to stand with thousand of you together. This is the Purpose of our lives, to keep the ‘LIGHT’ shinning.
In darkness, we only need a spark of light, and darkness no more!
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Progress chart for the next 2 years

Sue: Progress chart which looks at where the planets are. By progression this year, you have many
things going on. Vesta, Chiron, Pallas triangle for the next 2 years.

Aspect, particular powerful over to next year.
Chiron the healing powerful, in you case is in your mind.
Pallas Athena, you capacity to use your mind into healing, instrumental, bring about change. Brings in
intuition, focus, flashes of insights, and how you use your higher mind.

Vesta links into the flame within, the links into the spiritual essence you
carry from lifetime to lifetime. The pivotal point of your chart, for the next
few years. So it will be the focal aspects for the next couple of years, at least.

Vesta, incarnation of the light, bringing the light from generation to
generation, Gene key 29, leaping into the void. Whole hearted in what you
are doing. Open to a deep connection to the life force within. Carrying the
flame within you. Pure consciousness.

Gene key 29 - Halfheartedness - Commitment - Devotion

This year, transiting Neptune has been passing over your North Node, which is the Soul's focus in
this lifetime, which would account for your increasing awareness of the metaphysical spiritual side of
life. The North Node in your chart is on GK 22, which along with Gene Key 55 is central to the
evolution that is occurring on planet Earth, so worth contemplating on this and all the other Gene
Keys that are part of your energetic makeup.

22nd - Dishonour - Graciousness - Grace
55th - Victimization - Freedom - Freedom

Akata: There you go, the Freedom, let’s keep on going. Don’t have much excuse but bring this Petition
forward and into Precipitation, shell we?

Let Go, and Let God
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Gene Key 32 Failure to Preservation to Veneration

Now I would like to go back on My Life's Work - Gene Key 32 Failure to Preservation to Veneration.
From my very limited understanding, on analyzing the Profile chart, the Life’s Work is right on top of
the chart, where the ULTIMATE PURPOSE of one’s Life reside.

“When we trust in life enough, we begin to trust in the events of our lives too. We allow them to shatter us, and that

re-frames our view. We realize that this impulse to preserve what we love has a whole new field to live in. What is

essential? That is the great inner question.” – Richard Rudd, 64 Ways

Shadow - Failure - The Myth of Failure

True success means no longer being ruled by the concept of success and failure. If you are not in
control of your mind or aware of its power, then your mind will run you life and which means that
fear will run your life. To raise the consciousness of the mind is to escape the grip of all fear. We no
longer have to ‘react’ to them.

The 42nd GK shadow represents the inability to let go and it is connected to the theme of death itself.
The very codon group and the ring of illusion - is based on the illusion of death through its ally, the
28th GK.

When you raise your frequency beyond the reach of concepts, such as success and failure, you
remember that all of life moves in a great Cosmic Pattern. As you let go into this pattern you always
find your natural support with it.

Losing all sense of the continuity in life, this is a state based on anger - the anger that there is
nothing to support you but yourself. (Akata: the angry child!)

Gift - Preservation - The Art of Grafting

Noble Gift as seeing beyond your own little World, going beyond Selfishness, and Knowing what to
keep ‘Alive’.

The Preservation of Life
Raise above the fear and move beyond the Selfish tendencies of the shadow frequency, be the most
vehement Defenders and Preserves of our Earth
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Success at the Gift level is about economy, and economy comes from being in harmony rather than in
competition. (from individuality to Group Unity)
From a profound understanding of the Ring of Illusion, to see the dilemma that Humanity currently
faces.
As we listen to the great wisdom of our ancestors and of the indigenous tribal cultures, we will once
again find our correct Inner Spirit.

Once we have this as our anchor, we can Graft our modern technologies onto the old wisdom and
the result will be truly Transcendent. This is the great secret of preservation.

(Akata: for this part, I do feel a strong calling, not only this Preservation of Life of the New Generation
- New Children. Since Rule 12, Astrology has given me a new focal point in understanding our world.
With Gene Keys which is based on ancient I Ching, which has been badly used in this modern world. It
has become nothing more that a means for Divinity. While the ancient wisdom teaching, and its
profound understanding of our universe has been largely ignored. It may be a coincidence that I am a
Chinese Origin, and more than that I learn the Traditional Chinese in Hong Kong, rather then the
Simplified Chinese in China. Knowing the Traditional Chinese is fundamental to comprehend the very
Essence of Chinese language, ideograph characters. What I read today, was basically the same written
3ooo years ago. While the Simplified Chinese invented by the Communist, is a means to reduce its
population into ignorance slave mentality.)

(The example I always used is the word of Love:
In Traditional Chinese 愛, where in the middle of ideograph, you can find the part Heart 心. In order
to love, you need a heart.

In Simplified Chinese 爱. looky looky what they have taken out, the Heart part! If the main mission in
pushing Simplified Chinese is to save time, there are other part that they can have taken out, why the
Heart part? So people little by little, don’t know how to Love any longer!

This I feel very much my mission, as we in Hong Kong, together with Taiwan, are 2 tiny places in the
world to keep on using Traditional Chinese, to stop this Culture Genocide. Maybe by studying the I
Ching with the new interpretation of Gene Keys, I can find a way to re-introduce I Ching in the
Spiritual Way that has been forgotten in thousands of years.

Oh mine, this is one of those situation, which I pray for the Magic Key to bring back our DNA
encodements, our memories, so we don’t need to study everything anew! Well, ‘I Am’ on my way, so
be it.)

Siddhi Veneration - The Perfume of Consciousness

From a negative pattern (fear and anger) transformed into a beneficial force simply by raising the
frequency and pressing into Service of the Whole, Service as an Expression of Love.

“the gradual transformation of ancient karma is like watching a saucepan of water slowly coming to a
boil. For a considerable amount of time, nothing appears to be occurring. At a certain point, however,
you sense a great pressure, building within the saucepan, and you see the telltale signs that
something big is about to happen - vapour begins to rise, a tangible heat begins to emanate, tiny
bubbles prick the surface.
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When the explosion finally happens, it happens all at once and appears to be unstoppable.”

(Akata: How appropriate this description of boiling water, it is very much my experiences in the last 6
months!)

One day you reach an incarnation in which a great sense of something impending begins to surround
you. Your life is littered with the signs and promises of a great and impossible sounding dream. You
feel the pressure of this other reality more than you ever have before, and during these last stages,
you find tests are the most intense, as the most ancient vestiges of your karma and burned White-Hot
from your very DNA.

When the supernova finally occurs in you, your identity and even your gifts are crushed as a new field
of service emerges through you.
It is the Tree of Life - that Shamanic Bridge between the Realms.

The 32nd Siddhi responds to a lineage, the lineage that resonates the deepest inside the body. If we’re
ready to be the host, then the wisdom will come and live with us. We become a lineage holder, a
guardian, a chodak in the Tibetan tradition, and mutate the wisdom as it mutates us. We become
venerable, because others see that the wisdom has taken up residence in us.

Wisdom will put us through a very rigorous series of tests! If we’re bot able to surrender and be
humbled, then the transmission will not be able to stay inside us. It takes a lot of self-discipline.

Now the lineages are crisscrossing, as though they have a new kind of network. It’s as though
underground springs are popping up in the collective gene pool and suddenly a lineage arises in
someone who never had formal spiritual training. It’s more to do with our ability to listen inwardly to
the Truth inside us. We have to learn how to Pause and Listen Inwardly to life. (Ponder upon this!)
Ours is a vital life, a precious life, a delicate thread between the past and the future. Follow the gentle
pulse of Truth inside you, the higher purpose hidden in your DNA!

(Akata: There is so much more I could have brought forth the beautiful and wisdom teachings of
Richard Rudd. As many others, we are born with our shadow’s stage, it is up to us in this lifetime to go
further into the Gift and/or Siddhi stages. Here I need to remind myself to be very much aware of the
Ego’s claw.

The best attitude one can assume is knowing Astrology and Gene Keys are the potential one can
inspire and accomplish with much dedication and determination. And one thing I usually do, there is
no use in thinking about those contributes constantly. One only need to keep on moving, and commit
with the Will and Love aspects in just about everything that we do. )

Returning to the Birth chart consultation with Beloved Sue, she asked a question which I was not
completely able to elaborate the depth: did I struggle between the Saturn and Uranus energies?

“In your case, the Moon came in Aquarius, which is ruled by Uranus, so it is a natural affinity with the Higher Mind,

there is a natural in doing things differently, to do your own thing, to be somebody bringing new ideas, breaking

the pattern. That is deeply embedded in you, as in unconscious natural reaction.
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The time of your birth, the Moon in Aquarius, 90* aspect to Saturn. Saturn has a totally different energy. Saturn

need to do thing correctly perfectly, doesn’t like to rock the boat. Did you struggle during your childhood.”

This I have contemplated upon for quite a while, also by analyzing not only my childhood, but my life
in general. There are those people born rebellion, they want to break, to change completely the
system. Sometimes by pure Force. Then there are those for the sake of ‘Harmony’ or ‘Survival’ accept
what their environment, systems imposed on them.

Then there is a portion of people try to reform the system by understanding it, studying it, and being a
part of it! You see, one need to have good understanding of WHAT’S GONE WRONG! Is all old system
= evil? Nothing to preserve? This also bring me to the Gene Key 32. Preservation: retain what is good
in the Old and transform it into the New.

Then again, very much depends on our stage of consciousness, we are not always so strong to stand
apart from the society. It is an easier way to be part of the ‘NORMAL’, part of the system. In my
childhood, while struggling deeply for not being accepted, the BLACK SHEEP, it could seems so much
more inviting to be ‘ORDINARY’!
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I Ching 32nd Gua/Hexagram

Now let’s see the 32nd Gua/Hexagram in the Chinese I Ching:

卦 32,恆 heng,有恆 Long Lasting, Thunder above, Wind below.

When look closely on the ideograph of the Chinese Character, two horizontal lines on top and at the
bottom, represent the two shores of a river. Between the shores, there are two images - a boat on the
right, and a heart on the left. Three people are sailing across the river in the boat. In ancient China,
crossing a river was not an easy task. An old Chinese saying describes the situation: “People in the
same boast share weal and woe.”同舟共濟，患難與共

Sharing weal and woe means working together in full cooperation with a United Purpose - with One
Heart. The ancient sage placed a heart beside the boat, from beginning to end, everlasting. The
ancient sage followed the Tao of Heaven to establish the Tao of Humanity, the function of Heaven and
Earth. The relationship of Heaven and Earth is interactive and everlasting. 天 (Heaven)地 (Earth)

The message of this Gua is that sincerity, purity and unselfishness are the essential elements of the
long-lasting relationship.
The main theme of this Gua is stated by Confucius:

Sun and Moon rely on the Tao of Heaven;

Thus can their shining be long lasting.

The four seasons change and transform;

Thus can their production of beings long endure.

The holy sage remains long lasting in his way of life;

Then all thins under heaven are transformed to completion.

Contemplate the Tao of Long Lasting,

To see the nature of Heaven of Earth and of all beings.

彖曰：恆，久也。剛上而柔下，

雷風相與，巽而動，剛柔皆應，恆。

恆亨無咎，利貞﹔久於其道也，

天地之道，恆久而不已也。利有

攸往，終則有始也。日月得天，而

能久照，四時變化，而能久成，聖

人久於其道，而天下化成﹔觀其所

恆，而天地萬物之情可見矣！
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So we can see from some 3000 years ago, in a more concentrated Chinese ancient wisdom, we could
trace more or less the same Theme in this ‘Gua’, in preserving, and long lasting efforts in bringing
harmony of all creations between Heaven and Earth. Can be really interesting in looking in details at
the rest of the Gene Keys in comparison with the Ancient ‘I Ching’.

It seems so much that I would LOVE to do, and with the opportunity of the end of Year visit to the
Royal Teton Retreat, I have written a Petition to the Teton Retreat Karmic Board:

Petition to the Lords of Karma

Beloved Karmic Broad and Lords of Karma,

‘I Am’ Akata Sun Light, born Cheung Yin Chie, became Genevieve.

Tonight, with the blessing of our Mother and Father God, ‘I Am’ sending you the Petition of the end of year 2021.

This year ‘I Am’ truly blessed beyond measure. ‘I Am’ being given this unrepeatable opportunity to find our Mother

and Father God, and hence, to find the way HOME.

‘I Am’ blessed with the Path of studying with the EGA and together with so many Ascended Masters, ArchAngels,

Jesus the Christ, Mother Mary, the Magdalenes and many more as our guidance and protection.

‘I Am’ blessed with the Vision given by our Mother/Father God of the new Radiation Centre. I have tried several

times to write the Proposal. Now I realized that I am/was not fully ready or awakened enough to express all the love

and good intention inside my heart.

So dear Karmic Broad and Lords of Karma, ‘I Am’ not rushing to send you this Particular Proposal. And knowing

that when I am/will be ready, I can send it to the Councils of Light any time knowing that I can rely on your

assistance and guidance. Until such time, ‘I Am’ to keep this Vision very close inside my heart.

‘I Am’ can nevertheless, ask you dear Lords to secure this place, so that I can bring it into Precipitation.

Now ‘I Am’ sending you this Petition, asking to activate my Divine Blueprint, my cellular DNA and Atom.

‘I Am’ asking you every opportunity and means to acquire all necessary wisdom and knowledge for me to accomplish

my Divine Plan.

To do this, ‘I Am’ also asking you Beloved Lords of Karma to clean, clear, cancel all my Karmic records, core and

consequences, in all my past, present and future lives. So that ‘I Am’ to walk on this Earth Karmic Free and as such

Free to carry out the Divine Plan.
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In addition, ‘I Am’ also sending petition to Beloved St. Germain to be taken to his Cave of Symbols, to sit in the

Atomic Accelerator, and if the Master see fit, also to stand before the Cosmic Mirror and enter the room of the

Sphere of Light. I leave this totally and completely to the judgement / discernment of Beloved St. Germain.

From my part, I pledge my covenant, giving all my good intention, concentration, in every thought, word, and Love

In Action.

To complete the study of the ‘I Am’ Authority Discourses Classes with upmost application.

To Honour and Surrender to my ‘I Am’ God Self.

I know full well it is easy to say but hard to accomplish. When from time to time my 4 lower bodies fall back into the

Human consciousness, I ask Forgiveness, and bring my ‘I Am’ back to the Christ Consciousness. If sometime I do not

realize or understand, blinded by Glamour or ignorance, please please please help me to understand.

At this moment, I think it is all that ‘I Am’ can ask from you, dear Lords of Karma. If there is something more could

be added to my petition, either through you or from other Ascended Masters’ suggestions, please add it/them

automatically into this Petition.

‘I Am’ no longer Seek that which is Seen

‘I Am’ to Seek that which is Unseen

May I pass every Test!

May ‘I Am’ Follow the Path of Least Resistance

‘I AM’ GRATEFUL ‘I AM’ GRATEFUL ‘I AM’ GRATEFUL

In Love We Share

Akata Sun Light

18 December 2021

Full Moon

Side note: I remember I read it somewhere to burn the Petition, so without much thinking, I burned it
the same night. Afterward I found out one should burn it at the end of the month!!!

Never mind, I found Beloved St. Germain laughing under moustache ( as we say it in Italian: ridere sotto

baffi, the smile is there but you cannot see it clearly!)

Then Peter has posted the whole lot of information regarding One World Nation!!!
I really didn’t expect the effectiveness so quick, and so much information all at once…
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Joke aside, I am deeply grateful to all assistance and guidance that Peter is providing to me and all
brothers and sisters.

As you can see, after the Petition to the Karmic Broad, the idea of making a new Web-site and writing
this Book. It is my new approach in preparing the Petition. Everything is forming together so fast, and
with my ‘I Am’ Presence as constant companion, the ME/WE, what was impossible is becoming
POSSIBILE and REAL!

According to Richard Rudd, the first obstacle that has to be overcome is the karma of the past. If
commitment is consistent enough (usually over many lives), eventually it will burn up all the karma
accumulated in the ancestral DNA.

When we are taking up the courage to face our Past, our Fear, the shadow will not just go away so
easily, so readily, it will take up the fight to maintain it’s power over us. Now I am personally feeling
the burn of past fear, and it is torturing me physically with skin allergies! It is a long process in healing,
and this also bring us to 2 new Topics that are so inter-related: REMEMBER I AM and THE LIGHT
PROGRAMME.

With kindness, Sue has also given me some extra materials to look at. At this time in my progressed
chart I have a very definite focus on the MC and Vesta which are making aspects to both Pallas Athena
and to Chiron - which is relevant to all that I am are experiencing. The Gene Keys that link to this
planetary aspect along with transiting Pluto which is also truly assisting me to release old blockages
and will be conjunct my Core Purpose all through 2022. This will give further insight to the potential
held within the transition that I am going through.

‘Leaping into the Void’
Gene Key 29 ~ Position of MC and Vesta
Moving from Half-Heartedness to Commitment to Devotion

‘The Serpent Path’
Gene Key 54~ Position of progressed Pallas Athena
Moving from Greed to Aspiration to Ascension

‘The Myth of the Sacred Wound’
Gene Key 25 ~ Position of progressed Chiron
Moving from Constriction to Acceptance to Universal Love

‘The Holy of Holies’
Gene Key 61 ~ Position of transiting Pluto triggering this aspect
Moving from Psychosis to Inspiration to Sanctity

‘The Cracking of the Vessel’
Gene Key 60 ~ Position of transiting Pluto cnj Core Purpose throughout 2022
Moving from Limitation to Realism to Justice

I can never express enough gratitude to the EGA family, how each and every one of them giving
guidance and loving assistance throughout this journey.
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REMEMBER ‘I AM’
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REMEMBER ‘I AM’
After Thoughts
How strange it is to put After Thoughts at the beginning of a new Page, yet may be it is the best way
to ensure we have a better understanding of how the process of ‘Remembrance’ unfold.

It has not been easy to come into this decision: to state clearly of what I have come to understand of
my role in some 2000 years ago. Just to start with, I was not any one of the 3 Marys, if you have read
the Book of Claire Heartsong: Anna, the Voice of the Magdalenes (A Sequel to Anna, Grandmother of
Jesus), you would know perfectly well of what I am referring.

To be honest, at the beginning when I have a glimpse of possible connection or being one of the
Marys was both thrilling and frightening at the same time. The ego mind was always there poking and
pushing, then the fear came, no no no, I really don’t want to have anything to do with it!

Do I have a choice to know or not to know? I don’t know the answer, I can only tell the truth: all of my
past lives, they choose to came to me. More appropriately to state that, they came according to my
State of Consciousness, that is, how much I am ready to accept certain facts in the Path of Awakening.
Nothing ever shown to me when I was not ‘Ready’. Therefore, it is not a matter of Choice, but a
matter of Readiness for the next shift of Consciousness.

Below you will see the unfolding of this process. And after serious thoughts and my correspondence
with Peter, I have come to term that by stating exactly of who I was, is part of the process to defeat
that ‘Fear’ that has been condemning us eons of lifetimes.

During a very normal daily morning meditation on earlier January 2022, both Yeshua and Mary of
Bethany came together into my vision, very naturally, I called them Father and Mother! And the vision
of Lizbett, the daughter of Yeshua and Mary of Bethany became so clear at the same moment! That
how I understood, I was her, the one born in France, and spent her life in what we call the United
Kingdom now.

There must be a purpose when they make themselves known to be my parents!

The opening of the Mouth!

Be brave and let the Truth out!

It is being asked of me.

It's also true that we have had many past lives, yet, THAT lifetime condemn us all to a infinity of
suffering. We face ONE, we face them all.

“Today this Essene Soul urge to reunite is a huge pull upon Their Divine Hearts and yet even though Their Memories

are now resurfacing once again, They remain within the transmuting stages of human discord and imbalance and

continue to clear and heal many physical, emotional and mental traumas along the way. Subconsciously, these Dear

Souls, due to their failed attempt to Ascend as a Group, and who had to reincarnate time and time again over the

last 2000 years, the mental and emotional scars of that failure are still holding most of them back from making the
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next major decision within their lives. This will begin to clear now, thus making way for the final rehearsals before

Reigniting the Inception Codes of the Light; this time with Absolute Permanent and Eternal Success. (Sanat Kumara -

09 Narayana and Divine Grace)

I have cancelled many passages from the book so people would not know who I was, yet the part of
‘Remembrance’ is so important in the process of awakening and accepting of Who I Am!

I am almost completely healed from my skin allergy (Past Fear), the lower bodies, and this step could
be one final straw to defeat OLD Fear and Karma! So here we are, without censoring anything, I Am
that I Am.

Archangel Gabriel’s Invocation

I bring you glad tidings from the realms of Light. I am the one you know as Gabriel. I come from on High as an over-

lighting presence to assist you in the delivery of this work unto the Earth plane. I come forth into this space to assist

the minds and hearts of many beings so that these words and awakening energies may be received in a manner that

truly uplifts and empowers. I also bring greetings, as is appropriate from time to time, from the Archangelic

Councils of Light and all other hosts, who bring support to the continued unfolding of this work. I walk with you, in

this your day, as I have walked with you in seasons past.

May all beings remember the way of love and Oneness.

I am Gabriel. I bid you fond farewell.

This invocation is from the book: Anna, the Voice of the Magdalenes. The two books by Claire
Heartsong are somewhat game changing for me to understand who I was, and what ‘I Am’ here to do.

I have seen a few past lives, but I don’t get to choose which live to see, which period, or for what
reason why I am seeing one live instead of the others. If you ask me consciously going into the Akashic
Records and to see what is written in my ‘BOOK’, I am not able to do it. I know more or less the
procedures, so to speak, how to go into the Akasha! But I never found anything in this way.

The past came to me, now looking back, I would say it is a way for the ‘Other Side of the Veil’ to guide
me through this journey. When I am ready for certain Truth, I will be shown accordingly, nothing more,
nothing less. I will not bore you with these visions, but one, only one that has special meaning. And
this bring us the the invocation of The Opening of the Mouth.

‘The Opening of the Mouth’

‘In Oneness with our Christ–Magdalene sisters and brothers and with the Councils of Light under the auspices of

the Divine Mother–Father, we wish to initiate what the Egyptian alchemists call: The Opening of the Mouth.

‘It is time for what has been silenced to be heard.
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It is enough!

It is enough!!

IT IS ENOUGH!!!’

{Spoken with great emphasis and passion.}
Myriam of Tyana

Without wanting to, I was being lead to be in touch with persons that brought me closer to the
discovery of this particular life. I think the best way for me to explain what is in my mind, I would
simply show you the correspondents between me and the other persons. I have deleted their names,
as it is not my place to bring them attention.

First email by me at the end of Oct 2021.

Permission

I am writing to you to ask your permission in sharing what you have told me in private. I will explained
in details as it is not so straight forward.

Since the 88 Lions Gate meditations something has shifted in me. There was this vision of a girl
walking alone in front of the Pyramids, under the blood red sky or moon, the Pyramids were red, so as
everything else. Even this girl dress was red (or the cloth draped around her, it feels Indian or
African). The same scene stay with me ever since.

After our chat, there was that voice inside telling me to read ‘The Pale One’ again. Now I have much
different understanding, than came the page where I found you. What is more, this girl walked up to
me……..

More to come, Claire Heartsong books are with me for a long time. The first book gave me
goosebumps while listening to Barry voice. The second book, next to my bed for months, I know I
want to read it, but putting it down every time.

Not this time, after The Pale One, I went straight into it. It took me more than 3 weeks to finish it. Lots
of contemplation as you can understand. Sometimes I simply have to stop reading as I was crying. I
am extremely scared, many details I have seen in my mind’s eye before reading the book. I have seen
the Tor Avalon, before I know it is Tor Avalon.

So with your permission, I would like to explain in more details. I come to understand that it is not so
much importance was I one of the Mary, or being one of the Essene-Magdalenes, or even being a
blood or spiritual lineage. It is letting out secrets, to speak the truth that is being asked of me (this I
will also further explain).

You see, you are one of the many telling me all sorts of secrets, and I am extremely good at it, I take it
very seriously. Now I understand I have been doing it eons of lifetimes.

My deep gratitude again.

Second email by me after permission obtained from the first email and the response in Blue colour.
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Dear Akata

I feel the easiest way to respond is to reply directly onto the email you sent- you will see the response
in blue as you scroll down and you will find them

There is still so much confusion or contradiction in my mind. The resistance is/was strong. The
Ego says: let’s see who you were. The Mind says: are you crazy, why bother? Then there is
another voice, more subtle, more inward, holding on some Light, seems out of reach, but here
at the same time.

The more you can settle into that subtle inner voice the more you are aligning with your I AM
Presence.

The other day after my reply, in the afternoon, all of the sudden my right ear started to inflame very
strongly, then vibration on my head and hand. I have no choice but to sit down and write.

Here is the conversation with St. Germain: ………

Be brave my dear child. Now that you have started and written of your findings. Do not chicken out Now.

Look inside your ‘I Am’, is there always inside you, guiding you even when you didn’t know. In your

childhood, you could have ended up in so many unpleasant and difficult situations. Your ‘I Am’ has guided

you back out of danger.

You are not crazy. Your right ear is in inflammation, because we are trying so hard to communicate with you

while you are trying equally hard to ignore all possible channel. Then you think you are not able to do it!

This was only one of your life, an important one, but one of the many.

Me: What is being asked of me?

To be your True Self. When the time come, you speak Truth, you heal the past, so you heal the future.

Should I start the Boot camp and I Am authority?

Does it really matter? What is your ‘I Am’ telling you? Fly high my dear, do not limit yourself.

It is not the Akata of this life time we are dealing with, you know full well it is the Akata of many life times

we are dealing with. Go my child, no time to waste. Go.

Your Beloved

St. Germain
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Is it really possible St Germain use the term: chicken out??? The inflammation was easing very quickly
afterward.

The inflammation of the ear sounds like the Throat chakra being stimulated - opening to more
energy exchange - when held back it can cause a build up of energy such as you describe.

I don’t think it is important for me to list all that I see in my mind eyes, especially after
experiencing what is happening in the last few days.

I agree your inner seeing is for your growth and discernment.

Last Thursday, during a deep meditation, I saw this:

After a serious of scenes (something like the summary of one life before one die), then I was
settled with the Great Gathering.. calm and serene. Then I saw a group of people in Hooded
cloaks calling me, saying: SPEAK, SPEAK THE TRUTH….. I was flying with my dragon, up up
above the sky. First I thought I was running away, then I know I am flying high, I am coming
Home. I was flying toward the Sun.

In truth we are all being downloaded with more Light whether aware or not and each one of
us will interpret this in our own way - but the message is the same we are returning to Source -
we are the bridges anchoring the Light into this Plane.

After that, my neck has a very severe allergic reaction.

Again indicates the activation of the throat chakra.

At night, I still hold much emotion inside my heart, then I broke down in crying. It is Surrender
being asked of me. The surrender of the Ego self, the personality, and simply let myself Be, and
be guided. And I started to speak with Grandmother….. Same thing here, the allergic reaction
subside…

The purification of old energies held within the body are being released as the Ego no longer
holds onto defence patterns and the need to justify. So much energy goes into this patterning
- but surrendering into the Truth of who we all are - pure Consciousness - which is to be found
in the stillness and silence of the I AM - is the process of returning back to Source.

After much contemplation, reading the book has certainly give me much clarity, I was there,
does it matter who I really was, or blood/spiritual lineage? Or is it more important I make this
leap of Faith and play my part?

Interesting that you have chosen this phrase - Leap of Faith. This need to deeply trust is being
highlighted within your energetic system - you will see more about this further on.

I choose to come back this lifetime, maybe many more other lifetimes to be here today, Am I
not?! The Great Divine Director Master Rakocsy was saying something similar in the
4th December study right?

Our past lifetimes which have brought us to this point in time, culminate in this moment in
time and the only point of Power and relevance, is this moment in time. Being in the present
moment consciously aware of how we are informing the collective consciousness is of more
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relevance, whilst unfolding and integrating the potentials from past life experiences/timelines
which are held within our DNA energetic system.

-Anna and The Magdalenes-

My beloved friend,

We await you at the Garden’s Gate.

Arm in arm,

we leave all fear behind

and pass through the mists of time

to Avalon’s farther luminous shore.

May the shroud of silence be lifted!

The voice of the Magdalenes rises from the dust –

Listen, beloveds. Listen!

Be! Hear the Voice in the Silence!

In the meantime, I have one transmission with Mother Mary and here is an excerpt:

Mother Mary

Yes, Love, it is me, be at Peace.

You ask who you were, yet you don’t really wan to to know who you were at this period when you were with us. I want

to tell you, you were so dearly loved, and you has been a great presence for us. We have gone through so much

together. My time with you was precious, my dear love. The day when you are Truly ready to know your role, yes, I am

more then happy to let you know. Now you are still in the process of fortifying your Self and Higher Self connection.

Beloved, be at peace and go with the Grace of God.

Now regarding who you are, are you not learning your ‘I Am’, Beloved st. Germain is right there beside you and so as

Brother Djwhal Khul. Your room is packed with our presences. And sometimes you can feel the caress by one of you,

do you not? You are who you want to be, set no limit, Be the Daughter of God!

Then reading Part 10 of One World Nation Discourse, here is an excerpt:

The Essenes are well renowned for their Work within these ways of Collaboration within the Realms of Higher

Consciousness.
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What I believe The Maha Chohan is Proposing here, is that through these New Radiation Centres a New ‘Impetus of

Light’ will be generated by a few dedicated Disciples, perhaps even the Returned Essenes Themselves, Who have once

again incarnated upon the Earth, to complete what they began 2000 years ago alongside Our Beloved Yeshua Ben

Joseph. This amplification of the Light from within such Radiating Centres would then stimulate and

motivate others around the world to make the necessary choices to align themselves to this more direct and

Intensified Duty of Exemplifying the Father’s Business through the Christ Consciousness within each Ascending

Human Being.

In the times of the Essenes upon Earth, this is how that ‘Impetus of Light’ all began back then; The Founder of the

Essene Movement, Beloved Anna, Mother of Mary and Grandmother of Yeshua and James, was an Immortal Soul

who Knew the Sacred Laws and the Secrets of accessing the ‘Divine Light’. Over two generations She ‘Light Incepted’

72 males and 72 females, totalling 144, including Mary, Yeshua, and James, who were also known as ‘The

Children of Light’. These numbers grew over time and today upon Earth We are expecting far more than 144,000 of

These ‘Light Incepted’ Beings to once again come together to reignite the ‘Impetus of Light’ that will spread like

wildfire all over the planet. The shortcoming We have right now, is that these Dear Souls, even though they Know

Who They Are, have not yet reignited those ‘Light Inception Codes’ within them. We are now hoping that the New

Radiation Centres will provide the meeting places for such Souls to come together and Ignitethese Codes, while in

close proximity of each other. They will indeed recognize Their Brothers and Sisters of the Light when they meet.
(Sanat Kumara, Part 10 One World Nation)

Just before Christmas, while still searching presents, I went into one of the few English Bookshops in
the city.

By chance I picked up a tourist guide book of Florence (who
would ever read a guide book of the city that has been living for
almost 30 years?).

By chance I opened the page where it explained Saint Anna is
one of the Patron Saint of Florence.

Apparently it is a fact that not many Florentine people know
about it. For us our Patron is Saint Giovanni - Saint John the
Baptist.

How many coincidence are there!
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This painting/fresco of Saint Anne in the Church of Orasamichele in one of its kind. She is shown
holding the city of Florence in her arms. Most saints are depicted at the moment of martyrdom or
being venerated, but it is much rarer to see one clasping an entire city to her breast.

Is it a coincidence that I have choose a name with French origin?

Is it a coincidence that I came to Florence? If looking at this
fresco, I do have the feeling Grandma Anna is sending me
protection through time and space.

Regarding the city of Florence, interestingly, the Lily is the
Flower of Florence, which is also St. Germain’s Flower, and the
last time I went to visit the Property again, I found this on the
Fire Place, which Peter believes it is Maltese Cross (more details
here…..).

Today, 5th January 2022, just one day after I have set up the new website, Becoming Lotus, I saw who
I was, who I called Mother and Father. I am not one of the three Mary’s, be at peace.

I was told that I will know who I was when I will be ready. I don’t know much about that, how ready I
Am! I do feel time is rushing forward and time to make the JUMP.

‘I Am’ exactly where I want to be, and I steadfast with the consideration that WHOWE ARE now is the
most important lives that we can ever lived. We are being given this opportunity to MAKE HISTORY.
To be part of the CHANGING OF GUARD of our Planet Erthe ascend together with our Mother Gaia.
Such a Joy, such a privilege, and above all such a responsibility.

It is my honor to be here with you all, to bring this change together.

Amen.

I leave you with this beautiful Invocation my Beloved Grandmother Anna, from the book: Anna, the
Grandmother of Jesus and Aspirations by Claire Heartsong. May these be our lighthouse shining deep
inside our hearts.

Rosa Mystica

The season’s last gift of roses beckon you and me

To stand beneath our nuptial bower canopy.

Golden sunset’s brilliant star, our familial witness,

Cupped within a silver chalice, our beloved Venus.

Those roses that once were buds

When last, this way we came,
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A cup of wholeness, now exclaim

Our rosy hearts to be the Holy Grail.

Let us breathe and be breathed:

Our kiss, the fragrance of the Rose.

Let us drink and be drunk:

The Beloved’s Wine flows.

There is a rose of white and gold,

Within this heart of red,

That I would have you know.

Come, Beloved, enter my bridal bed.

Bring forth your risen flame,

Illumine this many-petaled chamber.

Sing with me the Song of Songs.

Let us renew Solomon’s templed splendor.

Three-fold Flame of eternal love,

Transmute these fleshy stones,

Reveal the diamond Earth star

Risen above our merged hearts’ altar.

Let us enter the Beloved’s Garden

And find the twined Roses, silken and dewy.

Yours, Heaven’s gold and sterling.

Mine, the Goddess’ pearl and ruby.

Hidden within a garden of roses

Rests Christ’s heart of petals and thorns.

The Mirror of the Rose reflects who we truly are -

God I Am… the One Beloved.
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Aspirations

May the shroud covering and silencing the Christ and Magdalene Be gently, but surely, removed in the ripeness of

time

– From both Husband and Bride –

– Historical, mythical and essential Being –

May all who have safeguarded the

Christ–Magdalene legacy find sweet rest;

And relax the sore tension of holding secret oaths and martyrs’ deaths. May the Magdalene mysteries shared herein

Awaken and liberate the Christ entombed within every breast.

May her/his voice be clearly received;

And dissolve boundaries of gender and creed.

May wars fought in their name end and fade forever from memory.

S/He and their coded DNA live on in every incarnation –

Humanity is their bloodline.

May we awaken to the equanimity and truth of the

Oneness we all share,

Embracing and nurturing the living

Christ–Magdalene in self and ‘other’.

Let us be awake in our dream;

May all suffering cease.

May we hear the Voice within the voices of those who proclaim the Great Peace.

May this book serve as a portal into the Beloved’s infinite embrace.

In mystical union beyond Avalon’s farther shore, let us be graced.

Amen and Amen. Claire Heartsong
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Now that I have clearer picture of ‘That’ Life and my involvement, the ‘REAL’ pain come!

16-01-2022
My ‘I Am’ Presence

Now you may have noticed already that I am suffering from a certain type of allergic reaction,
especially on the skin.
Every time, when I am under stress, or facing certain difficulties in life, my body rebels. It always tell
me fair and square something is up, and you need to face it.

Since 2019, Hong Kong Protests, almost immediately, I have had problem moving my left arm.

Left = Heart,
Movement = Restriction, Limitation.

After trying with all both western and oriental remedies, from physiotherapy to Agopunture….nothing
worked for more than 24 hours.
How conventional or non conventional medicine deal with ‘HEART’?
You may to to a psychologist, they listen and they pack you with PILLS! When you don’t feel the pain,
or depression by numbing all sensations, then problems solved!!!

Arrived at a certain point, I was saying to myself: ‘I need to DO SOMETHING BY MYSELF’! That was
how I get started with Reiki. The Universe came to me by putting me under certain circumstances!

Anyhow, after the first 2 Levels of Reiki, everyday I spent time with my Self-Healing, through the
universal energy, little by little, I healed myself back to normal.

Recently, I would say, since mid Oct after I have had the vision of being asked to SPEAK in this lifetime,
the allergic reaction on my THROAT and CROWN is really bad every since. Some days better than the
others, but the problem persist.

Today is 16 January, 2022, 2 months later, I have a sort of scar right across in the middle of the throat!
Since last night, this idea came to me that it is much similar to the scar of being strangled!
The Past doesn’t simply go away. What is being asked of me in this life has certainly brought back
many FEAR and painful memories in my DNA, or subconscious!
We have all suffered some sorts of injustice, tortures, hurts, pains, and fears in our past lives that we
learn to stay silence, to cover up, and to be ‘NORMAL’ as the others.

It is no easy task to change our subconscious mind, where we are still very fearful, what if that
happened before, happen again?
My ‘I Am’ Presence is showing me that I need to deal with the Past in order to move forward, to heal
the MIS-ALIGNMENT, ILL-NESS, and DIS-EASE that is rooted deep within.

I have seen one particular Past Life that I was in a sort of Celtic countryside, I saw this girl in Green
Grown/Dress, being dragged with a rope around her Neck, into a Castle/Tower by a solider, then she
was burned to death. I know she was a Healer, and as such a Witch!
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Oh, my dear one, we started to cry.

It is ok, ‘I Am’ here now.

We are SAFE, NOTHING, NOTHING, AND NOTHING can ever hurt us again!

We are taking back our Power, our Freedom. We are our own ONLY AUTHORITY.

‘I Am’ here, and I send you caresses, and embraces through Time and Space.

Feel my bands on your face, feel my touch on your Neck.

Tears are our Remedies.

‘I Am’ holding you tight.

Feel my heart, it is ok, it is ok…..

You can go at Peace now, you can rest now, nothing will ever hurt US any longer.

It is ok, cry now, let the tears flow free.

Let’s US ‘FREE’.

‘I Am’ getting back my Power!

‘I Am’ the only Authority in Charge of my Life!

‘I Am’ in Divine Order in my Body, Mind and Affairs.

‘I AM’ THE RESURRECION AND THE LIFE!

Be at Peace, Be at Peace, Be at Peace.

‘I Am’ that ‘I Am’

‘I Am’ to send you my love every days and nights, until ‘You Are’/ ‘We Are’ ready to REST IN PEACE at last!
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19-01-2022
Read the Part 10 of One World Nation Discourse, and found this just confirm of what I was thinking
above. It is the Past that I need to heal!

Today this ‘Essene Soul’ urge to Reunite is a huge pull upon Their Divine Hearts and yet even though Their

Memories are now resurfacing once again, They remain within the Transmuting stages of human discord and

imbalance and continue to clear and heal many physical, emotional and mental traumas along the way.

Subconsciously, these Dear Souls, due to their failed attempt to Ascend as a Group, and who had to reincarnate time

and time again over the last 2000 years, the mental and emotional scars of that disappointment are still holding

most of them back from making the next major decision within their lives. These will begin to Heal now, thus

making way for the final rehearsals before Reigniting the ‘Inception Codes of the Light’; this time with Absolute

Permanent and Eternal Success. (Sanat Kumare Part 10 One World Nation)

Will you please ask Me to give each of you the Opportunity to direct a Specific Beam of Consciously Qualified Light

into some particular condition that you feel is in need of adjustment, holding that Beam steady upon that goal? Ask

me to give you the Pressure of My Green Flame, and then enjoy what the Light will do, without the pressure

of your personal will! (Lady Meta)

Dearest Lady Meta, I request you to send me the Pressure of Your Green Flame, to heal and align my
ill-ness, especially this skin allergy which I believe is the FEAR from past lives.
Now I might enjoy ILL Free stage of Health, and live freely.
My deep gratitude.
Akata

The Heart, is the Centre of Being and that place from which all feeling arises. Yet, not all feelings of emotions are

Pure Love. Space and time contains all things and yet where things may seem as nothing to one’s gross-emotional

reality. What one feels in the solar plexus or human heart, are simply unrefined emotions from the past, that are still

creating one’s present and thus the future. Feeling of sadness, discomfort, anger, not being heard, fear, life’s

inharmony or imbalances, annoyance, outer world pressures, loneliness, unworthiness, melancholy and many other

emotional states of feelings that are simply illusions when it comes to the Truth of the Heart. Until one Self-Realizes

this and begins to contemplate with Greater Awareness and Divine Understanding and truly dives more deeply

within themselves to hone, distil and purify their own thoughts,words and feelings, they will be unable to move

beyond the old human consciousness and will continue to interpret their own reality in the same old way. One must

refine their own perceptions of themselves, along with their own body, so that the physical body, mind and

emotional states can be Transformed from illusionary states of the outer being, into the Truth of Their Own Spiritual

Essence. (Jesus Christ, Part 12 One World Nation Flag)
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Before going into the next topic of THE LIGHT PRORAMME, which process is tightly intertwined with
the process of Healing. Apart from prayers and meditations, some other healing methods are needed
to bring me out from this situation. I chose Prana Healing, which is very much similar to Reiki, we are
dealing the the ‘ENERGY’ from the Universe, we healers are simply the conduit to bring forth what
Mother/Father God has given us.

During the second session, 3rd Feb, Mother Mary of Bethany was there by my side, stroking my
eyebrows and caressing my face. I finally felt the immense love that she has for me. What more, I was
seeing ‘ME’ walking up the Hill in solitude, after the death of Grandmother Anna. Her death had left
such a great Void inside my heart. The acknowledgement of Grief and Sadness, as not being always
‘Strong’ as the world asked of me, is part of the process to make amendment with the Past, to let go
once and for all. So now I can walk again freely, as myself, from Zero, be Who I Am in this life.

Since that day, I have a very neat sensation that the worst is over, the healing is taking place. 2 days
later, I have the transmission with Lord Melchizedek (2nd activation of the Light Programme). Ever
since, feeling very much the Lightness of Being, the scars are gone, rashes are gone, itchyness is gone,
‘I AM’ FREE!

Amen
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PONDER ON THIS
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Do you see anything particular in this photo? It was taken in August 2021 in a tiny fishing town in the
Brittany, North of France, called Le Conquet.

The Elements, Devas, Angelic Hosts, Ascended Masters and many others talk to us through all kinds
of medium. For me, I have started to see 'strange effects' on photos... I learn to pay more attention,
of what normally would call 'bad' photos! And sometimes, I feel the Sun or Breeze caressing my face...
when I see flowers growing in places you would not expect.... only if we pay more attention to our
environment, the Nature talks to us, Mother Gaia talks to us!
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Sacro San Michele, Torino, Italy,
Photos taken from the left side of the Aisle where the concentration of the vibration is located.

When we open our ‘Channel’ for communication, open our hearts to see, to hear, to feel the nature,
then we suddenly not living in this 3D Matrix any longer. It has no power over us.

When my husband and I went from Italy to do the Michael Ley Line from Torino, Sacro San Michele,
then up to France, Mont Saint Michel, round trip in Brittany, back to the South of France and back to
Italy. It was one of the Best Trip in my life.

I learn to appreciate the Nature, to listen messages from the other side of the Veil, letting go of my
personality, and leave it all up to our Father / Mother God guidance. Everything just turned out
Perfect!

When we were in front of Mont Saint Michel, it was so cold, gloomy and windy. I couldn’t go in
without the Green Pass, so I was meditating in front, in the dry land during low tide. While meditating,
I felt Mother Vesta, a ray of light was beaming directly on me, right on my lap where I felt the warmth
of Mother Vesta. In that moment, my husband and I were living in 2 difference Dimensions.
Unfortunately, we are living in 2 difference Dimensions ever since!
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Father, I see you!
Since this trip, a significant shift of consciousness has happened. I have found lost ‘memories’ and
connection with the other side of the veil without knowing it.

Just as when I was doing the 14 Rules study, I couldn’t possibly say I have understood much! I will
understand it in due time.

When we did the Automatic Writing during the last 4 days, it came to me at once.

Why? Deep inside me, I knew I was ready to make the connection! But I was too afraid to
acknowledge it! Maybe that is one of the reasons why Visions come to me, so I am forced to face it
squarely!
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I have more or less established a routine, where in the morning I will do a serious of Meditations.
I would go into Violet Flame meditation, firstly by myself to clean and transmute my 4 lower bodies.
Then I will go with one of the mediation such us by Beloved El Morya Morning Heart, Head and Hand
meditation or some other provided by the EGA members, so I am fully protected with the Violet
Flame and the White Fire Tube of Light. Then I will end with the Brother Djwhal Khul Ajna Centre
Breathing meditation. As in the last 5 minutes, I am in a contemplation stage in pondering the 4 words:
Stability, Serenity, Strength, and Service… Sometimes I found the connection already with one of the
Masters. If the connection is there, then I will proceed with the Automatic writing. Of course, the
connection is not always there, and I will simply end the meditation, and go on with the day.
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Sometimes, I can feel the vibration so strong on my hand and fingers (usually thumb and index
fingers), and also great pressure on the crown chakra, then I will also sit down and write. Not often, it
happened a few times only.

Ajna Centre Breathing Meditation

As you learn to shift the force of your Soul from below the diaphragm to the higher centers (which is a
problem with disciples in training) your physical condition will be alleviated. One of the first things
you will need to do is close the solar plexus centre to the forces of the astral plane and open it to the
forces from soul levels via the head center. You must learn to function also more powerfully from the
center between the eyebrows, the Ajna center.

The heart center and the solar plexus are the two centers most developed in you, next comes the
throat center. How shall we bring the change from the Solar Plexus Center to the Ajna Center?
Through right meditation and breathing. DK Goes on to say to do this meditation for the next few
months 15 minutes a day. This may not interfere with any meditation you need to do just as long as
you preserve a point of focus in the head.

Start your meditation work by imagining (great is the power of imagination) that you are consciously
carrying the forces, entering the solar plexus to the Ajna center.

Inhale as you count six and imagine as you do so that you are gathering up the force of the solar
plexus center (through the act of inhalation) to the head. Picture it there rising up spinal column.
Then as you count to eight think of those forces from the astral plane as being lost and merged in an
ocean of Intelligent Love. On their Way up the spine, they have been blended with the active force of
the Heart Center

Then exhale for six counts and as you do so realize that these forces are pouring out through the
centre between the eyebrows to the World of Men. The Centre between the eyebrows is that of the
Integrated, dedicated three – fold personality. Therefore, you have:
Inhalation…6 counts- Gather the forces up to the Head. Interlude……8 counts – Forces Blended and
Fused. Exhalation….6 counts-Blessing the World (or Blessing an imbalance of any sort or Shadow. )
Interlude…..8 counts, realization of work done.
Then holding the consciousness steady in the head, at the close of the final interlude, say the
following invocation.

“May the Energy of the Divine Self Inspire me

and the Light of the Soul Direct.

May I be led from Darkness to Light,

from the unreal to the Real,

from death to Immortality.”
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Then still holding the consciousness in the Head and visualizing a sphere of deep electric blue, vivid
and living say the following words endeavoring to realize their significance as you say them:

“I stand in spiritual being and as a soul I serve.

I stand within the Light, and

as the Light shines throughout my form,

I radiate that Light.

I stand within the Love of God,

and as that Love streams through from the Heart,

I magnetize the ones I seek to aid."

Ponder on this for five minutes on the Spiritual significance of the Words: Stability, Serenity, Strength,
Service, taking one each week for a month, for the space of six months, build them into your very
nature, thus aiding the work of closing the solar plexus and transmuting its force.

In voluntary obedience to the suggested work, will come for you increased power to live with JOY and
SERVE. End of Excerpt.

In Love and Joy, by Jeannette

This Meditation has opened up a way for connection that I can never have though possible. Here
under a the recollection of my transmission, many of them you have read in other sections, while
some only listed here. The one was not included in other pages, I high-lightened them in Blue.

04-12-2021
Stability

From inside, do not let the outside world drama take hold of you. Yesterday, you have done the right
thing, reading the messages, but you have got yourself caught up when Char is leaving!
Take hold of yourself.

DETECHMENT IS THE KEY
SILENCE IS THE KEY.

11-11-2021
Serenity

Dear Brother Djwhal Khul, you are the first image comes into my mind when I PONDER on this world.
There you are sitting on your chair, and this time, I am sitting on a chair as well, sitting side by side
and we fall into meditation.

Yes this is what I call SERENITY, to feel completely safe and stripped of all trouble thoughts, anything
that doesn’t belong to our Beings.
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Then you gave me a kiss on my Crown, and asked: Still have headache?
Dear me, bless you my Beloved DK, a light sensation liberate me from the headache of these 2 days.
If I ever doubt that did I ever made real connection with you. Now there you are, giving me one more
prove, giving me love and concern.
My deep BOW to your presence, dear Brother.

I AM GRATEFUL, I AM GRATEFUL, I AM GRATEFUL.

2021-12-13
Serenity

Serenity and Peace, you cannot give what you don’t have. When you have it inside your Heart and
serenity BE the part of you. All you transmit outside of you is nothing but LOVE. People feels that in
you without wanting to. You don’t have to demonstrate whatsoever, because it is YOU. It Is YOUR ‘I
AM’ Presence.

When Love prevail, how wonderful this Earth Mother Gaia is Abundance. The Elemental, Devic,
Angelic Host as our co-creator of our World. Would Love this with all the Mighty Hearts to assist Us in
bringing Serenity, Peace, Love into every corners in our Planet Earth.

Beloved Brother Djwhal Khul, you come to heal me again! The healer in me is just stubborn. Your
Presence is so vivid that my Heart cry for Joy.
Everything that I can ever desire is right here Inside Me ‘I Am” Presence.

Beloved St Germain and Lady Portia, come, come to this Sanctuary with your Maltese Cross.

Oh Mother Vesta and Father Helios, you are so Bright. Your Presence are The Light of this Planet. Your
Embraces Warm and Loving. We are so blessed.

Archangel Michael, my Beloved Warrior. Thank you for always Protecting me and Sending me
Strength to face every difficulties in Live. To stand Firm and Embrace challenges.

Oh, I still keep on thinking the ‘Little Me’ does not deserve such Love and affection.

I ACCEPT, ACKNOWLEDGE, SURRENDER AS THE DAUGHTER OF GOD.

THE GOD IN ME AND CHRIST ALSO
And So It Is
(During Anja center meditation, this is the vision that I see, not only the Presence of Brother Djwhal
Khul, also Beloved Saint Germain with Lady Portia, and Archangel Michael, Mother Vesta and Father
Helios)

(After Brother Djwhal Khul give me a kiss on the head, my cold syndrome are all gone, no more runny
nose and cough.)

18-12-2021
Strength
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The Strength of Being One, not only Me, this little Me, but the ‘I Am’. The ‘I Am’ joins with the Elemental, Devic,

Angelic Host, the other Brothers and Sisters AS ONE, AND ALL AS ONE.

Here We have the strongest Strength this Planet, this universe can ever Create.

When We Are on longer the singular Human Being, but the ‘I Am’ with our God, in, through, and around me.

Yet this Strength is not brutal, not imposing, not violence.

This Strength is the WATER, flowing in the rivers, sea, and inside our bodies.

This Strength is the WIND, flow through the sky, flying seeds to be impregnated for the NEW AGE.

This Strength is the AIR. The Air we breath. First Breathe we take come into our physical Beings. Last Breathe we

give back to the Universe passing to the other side of the veil.

This Strength is EARTH. The root of our Being, the ground that we walk, share and meet with ALL.

This Strength is UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS.

‘I Am’ GOD’S SELF AND CHRIST ALSO.

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM GOD

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM

BE STILL AND KNOW

BE STILL

BE

STABILITY

SERENITY

STRENGTH

SERVICE

ONE!
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13-12-2021
Service

The ultimate Purpose of our existence is Service, service for the Greatest Good of all.

In order to be able to render our Service to the Bigger Whole, not to ourselves, not to our personal gain or benefit, not

to only our families and our immediate world, but with the Cosmic principal in mind to Do Good for All.

To do this we need Stability ( stable Mind), Serenity (Calm Heart), then the Merging of the Mind and Heart: Strength

(the Whole of our Being, Body and Soul), to prepare for the Service (The Future, The Plan).

In our day-to-day life, so often we are being confronted with the illusion world of all kind of difficulties and obstacles.

Sometimes, we as Human, could/would go into despair or being discouraged with our possibilities and abilities to

carry out the Plan. Especially if we rely only on ourselves, believing that we are simply Human, the Separated Self!

Almighty God, it is exactly when and where we must call upon, the Mother’s Love and Father’s Light, to give us

guidance and power to go forward.

We are Not Alone.

We are Not the Separated Self.

We are the Sons and Daughters of God.

We are ‘I Am’ God Presences.

Thinking it through, there is no more separation. Calling on God, call upon the Angels, the Ascended Masters, the

Elohim, the Dragons….. whoever you align with, doesn’t really matter, we are One.

‘I Am’ God’s Hands,

‘I Am’ God’s Eyes,

‘I Am’ God’s Ear,

‘I Am’ God’s Mind,

‘I Am’ God’s Heart.

Be Still, and Know that ‘I Am’ God!

With this firmly planted inside our Mind and Heart, Go Forth. Nothing, but Nothing can ever stop Us.

As ArchAngel Gabriel said, it is our Responsibility to prepare for the NewWorld, for the New Age, above all, for The

New Children.
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DJWHAL KHUL
27-10-2021
Brother Djwhal Khul
I would like to bring you back to the beginning of this Rule study. Do you remember how was your
state of Being?

The awareness of your Soul Selves. The awareness of this lonely journey. Yet, for the first time in your
lives, you are being engulfed by a group unity. Have you been able to integrate your personality to
join with the other deal souls in this group, or are you still acting as an individual?

You started by closing the Door behind and jumping into the Dark. Have you found the Light in the
Dark?

Dear Brothers and Sisters, take this as the final opportunity to truly question yourselves of your
progress (so to speak).

Some of you have completed this Rules study with diligent, but remain nevertheless a separated
individuals.

Free choice, that is you made your own choice, dear brothers and sisters. How many times shall we
keep on pushing the same message.

Dear Akata here has her heart raising so fast, can't believe what she is writing and afraid to bring it
forward. Dear souls, try to listen to your hearts, sincerely without illusion.

Your Brother DK.

19-11-2021
Dear child,

Why you still have doubt. Once again you are ready to throw out everything because of your
insecurity.

Don’t we show you enough? Don’t you feel our love pouring through every atom of the universe?
You are exactly where you should be. Keep on going my dear heart.
Let your heart sing. Do it. Be it.

We are here, circling your being, cheering for you.
Know your enemy. Face it. Kill it.
Your loving Brother
DK
It is not coincidence you start to do Ajna center breathing, together with the book. Keep on going.

11-12-2021
Dear child, are you feeling better now?
(Yes, thank you Brother DK.)
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The Healing of a person is within his/her Heart. With the Heart open to healing, this person can heal
themselves. It is a matter of Faith in knowing their God Given Right to be healthy and perfect. A
Healer is nothing but a conduit to bring the message of God to this person.

When you know that Your are God, all you need to do is to call on the ‘I Am’ Presence. You Human put
so much limitation in your ability and right to be ‘I Am’ Presence Perfect Being. As Jesus the Christ has
stated: All I do, you can do more.

When you don’t even believe that you can heal yourself of a common cold! Illness is an illusion. See,
your ‘I Am’ Presence in Perfect Health, and Perfect Health You Are.

Keep doing it my dear child. No time to waste. Drop your ‘Baggage’. Let’s go, Let God.

Do not simply write them down! BE IT! BE ‘I AM’ PRESENCE.

Love
DK

27-12-2021
(Dear Brother Djwhal Khul, I am in the process in preparing the Petition, do you like the name:
Becoming Lotus?)
Do you see me smiling dear one?
(Yes, I do.)

(Last night during the dream, I was shown a list of my past lives, it was going through so quickly, as if
they show it to me, but didn’t want me to read anything!!! But 1 word I caught in Chinese repeatedly:
佛 as Buddhist. Do you know that I had been a Buddhist in the past?)

Dear one, whenever you heard the name Gobi desert, you heart quicken, it has always been a calling
to you, and it was a long long time ago before time ever exist in your world.

It is no wonder when you read the Golden City on Beloved St Germain discourse, you went straight to
do searching….

Akata, it is time for Remembrance, or better, it is time to accept Who You Truly Are! Be the Akata of
your Destiny!

We connected almost at once you started the Rule study, even you never really understood what was
those lessons!

Since then, you are pushing yourself too hard, thinking you don’t know anything, believing you started
too late… Is it really the case?

All you need to know is in your intuition. You FLOW with the waves. Do not forget this part of you.
FLOW.

Today you were thinking: no amount of knowledge or wisdom can bring you Home. It is Love and
ONLY LOVE.
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Well, you have it there, my Beloved sister, Love and Wisdom, Wisdom and Love, put it whatever ways
you like, Be It.

Don’t you have doubt any longer, you are exactly where you should be, doing what you should do.
You have let us bring you across the World, you have let life bring you to every new adventure,
without thinking it too much. You have this Faith in you, knowing everything will be fine.
And it is the same you need to keep on doing, don’t ever loss it, FLOW.

No more silly questions. Keep on going and be aware, very much aware of whatever forces that try to
bring you down.

Some days you are struggling with this illusion world, stripping down baggage, letting your love one
free to go. Yet, you have always, ALWAYS be the person You Are, never back down or step aside. Not
even when you were a little girl.

St Germain salutation in the Teton Retreat: May You Pass Every Test!
You have pass them all without knowing it!
Now back to work and know that I Am always around and close to you.

Get My Chair Ready!

Brother Djwhal Khul

Ok, ok, ok!
Thank you, thank you, thank you!
I Am Grateful, I Am Grateful, I Am Grateful!

Half an hour later, I was reading the part 3 of True Constitution:

We have shared many times how in Luxor, the Aspirant, (the first stage of being a seeker of Truth), is left alone with

nothing in the way of informational materials, except the flow of energy from his or her own Presence into his or her

heart. They are bereft of books and any extraneous means of studying so that he or she ‘may know him or herself

first’. As you know, while there is any diversion that can occupy the attention of the outer self he or she will not

contemplate the source from whence it sprang. In all religious orders contemplation of God is designed to acquaint

the individual with the flow of God's Life which is ever-present, but those subtle vibrations are scarcely ever felt in the

tumult of daily living.

Mankind, feel that the Saint, the Seer and the Holy Person are particularly Sanctified and are Anointed by Grace,

which does not apply to the masses. This is such a fallacy. They are only the men and women who have become ‘still

enough’, to Recognize the God Life that Flows as freely through the most unawakened as through the Heartbeat of

Beloved Jesus or any Divine Member of the Human Race, or dare I say the Hierarchy that Govern this world.
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When you know, therefore, that individuals who have reached this Spiritual Grace, through Divine Spirituality and

not human spiritualism, for there is a vast difference between these Processes, have merely tapped a Reservoir which

is Open to all, and will give hope and strength to the consciousness of the people who have not yet tasted of that

Sweet Water of Spiritual Grace which Flows Untouched through their experience each day, should they give their

Full Willingness to Contemplate the Power of Their Lifestream and Allow Its Great and Ever-Present Protection and

Perfection Work for them and through them, as IT so Earnestly Desires To Do.

When an individual on Planet Earth, for example, has expanded his or her Light to a point where more than

ordinary Power can be safely focused through him or her, the Lord of the World, Gautama Buddha, is immediately

advised of this Fact by the Christ Self of the individual, and the Sponsor from the Ascended Host of Light, Who has

taken the Responsibility for assisting such a one, to then assist the further expansion of his or her Light. If the

Lifestream is found pure enough and balanced enough to become an outpost of the More-Than-Ordinary Powers,

Gifts and Activities of the Godhead and Its Representative Organization for the Planet Earth, the Cosmic Councils of

Light, such a 17 one is INVESTED with Specific Magnetic Currents, which will draw toward the individual,

lifestreams Who can Work in Harmony with such a one and Form the Mystic Circle around them where a localized,

national or international Expansion of Light will take place.

Now, in the Case of the Great Cosmic Messengers, Like Gautama Buddha and Jesus, you will remember, or will

discover in your own time, how the Master would Greet a newlycome expected one with the words, ‘I have waited

long for thee’, the Master Knowing Full Well that the Magnetic Power of Cosmic Love would, in God's Good Time,

Draw Those Specifically dedicated individuals who were and are to Become the Inner Core of the Circles, of the

Radiating Centres, the Hands and Feet of Their Father and Mother God, Lord and Sponsors, The Cosmic Councils of

Light, and, by which Their Messages and Their Words from God might be stepped down to reach the lesser sons of

men. So, if you have heard this statement personally or through other Sources that have come from the Higher

Realms ‘We Are Waiting’, this would have been a gentle nudge from the Masters who are your Sponsors of which

you have Agreed when you had the Mind of God to Commence at a certain Moment your Real Work! Call it a

Reminder if you like!

The call was indeed ‘I have been waiting Long for Thee’! The response from you, would have shown the Master if you

were ready or not, at the time you received the message.

In Forming the Inner Circle for the Expansion of the Father’s Light and Mother’s Love, whenever an individual is

‘fired up’ to ‘Rise Up in the Name of God’, with the Holy Desire to become a Focus for the added Power and
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Responsibility, there will be Drawn Around that Lifestream, those individuals who choose to become a localized

Radiation Centre, with Grants and Dispensations for the Extra-Ordinary Instructions on how to Radiate From those

Central Circles which shall Represent the Sun (the ‘I AM’ God Presence and the Masters), Surrounded by the

Messengers and Their Disciples and Initiates Who, in turn, shall Carry Their Love, Light and Understanding to

other Local Groups (the planets of the Spiritual Organisms and the local Groups in turn nourishing and developing

mankind cradled in Their Auras.)

MOTHER MARY
15-12-2021
Yes, Love, it is me, be at Peace.

You ask who you were, yet you don’t really want to to know who you were at that period when you
were with us. I want to tell you, you were so dearly loved, and you has been a great presence for us.
We have gone through so much together. My time with you was precious, my dear love. The day
when you are Truly ready to know your role, yes, I am more then happy to let you know. Now you are
still in the process of fortifying your Self and Higher Self connection. Beloved, be at peace and go with
the Grace of God.

Now regarding who you are and learning your ‘I Am’. Beloved St. Germain is right there beside you
and so as Brother Djwhal Khul. Your room is packed with our Presences. And sometimes you can feel
the caress by one of you, do you Not? You are who you want to be, set no limit, Be the Daughter of
God!

The radiation Centre in Italy. I believe Beloved Peter is working on it. You will have better understand
on how to proceed. Yesterday I believe you have already have a conversation with our Beloved St.
Germain, you are preparing Yourself to be able and ready to make the move.

As St. Germain said, our chairs are ready. Dear one, oh how much joy that would give us to be able to
walk on earth again to embrace our long lost brothers and sisters, and much Grace to embrace the
New Children on Earth.

Dear one, you need to release the Healer in you. Of course, Brother Djwhal Khul is so forever loving in
helping. Do you really believe the Healer does not heal himself Myth??? haven’t you learned anything
those days with Beloved Yeshua?

Go, command it, heal Yourself of all sort of misalignment.

(what can I call this Radiation centre?)

The name you would like to called Vesta Sun Light Radiation Centre is simply lovely and our Beloved
Mother Sun Vesta is well pleased with this name in her Honour. How much she shines on you
everyday, when you feel her love and light right on you while cold and darkness around.
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Beloved Daughter of God, it is ok to have doubt and fear. Call on us, we are here to send you
embraces and more. Go with the flow, be the surfer. You are surfing Home splendidly, my Love.

May the day we will met and embrace again come much sooner. My Heart is singing with Joy my love.

Peace be with you

Mother Mary

MARY OF BETHANY
25-01-2022
My sweet little one,
I hear you. Feel our fingers, toes, knees and foreheads touching, take in my breathe.

You do not need to demonstrate anything to the World. You are as precious as you can be for being
Who You Are!

It will come a time when you can do more, now is the time for your Remembrance and Learning. Not
as you intent in learning of new knowledge, but Learning to be Who You Are from this Life and many
other Lifetimes that you have lived. Learning once again to be a citizen of the Galaxy and
communicate with telepathy, communicate with US one the other side of the Veil. Learning to
overcome that Fear that so deeply rooted in your sub-conscious.

You still have difficulties in accepting download, that’s why your body react with allergies.
Communicate with your ‘I Am’ Presence, let your ‘I Am’ Presence take the lead, to guide you through
this process.

Send assurance and love to your Past lives that All Is Good. I am here holding space for you.

Be brave my dear little one, I send you embraces every moments. You are loved immensely, dear
heart.

Mary

YESHUA/JESUS

01-02-2022
Yeshua

(Is that you, Father?)
My loving heart.
How you feel ‘I Am’ so far away, out of reach to your loving heart and Presence!

(I am feeling upset in my stomach!)
You have this feeling of vomiting inside your stomach at this moment. Because you believe my Energy
is too strong. Take deep Breathe, calm you Heart, you can do it.
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Yes, slowly, breath deeply, let the air in. Just think of me as Brother Djwhal Khul or St. Germain, we
are family, and no one should feel awkward within family.

Yes, better now? A few more breathe…

(yes, Father, I am ready)
You are ready for quite some time already my dear. Faith my dear, Faith in God. You don’t see the
Future, the steps, you only need to let God guide you in every directions.

Feel the love that we have for you. Feel it, don’t be afraid! You are loved, do not doubt the otherwise.

(visioning: a kiss was planted on my head!)
Keep this kiss, forever with you. When you have doubt, call back this moment.

You have already imprinted the Love of your Mother deeply within you. Now do the same with this
kiss.

Your Crown is my Crown, my love, you are doing wonderfully, this give us much Joy.

Yes, the Karma is cleaned, cleansed, and healed completely, beautifully. Now you start afresh.

(Where will I be, what can I do now when separated from my husband?)
Don’t you see that, feel that, have no fear of what lay ahead. All is in God hand, yes, imagine the
HOME the you would love to live. What you desire, you create. Didn’t you just wrote that?

Bring yourself to imagine this new place, the Freedom that you would feel, new things that you can do.

Kyron, yes, you have told him/her what is it that you desire. Now wait for the outcome. Can you see
yourself working with him?

Yes, you are most capable to do it. In this short period of time, you have accomplished so much, by
opening you Heart.

See! You don’t feel the unease now in your stomach! And writing so fast, well done my dear.

(Why my transmission is so different to Peter. I am only receiving messages regarding my Self!)
Your transmission is much different to Peter, because you two are totally different! There is still long
way to go. Have no rush, my love. You will live so long, enjoy this moment, every moment in your life
now. When you feel joy and love, then your Life is Joy and Love!

Remember my kiss, remember my love, ‘I Am’ always with you, all way.

Enjoy your activation tomorrow, you have everything.

Your Father
Yeshua.
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FATHER MOTHER LIFE

INNER STRENGTH

INNER STRENGTH

INNER STRENGTH

Walk, in this lonely journey.

With ME shinning on you every moment.

Even when Darkness prevail,

I AM right beside you.

Never let you go.

Protected You Are, Loved You Are.

Blood Red Sky is your background.

Yet you walk.

Never look back.

Red as Blood, You Are One of Us.

Red to Yellow, is your Mother/Father Sun.

See with Your EYE, Hear with Your MIND, Feel with Your HEART.

Oneness Itself AM I,

Two Merge with One,

Three Minds Unite.

Inside Your Heart We live.

Welcome Home dear sweet Heart.

Smile, face each day.

Yes Dear Child.

SMILE.

Your Loving Mother

20-11-2021
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03-01-2022
Beloved Mother Vesta,

Yes, my child Sun Light.

(I can see you are happy, dear Mother.)

Oh my child, at last we are connected. Not that I have never been around you, you have done a a
marvellous job to find me, find us in recent months. You see me in every occasion, receiving my kisses
on your lovely face, dear sweet heart.

(Mother, do I have your blessing with the name Vesta sun Light Radiation Centre?)

Now child, you know I am so happy to shine my light on this lovely place with space so sunny for my
children to play. I together with our beloved team of Angelic host, the Elementals and Devas, have so
much love, we are ready to give.

Yes, it is my Honour to be named and you saw my rainbow light shinning on you. We thought you
would never be awaken, my dear. So deep were you in your Matrix.

We know everything you do, everything you feel. Just look out from your window or go for a walk,
you have me right by your side at once,

Brother Djwhal Khul has already told you, not to push yourself too hard, relax and enjoy your time.
You are doing wonderfully, what should be happened will happen. Not your place to change it. Get a
good sleep at night. St Germain know you are there, didn’t he answer you already!?

What you need to know is already inside you. It is only a matter of calling it back. So relax my sweet
little lady.

Feel my embrace, sense my love. Your Sun’s Mother forever shinning bright.

And father Helios is here too send you love.

Mother Vesta
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‘I AM’ PRESENCE

SPRING
Winter is toward the End,

Light descends on Earth.

FLOW
I Am the Dove,

I Am your Dove.

It is a long way to come this far, my Brothers and Sisters.

I invite you to join me in the 5D World,

Not tomorrow, not in the future,

NOW.

We are blessed and loved beyond measure.

We are the brave to take on this journey

with difficulties facing every single moments in our lives.

Each Experiences shared by you are my Experiences.

Each Feelings shared by you are my Feelings.

Each Knowledge and Wisdom shared by you

are my Knowledge and Wisdom.

You are in Me, with Me, through Me.

Here we are, our Zero Point

For a new adventure, a new future.

One day we shall meet, and the tears of joy are free to Flow.

Day 141 Akata 23-10-2021
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01-12-2021 Australia

Land of the Land, my Spirit lay.
Kidnap from Home, away from Tribe.

Die young in pretty white dress.
FOR YOUR OWN GOOD THEY SAY!

Sacred land mining, Soul destroying.
FOR YOUR OWN GOOD THEY SAY!

War comes, War goes.
Show your paper Ayran Race.

FOR YOUR OWN GOOD THEY SAY!

Clown face presents Law and Science in little box,
Follow and comply.

FOR YOUR OWN GOOD THEY SAY!

BE STILL, Christ Consciousness in, through, and
around me
‘I AM’ SAY.

COSMIC LAWS ONENESS I follow.
‘I AM’ SAY.

Sovereignty God’s given Gift.
‘I AM’ SAY.

Shine the Light in Darkness
‘I AM’ SAY.

Amen, and Amen

04-12-2021
Dear Ego,

Now that I have faced you directly and squarely, ‘I Am’ is taking over the COMMAND. You place
yourself in the backseat, or rather inside the trunk.
You are no long EGO with the capital letters, but ego with the smallest letters. You have served me
well over the past 52 years and many other life times before that. Now is the TIME to LET’S GO AND
LET GOD.

Thank you and goodbye.

Cheung Yin Chie Genevieve
Akata Sun Light
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14-12-2021
Last night dream:
Priestess, sexual practice, Magdalenes…

Knowing Who You Are,
The Remembrance

Who are you that come to my dream? Giving me embrace that I do not feel in this world?

The dogma for centuries has imprison our sexuality. It has become nothing but a physical practice for
many. A mean to generate the next generations. Or in some cases, the egoic practice has pushed it
into the Darkest shadow where many are victims by the Elite.

So much to bring out, to break the chain that has enslaved us for centuries and eons of time.

To my Higher Self: will I ever met my Twin Flame and/or Twin Ray in this lifetime? Or I can only meet
him/her in dreams, or when I am Ascended?

He is waiting for you on the other side of the veil. There is no time and space, dream time can be truer
then real live. Live Multi dimensional, You are living them all at the same time.

Akata

22-12-2022
‘I Am’ Presence
My Beloved ‘I Am’. I love you, I love you, I love you.
This little voice inside me, who has always been here with me, talk to me, guide me, help me, protect
me.
It takes me more than 50 years finally to acknowledge You, my ‘I Am’ Presence. But we have so many
more years to stay together, now that we have found each other. We shall stay in this New Erthe as
long as it is required of us. There is so much works to be done, so much to prepare.
We are going to prepare the New environments for the New Children of the New Erthe.
Only if I know it sooner My Beloved ‘I Am’.
We are standing firm to our the Truth with the Sword and the Shield of ArchAngel Michael. We shall
face every difficulty, every obstacle with the open arms. We shall move forward with the Power of
God vested in Us.
Dearest friend of my world, it is my great Honour and Privilege to make this wonderful, joyous,
beautiful acquaintance with You, my ‘I Am’ Presence.
We Are God in me and Christ Also.
‘I Am’ that ‘I Am’.
In Love we Share

29-12-2022
To my Higher Self ‘I Am’ Presence
Dear Higher Self, my ‘I Am’ Presence, please come to live inside my heart every moment during the
day and night.
To see how you see,
To hear how you hear,
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To feel how you feel,
To touch how you touch.
If by chance during any moment, I have forgotten your Presence, please come to knock on my door
inside my Heart to tell me: yoooohooo, where have you gone? Come back and Be together!
You are my Twin Flame, my Soul mate, my Eternal Wisdom that never fail.
I can still see so vividly the Little Girl who talked to herself behind the closed door. By growing up, I
have forsaken you to the Matrix, distancing myself further away from you, my Soul. Thank you for
staying close every moment even when I was totally asleep and unconscious of your Presence.
Now that we have found each other again, let not be separated any longer. Be One.
I love you, I love you, I love you.
Amen

12-01-2022
‘I Am’ Presence

How do I fee now that I have almost finished the Book/Petition?

Dear ‘I Am’ Presence, ‘I Am’ for very grateful for Your constant Presence, support and Love.

We as One has brought me into a Plane of Consciousness that was Unknown of!

You have opened a Door for me, to go Within, to listen to my ‘I Am’ voice.

While we as Human as been trying so hard to obtain knowledge from the outer world, never could
one imagine All is Within!

I Seek no other Companion but You.
I Search no other Voice but You.
I have no other Teacher but You.

Yet, through You, ‘I Am’ holding the World and Beyond,
Through You, ‘I Am’ accessing the Unlimited, Unknown Galaxy of Knowledge and Wisdom.
Through You, ‘I Am’ connect with every other Kindred Souls.
Through You, ‘I Am’ within the Embrace that I have been searching All my LIVES!

Dear ‘I Am’ Presence, I hold you deep within my Heart, as we breath the Breathe of Unity
Consciousness.

May We bring the Change in the NewWorld, fromWithin, so Without!

May We Be Home as Above, so Below!

Mother / Father Life

‘I Am’ the Resurrection and the Life!

Akata.
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16-01-2022
My ‘I Am’ Presence

Now you may have noticed already that I am suffering from a certain type of allergic reaction,
especially on the skin.
Every times, when I am under stress, or facing certain difficulties in life, my body rebels. It always tell
me fair and square something is up, and you need to face it.

Since 2019, Hong Kong Protests, almost immediately, I have had problem moving my left arm.

Left = Heart,
Movement = Restriction, Limitation.

After trying with all both western and oriental remedies, from physiotherapy to Agopunture….nothing
worked for more than 24 hours.
How conventional or non conventional medicine deal with ‘HEART’?
You may to to a psychologist, they listen and they pack you with PILLS! When you don’t feel the pain,
or depression by numbing all sensations, then problems solved!!!

Arrived at a certain point, I was saying to myself: ‘I need to DO SOMETHING BY MYSELF’! That was
how I get started with Reiki. The Universe came to me by putting me under certain circumstances!

Anyhow, after the first 2 Levels of Reiki, everyday I spent time with my Self-Healing, through the
universal energy, little by little, I healed myself back to normal.

Recently, I would say, since mid Oct after I have had the vision of being asked to SPEAK in this lifetime,
the allergic reaction on my THROAT and CROWN is really bad every since. Some days better than the
others, but the problem persist.

Today is 16 January, 2022, 2 months later, I have a sort of scare right across in the middle of the
throat! Since last night, this idea came to me that it is much simular to the scare of being strangled!

The Past doesn’t simply go away. What is being asked of me in this life has certainly brought back
many FEAR and painful memories in my DNA, or subconscious!

We have all suffered some sorts of injustice, tortures, hurts, pains, and fears in our past lives that we
learn to stay silence, to cover up, and to be ‘NORMAL’ as the others.
It is no easy task to change our subconscious mind, where we are still very fearful, what if that
happened before, happen again?

My ‘I Am’ Presence is showing me that I need to deal with the Past in order to move forward, to heal
the MIS-ALIGNMENT, ILL-NESS, and DIS-EASE that is rooted deep within.

I have seen this particular Past Life that I was in a sort of Celtic countryside, I saw this girl in Green
Grown/Dress, being dragged with a rope around her Neck, into a Castle/Tower by a solider, then she
was burned to death. I know she was a Healer, and as such a Witch!
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Oh, my dear one, we started to cry.

It is ok, ‘I Am’ here now.

We are SAFE, NOTHING, NOTHING, AND NOTHING can ever hurt us again!

We are taking back our Power, our Freedom. We are our own ONLY AUTHORITY.

‘I Am’ here, and I send you caresses, and embraces through Time and Space.

Feel my bands on your face, feel my touch on your Neck.

Tears are our Remedies.

‘I Am’ holding you tight.

Feel my heart, it is ok, it is ok…..

You can go at Peace now, you can rest now, nothing will ever hurt US any longer.

It is ok, cry now, let the tears flow free.

Let’s US ‘FREE’.

‘I Am’ getting back my Power!

‘I Am’ the only Authority in Charge of my Life!

‘I Am’ in Divine Order in my Body, Mind and Affairs.

‘I AM’ THE RESURRECION AND THE LIFE!

Be at Peace, Be at Peace, Be at Peace.

‘I Am’ that ‘I Am’

Akata

‘I Am’ to send you my love every days and nights, until ‘You Are’/ ‘We Are’ ready to REST IN PEACE at last!
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25-01-2022
The Pursuit of TRUTH
Last night 25-01-2022, I don’t know where did I go, Teton Retreat, Temple of Freedom or somewhere
else? The fact that I have much download, and as a consequences I have had a bad night of allergies,
even today, it is still not subside….. I was up at 2.00 am and needed to dropped down a few notes
then try to calm my skin, my inner self… all is fine, please don’t be afraid any longer. We can let the
download happen naturally, without necessary going through this skin torture every time.

The issue in my mind was how one can assert the TRUTH in the process of awakening? How to discern
information and knowledge acquired on the way? Ultimately, what, who should one trust?

Questions and Answers
How can one ever find the TRUTH? Truth has many facets and aspects, what is Truth for me might not
necessary be the Truth for someone else.
Asking questions, never take what is being given on the face value, turn every stones, explore every
angles, test every possibilities. I have always been demolished for asking too many questions, why
can’t I ever just do what I am being told! The TROUBLE MAKER CHILD in person. Yet, posing questions
has been the best way to find not only the TRUTH, but also a very good way to disclose your true
Alliance!

Intuition
Trust in Intuition. The Heart and Mind know even before a question is asked! During the course of
lives, how many of us are being taught not to trust our instincts! TRUST THE SCIENCE: is how we are
totally brainwashed to believe the Authority. Someone else always know better then us because they
are the Authority in so and so subjects! To take back our Sovereignty seems to be an impossible task.

We need to learn to trust our Intuition, our Instinct, our Heart and Mind again. Such a painful process,
with the whole world pointing fingers at you: the BLACK SHEEP, THE UNFIT, THE UNCOMPROMISED,
THE SOCIAL DISTRUBTOR!

Wisdom Vs Knowledge

If Knowledge is Tangible, then Wisdom is non tangible.
If Knowledge is Matter, then Wisdom is Non Matter.
If Knowledge is Outer Source, then Wisdom is fromWithin.
If Knowledge can be demonstrate with a piece of Certificate or Diplomar,

Then Wisdom can only be measured with the kiss
of the Sun.
A Wise Man most probably is a Knowledgeable
Man, while a Knowledgeable Man not necessary a
Wise Man.

It is often said: Knowledge set you Free! Because
we have lost Faith in our 3D world, we have lost
God within our hearts.
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Knowledge can be brought into its most useful, helpful service by letting Wisdom to lead the way!
Wisdom is the KNOWING, the BELIEVING and the TURST of the Intuition even when there is no
concrete information or data to sustain such Intuition! And it is called: FAITH, The ‘I AM’ PRESENCE!

Faith ultimately, set you FREE!
Free from the chain that enslaved our Souls and Bodies in the history of Human Being!

I Am a Seeker of Truth,

I Am Observation of What Is!

And I will Leave no Stone Unturned

to Accept My Home coming!

Seek Only that Which is Unseen!

That Gift that I Am to All of Life!

I Am the Only Governing Power of MyWorld!

I Am the All-Knowing, All-Powerful,

All-Encompassing Expression of God Life in Love In Action!

This forever circle in search of TRUTH in awakening with one focal point: FAITH, with God inside our
Hearts.

26-01-2022
I NEED HELP!

Invocation:
My Beloved Mother/Father God, my Beloved Family of Light, Father Yeshua, Mother Mary of Bethany,
Grandmother Anna, Grandmother Mary Anna, and all family members, Beloved Grandfather
Joseph/St. Germain, Brother Djwhal Khul, Cohan Kuan Sin Yin, Buddha, Archangel Michael and his
legion of Angels, Lady Portia, Lady Nada, Lady Pallas Athena, Lady Meta. Beloved Mother Vesta,
Father Helios, Lord Melchizedek, El Morya, Katumi, all Ascended Masters, Archangels, Cohans, and
Elohims.

I need your help!

I desire to end all my past lives trauma!
I desire to be liberated from all past lives Karma!
I desire to walk on this Planet Erthe ‘FREE’, as a Free Spirit, a Free Consciousness, and a Karmic Free
Being!
I desire to be completely, totally, wholeheartedly HEALTHY and without any Dis-ease, Ill-ness, Mis-
alignment!
I desire to see and feel my skin completely pristine and free from any allergic reactions, any rashes,
any patches, or any itchy feeling.
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I know I have a role to play here on this Erthe at this particolar time. I know you are here to help me,
guide me and assist me to do it, to bring it into full Manifestation and Precipitation.

‘I Am’ asking you to ‘FREE ME’ and so that I can be the ‘I Am’ Presence, be the person of Who I truly
Am!
‘I Am’ asking all of you, each one of you to hold my hands and bring me through this PHYSICAL AND
PHYSOLOGICAL BREAK DOWN!
‘I Am’ asking you with the Authority of God in Me, and Christ in Me also.
‘I Am’ asking your help because ‘I Am’ in the position to do so.

Today, I decree, ‘I Am’ the Daughter of God with Full Authority and Unlimitness Power and Resources
to be the HAPPY, JOYFUL, HEALTHY, BEAUTIFUL, YOUTHFUL, ACTIVE, INTELLIGENT, WISE, LOVING,
SHINING, CARING, CREATIVE, SPONTANOUS, TRUTHFUL, HONEST AND FULLY CONNECTED with my ‘I
AM’ PRESENCE GOD SELF!

I desire all NOW!
‘I Am’ surrendering my whole being completely to your guidance, to your Love and Light.

‘I Am’ that ‘I Am’

And so it is.

Benediction:
My deep, infinite, eternal gratitude to your Love and Light shown on my ‘I Am’ Presence. ‘I Am’ on my
way HOME to your embraces.
‘I Am’ here to prepare the groundwork for the future, the New Age, so we can meet in person again,
walk on this Erthe with JOY again.
‘I Am’ much, very much, very eager looking forward to hold you, embrace you my Family of Light. You
are All my Family.

Amen

Akata Sun Light

Note: while reading out this prayer, right after invocation, there was a Knock on the Window, the
Crystal on my window was being moved! And strong vibration on the side of right eye.

09-02-2022
‘I Am’ Presence

Invocation:
Beloved Mother Father God, Beloved Father Helios, and Mother Vesta, Beloved Father Yeshua, and
Mother Mary of Bethany, Beloved Grandmother Anna and Mary Anna, Beloved Grandfather Joseph
and St Germain, Beloved Brother Djwhal Kual, Kuan Yin and Buddha, Lord Melchizedek, Lady Pallas
Athena, Lady Portia, and the 7 Elohim, Archangels and their Legion of Angels, the Elementals,
Devic,the the 3 Kingdoms.
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Thank you, thank you and thank you. I have no way to express my deep gratitude to your Love and
Light showing on me! You have guided me every step, letting me ‘SEE’ your light, and showering me
your ‘LOVE’ every second.

What seems to be so impossible just a few months, few weeks or even a few days ago, you have
shown me ‘ALL’ is POSSIBILE, with the Mother’s Love and Father’s Light.

To be a part of the Christ Consciousness and to place my Service for the Greater-Good-Of-All is giving
me great solace for the Purpose to be here in this Beautiful Erthe.

You have shown me, when ‘I Am’ ready, next step will come forward!

I WALK AS YOUWALK!

Nothing to worry, but to Flow, to flow with every opportunities and directions come my way.

It is not My Way but Your Way!

On Mother/Father Life, ‘I Am’ feeling much better now. It has not been easy to face the Past, so
painful and hurtful at some moments. Yet your steady hands are always here, supporting me, holding
my back.

Mother Mary of Bethany, thank you for caressing my eyebrows, stroking my face during the Prana
Healing session. I finally feel the immense Love that you and father have for me. By also giving me the
opportunity to acknowledge the grief of Grandmother Anna’s death. Her death had created such a
great big VOID in my heart! Now that I have found you All again, I can made amend with the Past at
last, and make the Fresh Start!

‘I Am’ among the embrace of my Family not only from the other side of the veil, but also here on
Erthe. I have found my Family here, scattered around the World! Yet more then those who physically
present in my immediate family and friends around me.

Such a Beautiful rainbow light you are showing me at this very moment! Thank you Mother Vesta.

Benediction:
Life has never been so beautiful, purposeful and fulfilling.
‘I Am’ Ready, ‘I Am’ Willing, ‘I Am’ ever Presence. To be your instrument to carry out the PLAN.

With the Love and Light of God,
‘I Am’ that “I Am’

And So it is!

This deck of tarot card: Mists of Avalon Oracle just arrived. The first
card came to me is No. 1 The Abbey… up to here nothing special, but
after I have installed the App on phone, the same Card came to me!!!
Now you can still call it coincidence!!!!

1. The Abbey
Interconnectedness, Purpose, Serenity, Shared Blessings
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‘You shall never be given more than is deserved or beyond your abilities at any time.’

Message:
Reflect on all the decisions you’ve made on your life journey so far. You are called to create a new
path that is more spiritually aligned with your current belief system.
Do not operate from your past mindset. You cannot create anything new if you think, feel and do
thins the same way you’ve always done them.

The ruins of the Abbey stand as a reminder that our time is limited on this earthly plane, this is the
time to ‘live’ your life on your terms.
Reflect on the card of the Abbey, beneath whose sacred grounds lie the earthly remains of Joseph of
Arimathea, keeper of the Holy Grail, and the royal couple Arthur and Guinevere, who are buried here
amid ancient yew trees.
New possibilities and new beginnings are about to manifest, but not until you’ve taken the time to
reflect. The seed that has been lying dormant now wants to take root, but for that to happen you
must first release all that no longer serves you and is no longer relevant in your life. In other words,
your old life has run its course - like those of Guinevere and Arthur in their resting place at the Abbey
ruins,
The Abbey card asks that you find a retreat from the frenetic pace of everyday life and consider these
questions:
1. Have you lived your life well?
2. Have ou been authentically you?
Take time out to nourish your spirit. Spend time in solitude and silence. Like an ancient temple of
Avalon, the Abbey is a reminder of our life’s cycles and that you must do your soul’s work while here
on earth. Consider the essence of you, your actions and your energy that you leave behind.
Use this time and space to reflect on what you want from your life - all that is missing and all that you
want to leave behind as your legacy. Once you’ve done all this, you will move on to the next stage of
your life’s journey.

I know myself well and I live an authentic life.

Note: I am speechless, absolutely speechless. How appropriate the whole descriptions. Throughout
this book, I am doing exactly this journey, shredding away all that no longer server me, of letting go,
and most importantly, looking ahead paving the way to the New Future.

Update:
11-02-2022
For a few days already, I am feeling ‘Light’. That my skin problems are receding. I feel fresh and clean.
A shift has came around the days of the Transmission with Lord Melchizedek. That I have come to
term with the Past, to let go of Karma, shadows, or limitations.

It seems that I have finally awaken the Healer in me, not only to hear the other, but also to myself. I
can feel the energy generate on my palms. And I feel the shield of protection around me from
external attack, either illness, negativity, or fear that is so strong among those around me.

At the same time, new friends are drawing into my circle.
‘I Am’ in Divine Order with my Affairs, Body and Soul.
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SAINT GERMAIN
03-11-2021
St Germain
Dear Child

You need to pay attention to your ego and know how to control it.
When you have done somethings with your good heart, do not let your ego to destroy your good
work, Control it, sent it to the Violet Flame to transmute it into the Universe.

You know I am close to you as Peter pointed out. You know it right from the beginning as you saw
how your were being lead and prepared to join the EGA.
You are here to know yourself, but you are still too afraid to know it fully completely.
Now when you start to have the sensation you need to sit yourself down to write.
Stop all excuses.

Why are you still asking the same question again and again. You know who She is. Connect with her,
connect with yourself.
I am always with you dear one.

St. Germain

3rd confirmation of Maltese Cross (from correspondence with Peter):
Today 04 11 2021 rereading Peter’s email.
Priya post of water
San Casciano

Yes, my dear child, now you see the connection of how to confirm signs and confirmations.
You are on your way to discover who you truly are you see it already as told by Mary, this will be a
place , your root if you like. A safe place to come back from time to time to regenerate your energy.

Dear one, your job is not to stay put. You will travel to different places. Why you think you are making
all sorts of connections with people around the world? More can not be said at this moment.

Q - what about my family
Your family is an illusion. You cannot be tied down and you know that already.
I can not tell you how you will be free, Time my dear.
You have been guided all your life, do you think you would be less guided now my dear one?

Live the NOWmoment, is the best you can do, keep on exploring different fields. When you connect
with your past lives experiences, you will have all the wisdom you need.

Have Faith, have Faith, have Faith
Believe in Who You Are.
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Your loving Guidance
St Germain

19-11-2021
My Dear Child,

You are still struggling to find yourself, you are at a point that cannot decide to follow the rules or do
your own ways.
Then you hear me saying the time to do your own way is finished!!! so you struggle more. You know
you have been guided to read and understand certain parts of you. And yet, you want to follow the
rules like all the others.
Do what you think is right for you. If you are not ready now at this moment to follow the course, then
don’t do it. All roads led to Rome as you human say. All roads bring you back home to God, Father and
Mother.

If we want another sheep, that just follow of what has been asked, then we don’t need you!
You know you come here to break the rules, you have done it all your lifetime.
It is not about the course, it is about how you feel, how you connect with Mother’s Love and Father’s
Light.

Use your discernment, my child. You know I am around you. You know you are deeply loved, or you
wouldn’t be in this path. Stay true to yourself, do not worry if you are not understood by the others.
You are not understood by the others all your life, why would you care now? Why would you diminish
yourself further more? To be accepted by the others.

Dear child, go at peace, keep on doing what you feel resonate. Don’t cry, don’t cry, you have found
me, go at peace. You are dearly loved.

St Germain.

(Another confirmation came just half an hour later while reading Lazarus of Bethany: ‘Peace be unto
you, Lazarus. Be still. Know I AM God. Cease to be anxious for the ‘morrow.’ Jesus)

29-11-2021
St Germain

(my right ear started to inflame, feeling great pressure on the right side of the face and head)

Be brave my dear child. Now that you have started and written of your findings. Do not chicken out
Now. Look inside your ‘I Am’, is there always inside you, guiding you even when you didn’t know. In
your childhood, you could have ended up in so many unpleasant and difficult situations. Your ‘I Am’
has guided you back out of danger.

You are not crazy. Your right ear is in inflammation, because we are trying so hard to communicate
with you while you are trying equally hard to ignore all possible channel. Then you think you are not
able to do it!

This was only one of your life, an important one, but one of the many.
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What is being asked of me?
To be your True Self. When the time come, you speak Truth, you heal the past, so you heal the future.

Should I start the Boot camp and I Am authority?
Does it really matter? What is your ‘I Am’ telling you? Fly high my dear, do not limit yourself.

It is not the Akata of this life time we are dealing with, you know full well it is the Akata of many life
times we are dealing with. Go my child, no time to waste. Go.

Your Beloved
St. Germain

08-12-2021
Dear child,

You think that it is a simple coincidence that you have read and found the same passages, when you
are doing my Course?
You follow through that what you Heart tells you and you be alright.

You do have the inner knowledge to know and pick up the right information. You are guided in so
many ways, either by me or by other Masters as Brother Djwhal Khul stay very close to you too, not to
mention the troupe of angels behind you.

Yes, you will speak one day, to speak for the Humanity. Now is the moment you go Within, learning to
fight first your shadow, your ego, your glamour as you are starting to do. You need to unplug yourself
from this outside world.

Does it matter if you are inside one group or the other. But it does matter when you disperse your
energy.
Time is coming. I told you No time to Waste, and I tell you again NO TIME TO WASTE.
You read it on the Rules, to be true to Your own Plan, how clearer then that you need!

Spring cleaning your outer world!
Do not worry about this project for a moment.

LEAP OF FAITH
And so it is.

Can you feel my arms around you dear child?
You are not asking of my word, you are asking of my Love!
And you are Loved immensely by Heaven and Earth.
Do not let your earthly experience dictate your one moment longer.
Be the Daughter of God that You Are.
Let’s Go and Let God, my dear

Your Beloved St Germain and Lady Portia
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(a ray of Light just came in from a rainy day)
Thank you, Thank You, and Thank You.

2021-12-14
Finished Part 6, During Part 7 Vol 1 page 3 Boot camp recording. I have to stop because the feeling on
my fingers and hand is just too strong, need to go int channeling.

(Beloved St. Germain, please tell me.)

Dear child, Do Not think that you are in Italy and you are in a place of less importance. By all means,
you are in Florence, the place of the Renaissance. You are not there by mistake!

Yes, the Radiation centre is an important point/position for the New Earth Grid.
To go back in time, you will not be able to take on this path if stayed in Hong Kong or Australia.
Italy once again will become the focal point to spread New Culture in the New Age.

YOU DO NOT WANT TO KNOW AND NEED TO KNOWWHAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE!

(oh please, can we talk about something else, I don’t want to talk about myself all the time!)
Yes, this is good My Child. No, we do not need to talk about you all the time.
You need to learn to listen with more clarity. You are not really in the Great Silence!
At the end, there is not much new ideas you need to write. Until the day you develop a new doctrine
or technique.

(how shall I proceed with the Radiation Proposal?)
You are already taking notes. And you know the most important point now you have to clarify the
purpose of this project.

We (DK and I), have our chairs ready! Go on and make this happen!
(what about my family, will anyone of them be there with me?)
Oh, this is not for us to say. There is free will. We cannot say even for you, where Free Will imply.
(I command my ‘I Am’ Presence Abundance, ‘I Am’ Self-support, Self-sufficient for my living and all
new investment and expenses for the New Project.)

Then Go Ahead, and State It!

That’s all for now. Back to study.
You are dearly Loved

St. Germain
Part 2:

Right after the channeling, doubt comes to me. It cannot be possible that Beloved St. Germain will
spend time with me just to make sure I am moving forward.

I went to cook, I eat something, I watch video…….to postpone the time back to study!
When I was back to recording the lesson, doubt and fear ringing loudly in mind.
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Alas, then BOMB, BOMB, BOMB. Part 7 page 3:

‘the Great ‘I Am’ Presence has pushed back the doors of doubt and fear, and over you is written in
Gold Light, “YOUR WAY TO FREEDOM”’

WAY TO FREEDOM HK, the name of my web-site!!! freedom that I have been seeking, working on for
me, for Hong Kong, for this Planet since 2019!!!

Is it a coincidence?
I DO NOT THINK SO!!!

You are kidding me Beloved St. Germain.
Deep Bow, I ACCEPT THIS CHALLENGE, ‘I AM’ AUTHORITY.

Today this thought of Lisa sharing was right on my mind since the forst morning!
I hold and told myself let’s go, she has stopped already. Do not let duality to play me again and again.

The devil is right around stay alert.

I ask Forgiveness to Lisa and her Higher Self.
I ask Forgiveness to the EGA members and their Higher Selves
I ask Forgiveness to Peter and Sue and their Higher Selves.

Master your own mind Akata!!!
Stop it at once you notice it.
Send it away, kick Ass!!!

14-03-2022
My Beloved heart,

Still feeling unease in your stomach? Have no fear, you will get use to this high energy. It is more in
your head. So overcome this little inconvenience, that you believe you are still not up to the task, so
to speak!

Time is rushing, and you will be guided to run even faster than what you are doing now. That’s why
you need your own space to concentrate in what you are doing. Have no fear, again, dear one, you
will be alright, surrender you Self completely into God’s Hand, my love.

Cut down all unnecessary activities and thoughts. No use you are trying to keep up-to-date to
everyday current events. What good can this do for you?

Open every single cell in your bodies to receive the energies that is coming through, absorb it into
your heart, make it yours to shine.

Once again, set no LIMIT!
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I Am pleased to see that you are learning to take care of your bodies. You need to treasure this body
vehicle in pristine stage to live a long time, to face whatever disastrous situations may come to this
planet before she can Reborn again!

(Are you talking about a possible Ice age or Solar Storm, or something else all together?)

What ever will be happened will be happened. You only need to know when the time comes, hold
your consciousness in the Highest plane and lift your Self up. Nothing will happen to you or your
brothers and sisters.

Chose a nice spot to pass through it. Pay attention to the New House that you are searching. Feel into
it! What was built from long time ago that withstand all will still withstand more. You already
understand what I Am referring.

See why you need a place on your own!!!
(my husband just returned home!)

So long my love, until next time.

TETON RETREAT

07-12-2021 02:00
First night ever entered the Retreat in the Teton Mountain. At the beginning, so much light inside my
mind eyes….. seeing the mountain in the background.

This chinese character came to me: 念 =今+心
今: This, Today, Now, Current, Present, Modern
心: Heart
念: Miss/Missing, Yearn, Longing, Desire to see/meet again

From the present moment, zero point, one is looking backing in the past. May be the past in terms of
Time, may be the past in terms of life given up/ shredding in order to be here today. Since 15th Nov, in
separation with my husband. Now I sleep in the studio, my sanctuary. Nov till 23rd Dec Saturn making
an aspect of natal Pluto. The Plutonic peace life work, feel the urge to change but somehow you feel
that you have been blocked. I have been striped of a lot of excessive baggage, rejuvenating, get to the
bare bone of very essence.

Our heart still yearn for the KNOWN, while the present is leading me to the UNKNOWN. LET GO, AND
LET GOD.

Zeus, he was angry and punishing a false Divine who has committed a crime/violence against a little
boy!
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18-12-2021
Petition to the Lords of Karma

Beloved Karmic Broad and Lords of Karma,

‘I Am’ Akata Sun Light, born Cheung Yin Chie, became Genevieve.

Tonight, with the blessing of our Mother and Father God, ‘I Am’ sending you the Petition of the end of year 2021.

This year ‘I Am’ truly blessed beyond measure. ‘I Am’ being given this unrepeatable opportunity to find our Mother

and Father God, and hence, to find the way HOME.

‘I Am’ blessed with the Path of studying with the EGA and together with so many Ascended Masters, ArchAngels,

Jesus the Christ, Mother Mary, the Magdalenes and many more as our guidance and protection.

‘I Am’ blessed with the Vision given by our Mother/Father God of the new Radiation Centre. I have tried several

times to write the Proposal. Now I realized that I am/was not fully ready or awakened enough to express all the love

and good intention inside my heart.

So dear Karmic Broad and Lords of Karma, ‘I Am’ not rushing to send you this Particular Proposal. And knowing

that when I am/will be ready, I can send it to the Councils of Light any time knowing that I can rely on your

assistance and guidance. Until such time, ‘I Am’ to keep this Vision very close inside my heart.

‘I Am’ can nevertheless, ask you dear Lords to secure this place, so that I can bring it into Precipitation.

Now ‘I Am’ sending you this Petition, asking to activate my Divine Blueprint, my cellular DNA and Atom.

‘I Am’ asking you every opportunity and means to acquire all necessary wisdom and knowledge for me to accomplish

my Divine Plan.

To do this, ‘I Am’ also asking you Beloved Lords of Karma to clean, clear, cancel all my Karmic records, core and

consequences, in all my past, present and future lives. So that ‘I Am’ to walk on this Earth Karmic Free and as such

Free to carry out the Divine Plan.

In addition, ‘I Am’ also sending petition to Beloved St. Germain to be taken to his Cave of Symbols, to sit in the

Atomic Accelerator, and if the Master see fit, also to stand before the Cosmic Mirror and enter the room of the

Sphere of Light. I leave this totally and completely to the judgement / discernment of Beloved St. Germain.

From my part, I pledge my covenant, giving all my good intention, concentration, in every thought, word, and Love

In Action.

To complete the study of the ‘I Am’ Authority Discourses Classes with upmost application.

To Honour and Surrender to my ‘I Am’ God Self.
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I know full well it is easy to say but hard to accomplish. When from time to time my 4 lower bodies fall back into the

Human consciousness, I ask Forgiveness, and bring my ‘I Am’ back to the Christ Consciousness. If sometime I do not

realize or understand, blinded by Glamour or ignorance, please please please help me to understand.

At this moment, I think it is all that ‘I Am’ can ask from you, dear Lords of Karma. If there is something more could

be added to my petition, either through you or from other Ascended Masters’ suggestions, please add it/them

automatically into this Petition.

‘I Am’ no longer Seek that which is Seen

‘I Am’ to Seek that which is Unseen

May I pass every Test!

May ‘I Am’ Follow the Path of Least Resistance

‘I AM’ GRATEFUL ‘I AM’ GRATEFUL ‘I AM’ GRATEFUL

In Love We Share

Akata Sun Light

18 December 2021

Full Moon

Side note: I remember I read it somewhere to burn the Petition, so without much thinking, I burned it
the same night. Afterward I found out one should burn it at the end of the month!!!

Never mind, I found Beloved St. Germain laughing under moustache ( as we say it in Italian: ridere sotto

baffi, the smile is there but you cannot see it clearly!)

Then Peter has posted the whole lot of information regarding One World Nation!!!
I really didn’t expect the effectiveness so quick, and so much information all at once…

Joke aside, I am deeply grateful to all assistance and guidance that Peter is providing to me and all
brothers and sisters.

19-12-2021
I found myself siting on the Automatic Accelerator. At one moment, my allergy on the throat is gone, I
started to feel the calmness inside me. Beloved St. Germain was joking that since I have burned the
Petition instead of waiting for the end of the month, that there is no going back, they can only comply
with my requests, with a cheeky simile on his face. Then Grandmother Anna was saying that the

misalignment that I have this life time is the accumulation from so many life
times before. It is not easy to heal what is here after all that suffering eons
of time.
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It is no coincidence, that today in a book shop, I picked a tourist guide book of Florence ( who ever
would read a guiding book of his/her city after 30 years living here!!!), that St. Anna is the Patron of
Florence.
In Church of Orasamichele, has a painting a fresco by Mariotto di Nardo that depicts St Anne holding
the city of Florence in her arms, clasping an entire city to her breast, a very usual imagine.

24th December 2021
A city was under siege, many died, many wounded.
One soldier lying on the battle ground, heavily injured and he knew his hour was near, he was going to
die.

The enemy was entering into the city wall, he knew very soon he would be hanged or tortured. No
mercy, is always howWar has destroyed lives eons of times in Human History.

He decided that this time, at least for him something was different! He would take charge of his own
destiny, his own death!
Now he was standing on the edge of the cliff, looking at the Moon in complete darkness…… “I am
coming Home”.

What is the message behind such vision?
Was his service as a soldier the right cause?
Did he has the authority by cosmic law to take his own life?
Was it a gesture of bravery?
Do we stand on our Truth till the last Breath?

To you the interpretation.
Amen

25th December 2021

The Master healer that ‘I Am’.
Now ‘I Am’ healing myself and my world.
‘I Am’ to break down and break through any limitation set on my old Self.
‘I Am’ Perfect Health and in Divine Order in Mind, Body and Affairs.

27th December 2021

I went to sleep with anguish that I have serious allergic reaction again. It seems that it is a sort of test,
to prove myself to be a true healer. This allergy is part of the shadow side of me, just when I think I
am doing fine, then with the guard down, or letting people with low frequency around me, BOOM!
There I am once again, with itching skins and inflammation.

Christmas has been tough, lots of nerve…. and my body just saying: do
something, or you are down again!!!

So I didn’t know if I set the right intention in visiting the Teton Retreat, but just
before dawn, there was a list in front of me but moving/rolling very fast as if
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fast forward of a film. That was so quick, fast forward in high speed, as if they are saying, ok, you
asked for it, but we are not sure you should read it….

But One Chinese word stood out:佛 Buddha, Buddhist, Buddhism.
(this I ask Brother Djwhal Khul)

Oh, one more thing, there was a message: you don’t really want to know, you had not been always a
Fine person, you have also done horrible things you know, that also come to your Karma…

LET THE PAST IN THE PAST!

2021 12 30
My Crown Chakra was vibrating intensely, almost hard not to scratch my head. During the half sleep,
half awaken stage, I have written down the following phrases:

Teton’s Freedom

Beyond the Shadow where the Light lays,
Beyond Death, Eternity.
You Unascended Being,
Find your Freedom.

Beyond the Veil, Father’s Embrace,
Lonely journey, Mother’s Heart Waits.
Hold the Sceptre, your Birthing Right.
Let’s Truth be your Shining Light.
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KUAN YIN

29-10-2021
Kuan Yin
Dear Child,

Listen carefully, now you know to to identify the sensation you feel when there is download, when
there is communication.

This is Kuan Yin here, my child. You see the energy that you are connecting with your Rainbow Bridge,
Antahkarana. Yes, it is the evidence being given to you for the building of your Antahkarana. It is not
coincident that it is shown in your petition’s place in San Casciano.

You will face many difficulties, have no fear. Today you have seen it for the first time without wild
grassed, a jungle. So you can identity better how you could transform this place in external. Your
vegetable garden will produce plenty, dear one.

When face with difficulties have faith, call on us. We are always around you. When you have this
tingling feeling, you know one of us is around, close to you.

Remember who you are.

09-01-2022 Round Table

(When I have almost finished writing the Radiation Petition page,
putting down Invocation, it was already late at night. Then I feel
vibration on the Crown and hands, so I did a very quick
meditation, to prepare myself in receiving message. Nevertheless,
it is quite unusual for me to channel during night time!)

My Beloved,

(I was thinking of you all day, these few days. What ‘I Am’ dong
now is because of you, my Beloved Kuan Yin. Your ‘Heart Mantra’
means so much to me, thank you.)

Dear child of the star, I am just so happy to see you make so
much progress in such a short time. The Love I have for you is
immense. I see that you are wrapping up with your Book, and you
would you would like to talk to me again.

Oh what can I say, there is no suggestion as it is your ‘I Am’
expression. What you have done so far is an excellent
demonstration how one person when open up his/her heart, all
becomes possible.
(Will you come?)
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What are silly question! We are going to be so busy moving among the Radiation centers around the
Erthe. And I love it so much the expression is using by Beloved St. Germain and Djwhal Khul to have
our chairs ready!

You must pay very much attention to your Personality and Ego. In the last weeks, there were time you
lost the hold and expressed with your old Self, the angry Self! Know that the dark is forever in look out
to Pull back dear Souls like you!

Ask for guidance at once, call on any of us, look up at the sky and you are Home.

You need to learn much better control of yourself, your temper dear Heart! Your family, they are
taking their ‘Free Will’ for their own Paths, there is nothing much you can do for them, but keep
loving them. You know families like yours, friends, and many person at one point they will face such
suffering and you need to be so strong to stay by their sides.

Yes, you have asked us to interviene, when you go off Track, and yes, we will be there to guide you
back. With this, you need to take your responsibility as well, which we have no doubt.

The energy is changing so fast at this moment, sometimes it might seems hard for you to comprehend,
and adjust with physical discomfort. But this discomfort also an indication of your dis-alignment.
When you can open up your ‘I Am’ Presence and fully align with Mother/Father God, you will feel
much better, and Heal yourself on the way. Can’t call on Brother Djwhal Khul always can you?

One step at a time dear heart, let your shoulder down, relax, all is well, I shall speak to your again, you
are much loved.
Kuan Yin

(I have forgot to ask your sponsorship!)

Yes, of course I will be your sponsor. It would be my Honor, dear heart.

(So I thought I have finished channeling, but I felt something strange with my stomach, and I was still
in the half/half stage….. then Lady Pallas Athena came forward)

Yes, dear one, you have been reading my words, and it is not a coincidence.
What I need to say, you are already reading them.
Yes, I Am here to be with our beloved Kuan Yin to confirm my sponsorship to your endeavour.

Be at Peace, my love.

Lady Pallas Athena

(within very short break, came Yeshua and Mary of Bethany)

How can we not be your sponsors. Welcome Home, sweet heart. Much looking forward to embrace
you again and hear your laughter. And Grandmother Anna is holding you in her Heart.
Yeshua and Mary
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(another transmission with Lady Pallas Athena on the final page of the Petition.

(next came St. Germain)

Do I need to say more? Go Akata, go and take your Freedom back. Be your own ‘I Am’ authority in
your world.
St. Germain

(then Djwhal Khul)

Hummm, I appreciate your effort in doing the Breathing exercise and you have much benefit from it.
Yes, get my chair ready. There is much to establish in the New Education system and you of course,
have so much to learn too.
Djwhal Khul

Lord Melchizedek
(I really thought that is it, that I have finished here with Brother Djwhal Khul, then at the back of my
mind, I see a figure…. Lord Melchizedek???)

Yes dear one, I know you were not expecting my Presence!
I do like to make surprise, you know!
So here is my sponsorship without you asking and you will understand more with time!
Now dear one, go to sleep, you need a good sleep after transmitting the lot of US.
Lord Melchizedek

(wow, what a night!!! Am I the one making this all up???)

DO NOT DOUBT!

(a voice from somewhere just said that! I am going to sleep now….Do I just witness a Round Table???)

EL MORYA
El Morya 12-11-2021
Dear heart,

You were doubting of your consciousness in the last few days. Then you read my discourse, and you
are back to your usual Self again.
When you have doubts, remember my words, dear heart.
You are doing a good job with Brother DK Ajna Breathing Meditation. You finally understanding what
Brother DK meant by closing the solar plexus.

Yes, you closed it to the physical 3D plane, to become an observer of what is happening around you.
Then you open it through your Ajna center to the Higher world, to build your Antahkarana.
Yesterday, you see how the the third eye is open to the Light.

Your personality is still very strong. But you are learning to control it, to subdue it, become your own
Master. Face it, and stripped of its power on you.
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You know it doesn’t matter of you question.
Keep it close to your heart. You will know what to do with this realization when the Time comes.
Grace and Ease my dear one

El Morya.

ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
11-01-2022
Blessing dear one,

(do I have your blessing for the Radiation Centre Petition?)

Yes, my dear, but we need to go further into understanding what you will be doing. We talked about
time last time, which as you know, time and space does not exist, not in your linear time anyway.
Time depends on how you apply yourself into this Path of Mastery. Nevertheless, we can see in a near
future, there is possibility that we can start the actual work.
Now as you also know, the EGA is moving rapidly in many directions, hence, also your Project could be
influenced by it and benefit by the general recognition of the whole scheme.

Do not let this vision fall into the background, keep your Heart Flame always burning as you are now.

Be the Warrior that you are and goodbye dear one.

You are dearly loved
Michael

ARCHANGEL LUCIFER

27-02-2022
Archangel Lucifer

Yes, dear one, you are an interesting Being. Yes, not even a minimum of doubt has crossed you mind
that I could be a Negative Entity/Energy.

And now I Am watching you not only following the provided versions of Trinity Merging Meditations,
you are actually doing a Merging of Yourself with Mary Magdalene and Jesus!

Very interesting indeed, and I Am please.

It is good to see how the New Human started to manifest in this Earth, cleansing, and clearing the old
Fear, and more importantly, stepping up into their Power by not limiting their potential.

To do a merging with Jesus and Mary Magdalene is downright outrageous, or improper just a few
minutes ago, and you have broken this Chain, my dear.
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Most of the time, you have done or are doing things without understanding the consequences, asking
million of questions, contemplating instead of simply accepting what is given to your face, trusting
your innate within. I must say it is emotional and encouraging. We are seeing the possibilities of many
other could follow this Path. Doesn’t matter one might not hold the ‘Expertise’ knowledge, of the
Esoteric field. All that is matter is inside one’s Heart, and the courage to take up Challenges.

You asked to make acquaintance with me some one month ago, and now here I Am. I come with the
perfect timing. It worth the wait, as I can see the progress you have made. Do not misunderstand my
word: Progress. Progress is not measurable with what you Human still thinking in terms of gain,
financial gain or status may be….

Progress is in You, is your Total Surrender, my dear. You have learn to Trust in Faith, to Trust in God,
to letting God to Guide you one step at a time.

Such a delight to see this in Humanity today.

You are right, you are dearly loved!

Your friend
Archangel Lucifer,
Delighted to make your acquaintance.

‘Hold no fear nor doubt, dear one.’

LADY PALLAS ATHENA
01-02-2022
Beloved heart,

We have never rally had a conversation, except when I was given you my sponsorship the other night
together with Beloved Kuan Yin.

It is time that we talk seriously, if you may call a sincere conversation serious! Have no fear, my dear, I
am only going to straighten up a few points.

Dear one, you are still thinking that you have only been awaken for a short time! Is that so?
You have listened to so many Kyron videos about how Human thinks in Lineal time! And yet, you keep
doing the same mistake! Even though in many occasions you have been shown you are Multi
Dimensional. What about this “Famous” vision that you have? Isn’t it the best example of Multi
dimension?

So my dear, in order for you to move forward, you must stop giving yourself more excuses! Yes, you
are giving yourself excuses! Not only by insisting in term of time, but also with this skin illness that you
have!

You have innate memories in you from many past lives where you know how to HEAL! Making little
steps withe Reiki or what Not is delaying your from revealing your memories blue print!
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Now time have come for you to be truly of Who You Are. Honour that my dear. Now you can connect
with US so easily, what else you can’t do?
Present your petition and move forward, there is much to do. And I am looking forward to be with
you next time.

You are dearly loved!

Pallas Athena.

Note: Every since July, after a few exchange with Peter, from a discourse of Pallas Athena: Cosmic
Law of Petition, part 2, I have started to say this prayer every morning, ever since, hardly miss a day. It
has become a ritual for me to connect with Mother Vesta in the morning too.

‘Mighty God in me! I face Thy Eternal Sunrise and receive Its Mighty Radiance and
Activity, visibly manifested in my experience.’

Thoughts:
You can’t extinguish a ‘Fire’ that is already Burning! Set Right Intention!

LORD MELCHIZEDEK
05-02-2022 5:00am
Lord Melchizedek

In 2020, you were ordained Priestess of the Order of Melchizedek for what you have done for Hong
Kong. Single minded, you have tried to call for justice, equality and peace for the People of Hong Kong.

You didn’t think you were small and insignificant as an individual, with will and determination. You
have always shown in your life to do what is right, not what is supposed to be Easy.

(How can this be possible, I wasn’t even Spiritual?)

Dear one, you were always Spiritual, in a not conventional way. You never believe in CHURCH, or
TEMPLE. In your Heart, you believe in God, that was a God for you in this Universe, just not the God
that the Church imposed in society. You saw the ugliness and unfaithfulness of the God image created
by Religions.

And my dear, you were of the Family! Why you would be one if you were not already one of the Order
of Melchizedek?
From all these Past Lives that you have seen, there is always ONE constant theme! You call for Justice,
no matter how small, how insignificant your position in the society.

You Soul, my dear, is what that’s count!

There is no coincidence that you have been activated during the Lion’s Gate last year. You have seen
the Girl walking in front of the Pyramids under the blood red sky! You have seen and felt her walking
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up to you and brought you together walking up the stairs of the Pyramids, went into the ‘Chamber’
where you two lay down and become ‘ONE’!

That was a life before the Yeshua period. There is no time and space, you have been around in this
universe forever ever….
You would not have been born in that family, if you were not an initiate and disciple! You would not
be brought into the EGA if you were not an initiate, and how you called yourself? Not being Spiritual!!!

Don’t you see how you are the Light for the dis-functional families of yours from both mother and
father sides? You have saved a few siblings of your generation by simply who you are, never
compromise, never surrender!

With the little or none prospective, you walked away bravely, they (your relatives) have seen that and
tried to claim your achievement, pulling you back to their sphere of influence, and you said NO! You
didn’t need their recognition!

You have been seeking the recognition from within, your own heart, within your ‘SELF’, not fully
knowing that was your ‘I Am’, your God ‘Self’.

(But I have also done some bad stuff!)

Of course you have done wrong and not so honorable things in your life. Call it a test, call it a training,
call it being Human, call it whatever way you want, and you are here now, my dear one!

Now you understand why I came without invitation that night your called ‘Round Table’. above all,
why you are given this Task in your Vision. Make no mistake, you were being given a GIFT and you
have taken upon your shoulder, the responsibility to develop further into this final Petition. You have
made it through all trials and finally understand what is being asked of you: TRUST AND FAITH!

I Am amazed of how little ‘Time’ it took you to arrive to this understanding: to let God does the work,
and you simply need to flow with it. Give up the need of Control, there is nothing to control but Trust
and Faith in God!

Haven’t you noticed recently in your life how things just come around to your desire? When you let go
and give up control!
That you have broken the Chain of “Belonging” ‘Love” from your mother, you walked away from this
abusive relationship! You let go of your husband and children by not taking control and let them
choose for their own ‘Lives’. That you are not afraid any longer of not being ‘Loved’ by them, by being
Who You Are and Stand Your Ground! Or lost of financial support by separating rooms or risking the
final divorce, to craft the space you need for this journey!
All these you have shown to be worthy of being a Priestess of the Order of Melchizedek. Now you
consciously know it and so accept it and honour it!

I Am losing your attention there, you need time to contemplate. Go through with the process of
Attunement, and knowing yourself ‘Are’ the Priestess of the Order of Melchizedek.

Welcome HOME, spread your wings and fly like an Eagle, with the Heart and peace of the Dove!
You know it already from Sue, every birth hour is carefully designed and planned for each one of you.
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So long, until next time. You are dearly loved.

Lord Melchizedek

Note: oh mine, it is the longest transmission that I ever have. As a matter of fact, I heard every words
so clearly… writing it down was not a problem. The problem is to decipher my handwriting afterward
during this earlier hour!!!
Transmission such as this or during Teton Retreat would not have been possible if we didn’t separate
rooms. My connection was being blocked by trying to keep the pretext of a ‘Wife’!

Confirmation 2 days later reading Peter: Born to be Christed:

I had a real issue with that word ‘Priest’ and placed it in the box with all the other religious priest references. You see

I was not into religion at any level, I did not believe in any yet I did respect all for their separate beliefs. But it was the

separations of religions that I did not agree with feeling how can the Love of God be separated through doctrines

that killed in the name of God that held power over the populace and kept the people in a state of fear and poverty

consciousness.
It could be useful if I explain a little bit of my Religious Believe as a child. From someone grown up in
Hong Kong, we are exposed (!!!) to both Western and Oriental cultures, in almost everything, such as
religions (Christian and Buddhism), food, festivities…and so on. Since primary school, I have always
went to Christian’s school (Protestant, English Church), religion classes for us was Bible , Jesus, not
Buddhism. But at home, we prayed to our Ancestors, Kuan Yin, or some other Buddhism Figures… So I
was growing up accepting both religions without really believing in neither!!!

The intuition in me has big rejection to the Churches, as organizations. Never wanted to go near one
or be in one. Buddhism was ok, I enjoyed my time to visit Tempio once or twice a year. They don’t ask
big involvement, if one doesn’t want to. It was more a place for Divinity, to ask future for the new
year, new job, new school……etc.

Inside my heart, nevertheless, I have always known and believed that there is a God, a Source if you
might say, we are here for a reason. That was what I kept to myself. In order to survive, to be
accepted by people around me, I have shut down the inner voice, invisible friends…

So it is what Lord Melchizedek was referring, I have REDISCOVERED the God inside my heart.
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THE GREAT INVOCATION

From the point of Light within the Mind of GOD

Let Light stream forth into the minds of men.

Let Light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love within the Heart of GOD

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the Centre where the Will of GOD is Known

Let Purpose Guide the little wills of men.

The Purpose which the Masters Know and Serve.

From the Centre which we call the race of men

Let the Plan of Love and Light workout.

And may it seal the door where inequity dwells.

Let Light and Love and Power Restore the Plan on Earth.
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PART 2 - PETITION

CORRESPONDENT WITH PETER

One way that help me to understand the process how I come to write this book and the web-site, is to
go through the correspondence that I have exchanged with Peter. The first e-mail is dated on 13th July
2021, up till recently just before Christmas where I have finally came to understand I need to revisit all
that I have done in the past few months, not so much regarding the property or the Petition itself, but
the connection with my ‘I Am’ Presence, hence with my God Self. And through this correspondence, I
guess it can also send out a positive message to the others that, there is no such thing as failure or
perfection, we come to understand our Higher Selves through a serious of trials. The day we shake
hands with our ‘I Am’ Presence, then we are ready, just about almost everything.

13-07-2021 Dear Peter,
Greeting dear Peter and Sue. I am Akata Sun Light from the current 2-14 Rules study.
I have a vision about 4 months ago (before my spiritual awakening) that I will organize a place for
Children with other like minds people. This place is in Italy, may be that is the reason why being a
HongKonger, after staying in Australia for 5 years, I ended up in Italy!!!
I call myself Sun Light, because this place has a name: Borgo al Sole (Sun Village). I stop here, it is very
hard for me to accept what I see in my Mind Eyes.

17-07-2021 Dear Peter,
Jeannette has checked the position, and she has been to this area, very closed to this place:
Here is the latitude and longitude. Right on the dime.

San Casciano in Val di Pesa/Coordinates

43.6421° N, 11.1844° E
Tuscany/Coordinates
43.7711° N, 11.2486° E

Other than the exact location, it seems very closed to 44 North, but I don't know if it is closed
enough???
I have some doubt/unease regarding how I will get to use this property. Please allow me to explain in
details.
This property was brought by my Father in-law some 10 years ago. He has this project to turn it into
Multi Condo and apartments. Some works has been done to keep the buildings safe, the Old Farm
House is already divided into small apartments. While not much has been done to the Villa and Farm
Barn, because my in law still waiting for the local council approval, and trying to sell the whole lot. In
ten years, I have only been there once by chance.

4 months ago, out of curiosity (!!!) I asked my husband to take me there, just to have a look. I didn't
understand the reason then. Few days later, I was just waking up, still in bed, this vision came to my
mind, that this place filled with Children, and many like minded people in taking care of them.
Now I understand it is God's vision, and somehow I was being lead to EGA. I was not spiritual in any
ways, and I didn't understand what was all these Rules Study at all when I first signed up. I KNEW this
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vision was for the Children, I THOUGHT it was for Children from Human Trafficking (it has always been
my concerned since 2019 Hong Kong Protest), but I am not so sure any longer.

My uneasiness is how I will get this property. I kind of know how .......... through Blood and Tears.
All my family, in-laws, husband, and older daughter all have the vaccine. All my words gone ashtray....
If it is true what the side effect of this vaccine, I am afraid in not so many years, I will not have a family
any more. Only my younger son is not getting it, so hopefully, he is safe.
Just yesterday morning, God has given me a possible solution during my morning meditation. I was
being shown, SOMEONE can buy this property from my in-law, it is for sale.... then what can be better
than the EGA. So at the end of my meditation, I have taken the the suggestion by Michael

Another perspective for the abundance - for the considerations of all reading here - rather than to
place a dollar amount in mind, this may limit supply which is to flow from 'source'; A statement
read daily by all within the Ashram - such as but not limited to these words - the point being that all
are putting into the Forcefield.. "I call my Might I Am Presence to manifest the limitless Release of
the money supply required for the work of the Elemental Grace Alliance." this will flows with the
energies, no restrictions of limitations.

asking out Beloved Father and Mother grand us this possibility. Is this my Ego in thinking this?
Dear Peter, it is just so very difficult for me to accept what I am seeing in the last few months in my
mind... So many images that I have no idea, past lives, angels.... I didn't even believe in God/Church,
dear me.
Once I have very net sensation, a little girl was hugging me from behind, and I was sitting in the
garden in THAT place!

I send you the computerized photos of this place, from the project of multi Condo. The environment is
accurate. We are surrounded by vinery and olive trees.

18-07-2021 Beloved Sister,

I have now read all the thread emails on the forum and can offer some contributions relating the sharing.

So I guess we can continue this conversation there if you wish!

I will share more about your intended property and can tell you in advance that the Latitude that has been

mentioned relates to no other location at this time other than our First Radiation Centre awaiting Development in

the Grand Teton Ranges. So you property being on or close to the Michael Line is just as important. I can also tell
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you that if this is what you are to attain and develop there can be no doubts as to your Vision. However, to make it

happen you must begin to place a far greater definition on what you wish to see? When you see condos and

apartments to make money, even in their present state you are confusing the Universal Energies and thus negating

or diminishing the potentialities. You must also be able to define and refine why this shall be for the Children, what

Children and who will be given the Responsibilities to become their Guardians!

While your vision/s remain wavy and unclear nothing can happen, the be concerned of how it will manifest will also

diminish the potentials for it will not be you who should say how the money should come or how it should be

developed. This is all about working directly with one's I Am Presence and the Masters who shall come to Over light

the Project!.

I am also going to say to you, which comes down to Cosmic Law. If this is what you desire to do, it shall be your

Responsibility first of all to Prepare and Present a Petition to the Karmic Board to get Their Approval for this to take

place. Unless we humans do this, ANY Creation shall only become a human creation, and more likely than not a

miscreation that will only create flaws, misdirection and any number of additional imbalances or problems to

overcome. Without your Own Divine Intervention whereby your Own ego-personality becoming more greatly

infused with your, I Am Presence then only resistance will continue to take place with a greater probability that it will

be a very short-lived exercise and project.

With the Intensity of the Energies coming in today any misaligned thought forms that have not been qualified with

the Higher Attitudes and Knowledge of the God Intelligence then no Rights Application can be attained.

I am attaching here a Discourse by Pallas Athena that may offer some assistance at this time.

If you KNOW that this property is what you will be given to Honour your Divine Path, then I would invite you to

Claim this Property as your Divine Plan. In other words, Call Upon Your I AM Presence and the Higher God

Intelligence to place a Caveat over this property now to give you time to prepare your Petition and Present it to the

Karmic Board for Approvals and Permissions.

You are free to choose if this Guidance is what you shall follow, that is your own free will. But to become part of the

EGA's Divine Plan we must follow the Cosmic Laws that will Guarantee that any undertaking for and on behalf of

this Divine Plan shall remain Eternal and Flow in Accordance With Divine Love and the Purity of the Cohesive

Power of Divine Love.

You may feel a little overwhelmed by this information, but I can assure you Dear Soul, that if you were not ready or

have the ability to do this RIGHT NOW, you would not be here being able to receive such details about Working
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Directly with the Divine Flow of Source Energy. Just remember that every human thought not Qualified with the 'I

AM' Presence can only create resistance and obstacles to overcome. Easy in words but not so easy in action. The ego

is not readily in agreement to follow Cosmic Law, but the Opportunities to do so are right there with us if one is

Truly ready to make the sacrifices in choices that will override all human conscious interference in their New God

Creations.

And these changes come when one Aligns with their Own Inner Higher Self First! Does all this make sense?

As you have already made this a Forum thread I feel to copy this response on the Forum will invite help with the

thread of contributions to see why finding and developing the New Radiation Sites are so difficult to attain from a

human perspective.

Please share with me personally again if feel the desire to do so.

22-09-2021 Dear Peter,
Today as many of our study group brothers and sisters are mentioning the Adam Kadmon, I take it as
a sign that I should make myself heard regarding the project of Radiation Centre in Italy.
I have been working internally and clearing my mind of this project. And I am saying that I am firmer
on my intention than ever.

In this past few days, there were different occasions where I was brought to review my Path this year,
not only regarding the Rules study, but also how I was stumbled upon the EGA for mistake (so to
speak).
There are so many occasions that I cannot deny Our Father and Mother God are watching over me,
sending me love and light where darkness reign.

I am almost ready, and I am intended to submit my plan on 26th Oct when we finished the study, just
7 days after my birthday. I never paid attention to my birthday, but when one starts to pay
attention.....

Dearest Peter,
Here I am, today 29th Sept, I am sending you the first draft of the project.
I have written (I am sure) with the assistance and guidance of my Higher Self, as 'I Am Presence' has
been giving me many suggestions and indications in the last few days.
Then again, I am sure many areas can be improved or changed. Please tell me without any hesitation.

12-10-2021 Dear Peter,
I do not mean to hasten your reply. I would only like to ask you a few questions.
1. Even though I was thinking to make the pledge on the 26th, but thinking better,
the 20th is full moon, could this be a better day? Maybe Sister Sue can give us a
better understanding, and I won't see her until 21st ( we have an appointment
for my birth chart reading).

2. still regarding the date, would it make any difference if I have finished the
Rules study??? Would there be differences if we have the Initiation???
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3. Last Friday 8th Oct, I went back to the property again, and I have left a Stone which I found from
the mountain of Sacro San Michele (Torino), see I have a habit in collecting stones, especially if it is
Heart shape.
Where I have ask AA Michael protection of this place. While I was doing Meditation, the energy was
really high. I can feel a current going up from my feet up, up, up.
And last night, I have a very strange dream, which I do connect to this property. Please bear with me
as no one around me can give any answer.

I was up around 3am, so I was listening to a guided meditation of Violet Flame.... Then I was in that
dream state, I was inside a shop to buy Lottery tickets, only the balls are not balls but oranges.
The person in the shop was not shopkeeper, but the person who manage the extraction. When the
orange/number arrive, he cut it into half and show me the round shape and red/orange colour inside.
I was thinking such beautiful Moon.

So, I would like to hear if you have any suggestions, is the half orange about Full moon now on 20th,
which is Blood Moon.
Maybe I should buy lottery tickets to get the funding???
(See, dear Peter, I am against all kind of gambling, as growing in a very poor areas, seeing men and
women get ruined with debts for gambling...). I have never had dream like this....

13-10-2021 Dear Sister, No need to apologize!

I have got into the Website, and see that you have begun! I also saw the stone there!!

Regarding the Activation, this shall be all down to you. If you did it on the 20th I feel that would be okay as it is still

within the 3day period on either side of the Full Moon!

It will make no plausible difference if you have finished the Rules or still engaged, and as far as the dream is

concerned certainly you could see this a having reference to the Full Moon, The Blood moon! But again before you

do anything be sure to discern and Qualify, the same would be wise about the lottery ticket. But who knows, if it has

come to awareness and you can afford it, you need to be in it to win it!

I buy lottery tickets every week for the EGA, the Euro Millions where the win would set up many Projects around the

world. The difference in this sort of gambling is as long as you are not attached to it! That you can stop any time

you wish with no attachment, even if your numbers came up the next week!

I have opened a personal file for you with your project by because of my workload right now I still have not gone

through it.

19-10-2021 Hi there Akata,

I have now read and reviewed your Petition. It is starting to take shape, well down! How do you feel about it? What

else would you like to add or include?
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This Goal you have to Create this Radiation Centre must, for the most part, be your Creation. A Creation between

you and God for if it is not, then the potentials to be fulfilled by this Endeavour may not reach their potentials.

What I can share at this stage is that overall this presentation does feel more like a property investment

presentation. Which is helpful for you to begin to become aware of what you are taking on! There are some very

practical applications that you will need to address and place into certain compartments to bring all this into

fruition. For example St Germain says this,

"Man should, then, realize that the perfectionment of the soul in God must take into account the training of the

child-man and the fact that so-called cradles of "negation" (e.g. compartments in the world of form) have been

created as classrooms or schools of soul testing where transmutation and noble changes can be effected that will

result in an expansion of the flame of freedom, raising every son of liberty into the totality of his identity and divine

manhood."

also

"The Ascended Masters are not only sane and well-organized, but they are also godly and profound to the nth

degree."

What does this mean?

It means that one must fully embrace all aspects of whatever they are creating, and not leave out o negate or forget

the detailed information that makes the Creation complete. You mention in your presentation that defining the

project in as much detail a possible.

Would you like to look into this yourself or would you like some help in the point out the areas that need quite a bit

more attention to detail?

Also what you have shared so far is mostly from the personality side of the project. To place it into the Higher-

dimensional fields of the Impersonality then that is where the Petition Presentation will be required. In other words

the Magnetization of Your Sponsors from the Greater Spheres of Influence and then be able to discern who is acting

or communicating with you. In other words, be mindful that Energy and the Law of Attraction will operate no

matter what the level of consciousness, or Vibrational Frequency. Energy is not concerned with how Energy is used,

only humanity is responsible and determines the use or Use of Energy!

I am not defining what intentions or ideas are, nor the level you are coming from, that is your job to discern. My

sharing here is based solely to help you become aware of where you are as part of the Creational Process. I am in no
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way questioning your Intentions or Good Will. But there are Laws to Consider here if one is going to achieve any

form of Creation at the Levels of Immaculate Conception! That is My Purpose and ultimately I am sure is yours!!

Recently from the Elemental Grace Alliance's situation, where many of its Members cannot or still fail to Understand

the Cosmic Laws of Creation and the continued interference of human and spiritual glamours that both DK and St

Germain very strict about, a Discourse was offered by Christ Jesus, and so for interest sake, I offer that here for your

consideration of its content. Again I am not implying anything, just better to be aware of the things that will only

diminish and create obstacles for any well-intentioned person who desires to be a God Creator at the Highest Levels.

Dear Akata, The 'I AM' Presence communications in many ways, but none more direct than Heart Felt direct

Communications. Automatic Writing is one way that works for many. The feeling of body can be interfered with by

those who do not wish us to succeed! So knowing the energies that work around you is vital to everything that you

do!

I am not sure what more I can tell you right now until you make some more decisions within yourself. and define

any specif questions that you may like to ask, your I AM Presence first, but if that is not forthcoming to your

satisfaction then maybe I can help where I can!

I just want to offer some final Guidance here to show you that there are no shortcuts when seeking to Create at Levels

of Immaculate Conception.

The EGA is now 10 years in the Creation of Its Radiation Centres and still, we have not even found the plot or

location. We have been told where they are, but still, I have not been able to visit them! Nor has the money, (billions

of dollars that are needed) have yet Graced Our Use! Yes, we could use our human force just as so many human

beings do, but until the Consciousness of those who will Create and Work within such Centres if their Purpose and

Goal is Perfection and Immaculate Conception then it simply will not occur until the Consciousness of the

Individuals and more so now with even greater potentials available are possible. The EGA is Creating for people in

each Radiation Centre around 10,000 people to live there and hundreds of thousands to be catered for in

Educational and Research Facilities. Your Creation is for ??? (you have not defined this number or ratio of

Guardians to Children yet) And even though the number varies, the Process, Resonances and Vibrational

Frequencies and the Cosmic Laws are the same!

So please do not feel any discouragement or doubt that may come into play! No doubt can play a part in Creating as

God Creates!
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Remember, and Invocate often I Create As God Creates!, I Only See Union of the One in All! I Am in Acceptance of

My The Homecoming! I Am the Observation of What IS God in All My Creations!

20-10-2021 Dear Peter,
It is all well, I will see to correct the format of how I have set up the project. What I am lacking is the
ability to express it in a spiritual way and most importantly to bring out my feeling and thoughts with
my own words. That is what I will try to amend.

I have no personal interest in doing this, I would be much better off not dirty my hands in this
business and still enjoy a comfortable life. I have no interest in selling this property to anyone. As a
whole I shouldn't have anything to do with this property at all.

I was giving this vision for a reason, why me, how and what. I have no answer. I have simply accepted
it as my purpose for the greater Good, going against everything in my little world.

Today, I was finding myself in a very difficult situation, I was risking to be blocked in the middle of a
country /mountain road, without being able to get out, my car was literally inside a pit.

And I was out by myself, calling Archangel Micheal, Mother Mary, and Magdalena. I can feel the force
of energy behind me (car) to get out of this trouble. My friend beside me (with High heel, can not do a
thing) was incredulous of how we got out from the trouble.

This is only to say I have all the help I need to make this vision into manifestation. It is not my Ego
speaking, it is me knowing the Good it can bring and being giving an opportunity to do it. As deep
down inside my heart, I know it full well it is the call from God above, I am simply an instrument.

One thing you got me thinking: is this project has to be a Radiation Center as those you have in mind
of EGA?
It is only a small property (even with potential to be enlarge in the future), is not certainly for 10000
people, most likely only for a hundred with careful arrangements.

From what I feel in my heart, this will be a center for very specific reason: the Children.
I have never seen in my vision that it would become a community living center. Maybe it could
become the future. So I think the best way is follow the Flow, it could be wise to start with small.

My deep gratitude for everything, and I would be grateful to send you the new version.

21-10-2021 Fear Akata,

I was not implying that this was going to be a big project. All I was saying is that the clarity of the Process is the

same. When I began the EGA I simply saw that the Elementals needed help, and I asked a very simply

question. What could I do to help them, knowing that I had certain experiences that may, and I only say may have

been useful! But what I did have and was able to do was to take the time to open and listen to how and in what way

from my 'I AM' Presence. I did not do that all the time just every time I followed the Lead and came to a sticky spot!
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Any sticky spot is a place where something is just not flowing! If I was in your position as you describe with your car

in that pit, I would say that this was a sticky spot where I would now take time out to open and ask why did this

happen. Your car and the pit are all part of your own creation to experience. An experience that you created to

learn from! That is the Truth, what one does with this is their own choice.

The Radiation Centres we are Creating are not only that of the location, but the Heart of the Creation which is the

Heart of Everyone involved! So Your Heart Dear Soul will be the Nucleus of this Project and be the SUN that shall

Radiate the Love, Power and Wisdom of what takes place within the Location. So it matters not if the location is your

Children's Centre a car stuck in the pit, if the Heart is Radiating Love and Light many things will not get stuck and

would have Flowed Around the obstacles, all obstacles! An obstacle is simply a lesson not learned!

Having no personal interest could also be a situation that needs looking at, for while the personality is not applying

itself and doing all it can to integrate itself into the 'I AM' then separation consciousness is playing out. the ego and

'I AM' are not separate, just in the mind of the ego it will be thus another obstacle. And this is one of the greatest

problems for all Lightworkers, they see the 'I Am' but still hold onto the separateness of the ego with it, thus seeing

two individual states of consciousness.

If you would like to express yourself in words with a lot more freedom, I would be happy to receive a video recording

on Zoom where I can listen at my own pace and rewind when I don't get the entire sentence. This may help you be

more creative in your sharing also?

I feel what you are doing with Sue and looking deeply into your Gene Key encodement is a wonderful and most

important thing to do. Knowing Thyself First can save heaps of time rather than flying blind and not knowing the

personality shadows or what one is striving for as their own Gift and Siddhi Expression as part of their own

Evolution. (more details of my meeting with Sue is here….)

As for the Land and Project, yes there are quite a few details that still need to be sorted to have a better picture. But

as I have learned through the EGA's way, I have no real interest in the details of the Radiation Centres, my main

focus is the Inner Radiance of those who will Unite there and Create the Christ Circles that will Govern Them But all

that stars with the Individual and then the Group! Without Heart/s of the Dear Souls Governing then resistance,

blockages and obstacles will stand before the Divine Plan. And I say Divine Plan as opposed to any human creation!

You have been given this Impression of this Plan as Part of your Own Creation. But without the 'I AM' Guiding you

all the way and being open and able to Communicate with the 'I AM' through the willingness and desire of the ego,

then it will only remain a human creation.
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I hope all this makes sense.

So again, if you wish to do a recording, it matters not how long, I will listen and share my thoughts and feelings with

you. But if you can first open all this up to your own 'I AM' First, that would be the first application to make.

In Love and Joy We Share!

Have you ever read or listened to the Unveiled Mysteries and Magic Presence of St Germain?? Maybe you would like

to, it has some very Key Elements to the Work you are Intending to do.

22-10-2021 Beloved Peter,
Oh mine, how much patient is needed to deal with someone like me .

Yes, yesterday the meeting is definitely important. We talked for almost 3 hours . Sue has given me
so much insights and it will takes me long to go through all materials. I did talk about it with Sue
yesterday, maybe she can tell you.

To make it short, the Will and Love aspects are Me, in Me, through Me. The energy that drive behind
is nothing but Love, and on top of that I have the Will to bring it into Manifestation.

I guess there is only one thing to do, to express myself better with my own words regarding this
project. The rest will follow.

I don't feel there is any more need to make a recording. All is well.

27-10-2021 Dear Peter,
First of all, please allow me to express my deep gratitude, for guiding me with so much love and
patience.

These final 4 days are something our of all expectations. Sue did tell me that I will be able to connect
with the Above, I have never expected to be so much, I was so overwhelmed after 3 days in automatic
writing, the last day I simply rest.

These few days have given me the bridge for communication and breaking through, I really never
expected.
This morning, after meditation, I started again to write the petition, mainly through automatic writing.
I know Master Djwhal Khul was there, may be someone else too. For the first time, I really see it, feel
it, hear it. Can't stop myself crying in the process.

You are so right that I didn't use my own words. Now just by rewriting it in the computer, it feel so
much mine, and mine alone.

Please find enclosed the new file. I didn't change the second file with the distribution of the property.
I don't feel anything need to be changed. If amendment is needed, it will come with the real project
once the work starts.
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In addition, there are so many posts in our forum regarding the future radiation center. I have always
restrain myself of telling more about this project. Maybe now is time to update with the group?

30-10-2021 Greeting Peter,
Yesterday I was asked to go back to San Casciano, and took a few photos. It is the first time, there is
enough light to see the inside, look what I have found!

The cross is on the fireplace. I made a very quite check on Internet, it is a Floury cross (with Lily
flower?).

Lily is also the symbol of Florence. Fleur-de-lis

One more question, do you have any explanation of the tube of rainbow in these photos. I have Orbs
in many photos, but it is the first time in tube shape???

It is only my doubts, if you don't know is ok.
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31-10-2021 Dear Akata,

Thank you for sharing your photos!

Regarding the rainbow rod, it is my experience that the lens of the camera plays with the light of the sun in many

different ways. I have seen and actually received all sorts of varying images some for what seems quite normal in our

human contemplations, then at other times particularly in places where I have been doing Activations both before

and after, having taken images from the same location the light seen within the camera can deem to be the results of

the Light Reflecting the Intentions I had as part of the Intentions for taking the photo and just being in the right

place in Divine Order! If you think about it, nothing is by chance, and so for you to be right in that place and exactly

this time is not a coincidence. Therefore the Rainbow rod you see in your images could be the Universe answering

your call, your intentions by offering you a confirmation that encourages you to consider either following this Path

or a confirmation that your calling and intention have been completed. The latter being more the confirmations for

myself. For I always ask for three confirmations after that what I was asked to do by Spirit was achieved.

Ultimately you have to discern for yourself what this Rainbow Rod Light means for you. Just be very mindful that

you do not allow your ego to blow it out of proportion or give you incorrect feelings that have no bearing on the

situation.

I can give you some examples of my own experiences if you wish, however, it is important never to look at a single

confirmation to become your truth. That is why I ask for three!

In continuation of the three confirmations here, we could indeed look at the Lily Cross and place that Lily in the

form that it is presented the way in advance of you actually being aware of it, that could indeed, (but yet to be

qualified) that those who placed it there in that particular place and position, over the Fire Place or upon the Hearth

or Alter, that they knew something more than was said. Maybe the Energy Portals on the land, maybe a message for

future inhabitants, maybe a meaning for the Energies that they themselves intended to use while they occupied that

land, and those buildings! Wisdom would ask why has your father? Grandfather/ uncle, I do not remember which

just is unable to continue his project?? Is there more to this resistance or time delay??? That is for you to discover

through your own endeavour, and investigations through the Rightful Applications to your I AM Presence for

Knowing the Truth! The way to do that is to ask, yet be neutral and unattached to what is shared or actually simply

seeking the Truth while becoming Like a Child Again. In other words, becoming like a child that knows nothing

what is or what it is used for!

Let us continue!
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The Lily Cross!

I am attaching for you a PDF of St Germain's Book Alchemy - Formulas for Self-Transformation, in which He shares

these words! I do not know if you know that St Germain's Flower is the Lily? Coincidence? I feel not!

He says on page 227 Chapter 10 Nature Yields To The Childlike Mind

SAINT GERMAIN ON ALCHEMY - Formulas for Self-Transformation

The most important key we can release to the alchemist at this stage of his development is found in these words of

Jesus: "Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child shall in no wise enter therein."1 All of the

pristine beauties of nature—the ethereal highlights whose gentle glow can be sensed by the budding spiritual

faculties of the children of God—hold as their essential content the sweet creative longing of a child.

I do not wish to disabuse the minds of the children of men who have held such high and mighty opinions of the

Masters of cosmos of any false glamour with which they have clothed our office under the Godhead, almost as a

gilding of the cosmic lily. However, I do feel the need to point out, not only from my own experience but also from the

experiences of those who are above me in the hierarchy, that the higher we have gone in our contact with the Deity,

the more childlike, the more simple, the more beautiful has been his representation. Therefore we conclude that the

innocence of Nature herself is perhaps the greatest key to her potential for wondrous alchemical creations.

We amplify, then, the need of the children of God to empty their minds of the dregs of turbulent emotions that have

engaged their energies through the centuries and kept them bound to a senseless round of confusion and struggle.

The great barrier to spiritual progress has been that men confuse holy innocence and becoming like a little child

with playing the fool.

The highest Masters are childlike, sweet, and innocent. Nevertheless, when functioning in the world domain, they

sharpen their "worldly senses" in order to execute judgment in human affairs. The reason I introduce the subject of

becoming "as a little child" into our study of intermediate alchemy is that every factor of thought and feeling

impresses itself upon the sensitive matrices of alchemical manifestation. No thought or feeling, then, can be termed

unimportant or irrelevant. Without hesitation, I declare that the most important of all alchemical factors in drawing

forth the highest aspects of creation is the childlike mind—pure and guileless.

The child mind is the greatest mind because its innocence is its best and sure defence, because it is not surrounded

by crowding concepts, and because it is free to develop symmetry, colour, sound, light, and new ideas. In short, it is

free to create; and its supreme goal is to spread happiness in all of its forms and manifestations, all the while

maintaining the purity and harmlessness of the child.
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Let me say, however, that the idea of harmlessness is applicable only to the world of human beings, for how can there

be a need for harmlessness unless there first exist harm? When you destroy harm, you no longer have need to create

harmlessness. In the absence of harm or harmlessness, the innocence of childhood prevails, enabling the souls of

men to commune gently with nature and nature's God.

The vast drama that keeps the way of the Tree of Life, that guards the alchemical secrets, has also been born of

necessity. Man's disobedience to Cosmic Law, his hesitancy in matters of the Spirit, his gathering momentum of

destructiveness upon earth—these have necessitated the curbing of his activities in heaven.

He also speaks of the Lily here in the same book. Page 313 The Original Premise of Polarity and Love

This true synthesis of the Divine Attributes reveals that Love, Wisdom and Power are in reality the One

indivisible/undivided Whole which can never be divided or divisive—their atoms chanting as they chart the spheres:

"We are One, We are One, We Are O n e . . . " But this is not all. The cosmic white fire of the Universal Mother now

enters. Born out of the unity of the Divine Triad, She whom I like to call the 'Luminous One' steps forth out of her

latency in the fiery nucleus of the threefold flame to become the antithesis, or divine polarity, of this thesis of the

Trinity. And out of this union there is produced the synthesis of many manifestations of the Whole—sons and

daughters of God, each one a new premise embodying the Fourfold Attributes, Father, Son, Holy Spirit, and Mother!

Each Self-expression of the Whole uniquely synthesizing their qualities by ultimate free will in freedom's flame—

not by some damnable inevitability of historical or economic forces successively enslaving the race, but by Union in

the Law of the One—and then the Three, girded by the Fourth, the Blessed Mother. She manifests her

complementary nature as the Shakti of each Person of the Trinity, releasing out of the white lily center of each plume,

from the masculine(+) polarity of Power, Wisdom and Love, the feminine^) manifestation in the worlds of form.

As these four become the pillars in the temple of twin flames, foundations in their mighty work of the ages, they

themselves become pillars in the temple of our God.4 And no other foundations or false premises or synthetic

conclusions can be laid, for Man as the offspring of the Highest contains the original thesis, antithesis and synthesis

as the trilogy of the threefold flame within his heart.

He is also child-man of the Mother, containing her seed-atom and her sacred fire within himself. And none other

can displace this fourfold foundation of his Being—unless he himself succumb by choice to the lie and the liars who

lead the pack of the international capitalist/communist conspirators spawning their pseudo-metaphysical cults of

materialism and the dialectic on planet earth. Now let us see how Love is in Truth defined by the Divine Lovers.

End Excerpts
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2nd Confirmation???? That is for you to determine.

You say that you did a search on the net about this form of Cross? And you saw it as a Lily Flower. I also did a

search and found no references to the Lily! Yet I did find references to the Maltese Cross and the Three Fold Flame

which if you look at this cross the ends look like the plumes of the Three Fold Flame! I saw in my search only that

which made references to the heraldry and protection in war. The Arms used in Family Crests! Coats of Arms! Yet

we know that these Dear Souls did have Faith in God, albeit lack of understanding in what that Faith Truly meant!

And as you know St Germain is the patron of the Maltese Cross!

Here is what St Germain says in the same book page 304 Balanced Achievement - The Way of Mastery!

Balanced Achievement—The Way of Mastery Imbalance—where giantism occurs in one aspect of the threefold

flame, causing it to be out of proportion to the others—prevents the achievement of daily goals as well as the goal of

individual Christ-mastery. Balanced Achievement—The Way of Mastery Imbalance—where giantism occurs in one

aspect of the threefold flame, causing it to be out of proportion to the others—prevents the achievement of daily

goals as well as the goal of individual Christ-mastery.

If you wish more information about the Maltese Cross it too, is in this book or I can share a few Discourses by St

Germain from Our Alchemy Classes! So is your seeing the Lily in them just another Inner Knowing of what this

Emblem Coat of Arms, Family Crest or Higher Purpose Plaque on the Wall of this Building?? Confirmation

3???? That too is for you to decide!

More than this I cannot share more until you are more fully Qualified what all this is in Relationship, not to you the

human, but to You The Christed Child-Like Manifestation of the Expression of Love In Action. In other words, How

does all this Relate to why you have come to be placed before the physical manifestations you are facing! If this is not

Self Realized, it will have little Purpose other than a nice experience that at least has the potential that you are where

you are meant to be right now. And this may all be nothing more than a stepping stone to Greater Self

Realizations. Be Mindful through the Heart that there is nothing you need Know other than what you are

shown. The Universe Knows in advance what you are seeking and will present it to you! All you need to do is to

follow the Impressions you are given and remain open to receiving. But you know all that anyway!!!

It is here that I will pose a question? Not to answer to me, but to take into your Feeling Body for all this asking you to

go deeper.
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What does this Goal or Experience have to do with your own childhood? It is by Cosmic Law that we all must come

to the understanding of why we seeking to bring Balanced Achievement and to Master the Way. We cannot leave

any of our past life/lives unhealed and out of balance if we are going to the Creators of God's Love and Likeness!

I repeat this excerpt from above as this may assist you in understanding everything from a Higher Perspective.

The highest Masters are childlike, sweet, and innocent. Nevertheless, when functioning in the world domain, they

sharpen their "worldly senses" in order to execute judgment in human affairs. The reason I introduce the subject of

becoming "as a little child" into our study of intermediate alchemy is that every factor of thought and feeling

impresses itself upon the sensitive matrices of alchemical manifestation. No thought or feeling, then, can be termed

unimportant or irrelevant. Without hesitation, I declare that the most important of all alchemical factors in drawing

forth the highest aspects of creation is the childlike mind—pure and guileless.

The child mind is the greatest mind because its innocence is its best and sure defence, because it is not surrounded

by crowding concepts, and because it is free to develop symmetry, colour, sound, light, and new ideas. In short, it is

free to create; and its supreme goal is to spread happiness in all of its forms and manifestations, all the while

maintaining the purity and harmlessness of the child.

Let me say, however, that the idea of harmlessness is applicable only to the world of human beings, for how can there

be a need for harmlessness unless there first exist harm? When you destroy harm, you no longer have need to create

harmlessness. In the absence of harm or harmlessness, the innocence of childhood prevails, enabling the souls of

men to commune gently with nature and nature's God.

In other words, How free are you from your past to Become the Divine Creator that is ready to become Active in

Prime Creations?? I ask not personally of you, but it is the personality that St Germain makes reference to here!!!

Bless You - Peter

Your Revised Petition

Having read your revised Petition I see that you make a greater recognition to Master DK. I am led here to also place

here for your review DK's Book on Education for the New Age. Not a big book but one that may be helpful.

Shortly, in a week or so you are going to be invited to join 2 New Circles we have just created in the EGA. They relate

to the Education of the New Children the New Educational Programs that will be implemented around the world

replacing the old school curriculum. One is the Esoteric Levels through which the Higher Information shall be

brought into Awareness and the Other is the Exoteric which will be more aligned to the Formulas of Approach that

will then be implemented through the Teaching Arms that will infiltrate the existing education systems until the old
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has been totally removed! But more on that after we establish who from the 2.14 Rules will be continuing with the

EGA.

One thing I invite you to consider more deeply is about the use of I as in the personality! Eventually the I shall be

dissolved and it will become more as Jesus lived, not I, but the Father Through me! The sooner one can see

themselves not as the human being, but rather the New Human Christed One who ONLY see the Father/Mother

Acting out through Themselves, the better! The more 'I' we can dissolve at this stage the easier it will become!

The dialogue I felt was coming from your Inner Child. And feel that all this relates to what has been shared by St

Germain above. I shall leave this to use your own discernment once again!

I hope that what I have shared with you this time around is helpful. Use your discernment all the way, follow only

that which your Heart Leads You!!

In Love and Joy

Peter

Blessings to You Dear Heart!

I know you are ready and have all the Gifts and Talents to do what is required, all in Divine Order!

I know I sent a lot, but when I am tuning in, I have to share what comes. It is up to the person how they view or deal

with it.

St Germain is close to you!

My deep gratitude for taking time to reply with so much love and guidance.

Needless to say, there is a lot to ponder

You know what Peter, my heart has been beating so strongly lately, not at the heart position, but in
the middle of the chest. Yet, I have that sense of lightness and serenity with me.

The questions that you put forward, I think in many aspects I have found already during my
conversation with Sue.

Just yesterday I have finished to transcribe the enormity of information that she has given.

Yes, we did go through of my childhood. While I was under a certain oppression, I have not been a
victim of my experience. Now fully knowing that I am profoundly loved by our Father Mother God, I
can see how I was being lead to heal my wound along the way.

All is well Peter, I Am with God in me, with the Christ in me.

I do not write this often, not even in our forum. There is no need.
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This is the I AM, ready to serve the Greater Good.

This is the I Am that have the Will, the Love and the ability to carry out the Plan.

I AM That I AM

And so it is.

Blessings always
Akata

3rd confirmation of Maltese Cross (from correspondence with Peter):
Today 04 11 2021 rereading Peter’s email.
Priya post of water
San Casciano

Yes, my dear child, now you see the connection of how to confirm signs and confirmations.
You are on your way to discover who you truly are you see it already as told by Mary, this will be a
place , your root if you like. A safe place to come back from time to time to regenerate your energy.

Dear one, your job is not to stay put. You will travel to different places. Why you think you are making
all sorts of connections with people around the world? More can not be said at this moment.

Q - what about my family
Your family is an illusion. You cannot be tied down and you know that already.
I can not tell you how you will be free, Time my dear.
You have been guided all your life, do you think you would be less guided now my dear one?

Live the NOWmoment, is the best you can do, keep on exploring different fields. When you connect
with your past lives experiences, you will have all the wisdom you need.

Have Faith, have Faith, have Faith
Believe in Who You Are.

Your loving Guidance
St Germain
03-11-2021

05-11-2021 Dear Peter,
I ask my Higher Self to give me guidance in writing this email.

In our last email, we talked about Lily cross or the Maltese cross, with 3 confirmations, yesterday
morning I was recording your email with all those references of St Germain (I like to record almost
everything that I read, with the vibration of voice, and concentration in reading our loud, give deeper
insight then normal reading, with the advantage that I can listen to it later), the third confirmation
came in the afternoon from a post Priya written regarding water element, and she mentioned St
Germain and Maltese Cross.
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Dear Peter, it is not really of what I write in the petition, but the process of how I come to understand
my consciousness and my connection with God, isn't it?

It is not a coincidence that I talked to Sue just 2 weeks ago, now I am joining the Dots together. From
our session, she has given me the insight of my journey home, to become a Free Spirit and strip off
anything that don't belong to the I Am presence. I was doing it from 2006 without me knowing it,
without being able to put words or connection on it.

You see, by the first day I joined EGA, I knew St. Germain was here with me, I know the roads that I
have taken over the course of my life are experiences necessary for me being here today. But I was
too scared to acknowledge it to myself.

I tried to put off so many intuitions or sights, so I don't need to take up the responsibility. Even this
automatic writing thing, I was ready to do it right after my summer trip in France (something
important has shifted), I have all the vibration and sensations with me, but instead of sitting down and
connect, I give myself thousands of excuses...until the last 4 days of our Rules study....

I was admonished by St Germain for exactly this. I must stop giving myself excuses, and get on with
my purpose.

In these few short days, I was being told that this Radiation Center is not without my own personal
purpose: it is my home, my root, it is a place that I will go back from time to time to regenerate and
rest. Extensive travel is in front of me.

I have read again and again of the Petition, It is how it should be. The children was talking through me,
not me the child talking. So I will leave it just like that. I have update the website, if you want to check
on it.

From Sue information, there are a few days good for the petition, 18 Nov or 27 Jan 2022.

“Than you have Saturn making a trine to your natal Jupiter in Feb 14 days 25th 10days.
Positive time to achieve the balance of your needs to security and needs of exploration.
You have the ability to make plans according to your goals. You are fortunate to attract
the resources that you need for your purpose.”

Dear Peter, this project seems so impossible and unbelievable. Yet it is only the first step, first stone
to cast.

06-11-2021 Dear Sister,

Bless You, yes, what you are Self Realizing now is exactly what you are saying, for it is all about the Guidance through

Divine Will, not free will, and free will is what actives the excuses or false realities that we find ourselves when

confusion arises!
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Your Petition is just a stepping stone to help you reinforce your connection to Your Higher Self. And this Petition

does make these connections and they will need to be even stronger as the days go on which I sense you will discover

in due course. Nothing that you can force, for there is Divine Order playing out.

Have you looked at the 12 Christ Mind Powers? This may be of benefit to you more so now than perhaps before. But

like you said, much is happening without you even knowing you are doing it!

Sooner or later you will still need the Petition that will have to be presented to the Karmic Board if you are going to

conform to Cosmic Law, why? because if you don't, this Project will remain a human conscious manifestation that

will not achieve it highest potential. It may be made manifest, and it may help many Dear Souls, but it will without

the Direct Communications to your 'I AM' Presence and the Masters,who Stand within the Unity Consciousness of

the 'I AM', just remain beholding to the ego personality desire. You have completed the Rules Study now and Know

that the personality is destined to be completely dissolved and it is not until then that the Christ Councils can be

Created here upon Earth.

St Germain will help you, but He has told the EGA His Work with us ONLY relates to the Forming of the Christ

Councils which in other words is Only the Work that continues the Consolidation of those Communicative Skills

based on the Links and Open Communication with the 'I AM'.

So yes, there is no more room for excuses anymore, not if the Christ Consciousness is Our Goal! And that means

there is no more room for the ego-personality. We are going to be speaking more of these things soon when the new

Group forms on Monday!

The date that has been given to you is important to you, that is no coincidence and now you have this information. it

will be your Endeavour to decide how these will best Serve You! That will come down to your Inner Higher Guidance.

Qualification and Confirmation will help in these areas.

Regarding the other matter you wish to develop and talk about. If you choose to share with me, I will be happy to

receive it and Respond.

God Bless You and Stay True to yourself Dear Sister.

08-11-2021 Beloved Peter,

Here I am again, with more questions then ever.

12 minds powers, yes I read them before, I will go back reading them again. I just can’t generate more
time……. I am re-reading The Pale One again as guided. It is the first book I read from the EGA library.
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First thing first, the petition. I was told to check on my diary, as I would be amazed. So it is what I
have done, many things I didn’t remember and didn’t put the connections together. Now I have
incorporated into the petition. I hardly putting anything new, all are my writing back since March this
year.

I have written the Purpose of this center back on 8th June through a AA Michael transmission (not
mine, watched on Youtube, I guess this is how we are being communicated as well, right?). I included
also my direct writing with AA Michael now. Today I tried to ask more information, but was not given
anything.

Oh Peter, I believe we have the final version with my God’s self whole heartily committed, and I would
like to present it on 18th Nov. Please let me know how should I proceed from here.

Secondly, I want to ask you in regarding of Light Language, do you have any materials that you can
share with me. I was giving the idea that the ancient Chinese language (the one written on bones and
turtle shell) could be originally generated by the Light Language.

One thing leads to another, Gene Keys to I Ching, to Chinese language, to light language….. I need to
be stopped!!!!

Then, do you have the following script?

J. J. Hurtak and His Manuscripts of ‘The Twelfth Study in the Series of Teachings on the Holy Sephiroth
of the Tree of Life – Michael.’

09-11-2021 Dear Akata,

I have a big day today and tomorrow and this weekend I am away on family business so I may not get to this before

next week, but I will try!

I know that you have a Great Deal of Zeal and this is wonderful, yet my first sense as I read this email was the need to

discern for yourself as to whether your Energies are at present regarding Divine Zeal. I will leave that with you, for it

is not for me to say one way or another.

The process of presentation to the Karmic Board is very clear, and has been described in detail both in the EGA Book

and in the EGA Discourses with Pallas Athena. Part of that Process is that one has to Call upon the Company of

Heaven and ask for their Sponsorship. and if you call in specific Dear Hearts you will need to be able to transcribe

what is shared by them. Also, you will need to take your Petition and have it pinned up upon the Notice Boards In

the Appropriate Etheric Temples, and when the time comes will need to give a talk and Presentation to those who

turn up to your allotted time. Imagine trying to do that here on Earth, for this is a simpler process.

If you have read the entire book A God Awakening, this was my Petition to the Karmic Board. I had no idea of those

when I began and did not find this out until after the event. So in many ways, one does not have to make this a

conscious process if one is following their Higher Guidance and able to Communicate directly with All Those
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Concerned. It may seem like an impossible task and for a single Project unnecessary. However if one is going to

Create at the Highest Levels and from within a Creation through the Immaculate Conception Every Creation MUST

follow the same procedures. Even the Masters Must follow these Processes and They are more likely that have Their

projects rejected if they do not have the Following and Support of the Human Contingency to help them here upon

the ground.

What you have begun cannot be rushed and nor can it be determined ready or not ready by human consciousness.

This only makes it a human creation that more than likely will suffer the conditions of any human creation of which

in time will only dissolve and or disintegrate and can never reach its potentials.

I am not trying to put any brakes upon your Plan, but you asked the question and I must now tell you the Rightful

Application.

Everything the EGA Does has been Qualified and Received the Grants and Dispensations from the Karmic Board.

And you are soon to learn about the EGA's next huge Petition to Unite the World into a One World Nation! It is

hard to imagine what goes into these things, but without them they simply will not have Power. Love and Wisdom to

last the Facets of time and space. That is beyond the holographic programs we presently live in!

I wish to offer you an invitation to look at your daily schedules and what you give your attention to, regarding not

having time to do all that you feel you should do. For this is not the case, your day should be free to do exactly what

you have come to do and through the Higher Guidance of Your, 'I AM' all unnecessary and all non important things,

including Discourses and following other's groups and sharing and just Focus upon what it Right For YOU.

The Chinese Language is one of 4 Sacred Languages that also have been adulterated over time, but these Ancient

Languages are Chinese, Arabic, Tibetian and the next has slipped my mind right now, but I do have a Discourse

speaking of these Languages. I will try to find them. They may even be in the Keys of Enoch!

I do have the PDF or the file you asked for including Lord Michael and Melchizedek. I have attached here below for

you. It is deep and complex in nature, so remember you already have the Knowledge within yet you may be triggered

by such text and you have asked for it!

More than this I cannot share right now. I would invite you to review the Discoures shared above, and the Light

Programs will also help a Great Deal upon Quest.
Dearest Peter,

Your words are well received.
Did you read my email late last night? For a moment I sensed your presence, while I was recording
The Pale One.
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I understand what you meant by long process, I was starting to do it since March, without knowing it,
even before the Vision came. In a sense that I was being prepared

I still have hard time in believing my communication with the other side of the veil. Then again, I was
doing it without me knowing it. Reading my diary just give me confirmation, and now I know I have
been doing it since I was a child. Only then I thought I was crazy, and hiding myself behind closed
doors to talk to Myself.

Peter, please do not worry about date.... It is simply my way....
So I don't get sidetracked by other things.

Thank you again for all information. I was told it is not a coincidence that I am being led to the EGA,
and under your guidance/protection.

20-12-2021
Dear Peter,

I wasn’t going to write you until after the new year, but after reading your new post yesterday, I
simply laugh out loud and need to write.

You see, yesterday morning, I was just finished writing the Petition for myself for the Teton Retreat.
Here is an excerpt:

“‘I Am’ blessed with the Vision given by our Mother/Father God of the new Radiation Center. I have
tried several times to write the Proposal. Now I realized that I am/was not fully ready or awakened
enough to express all the love and good intention inside my heart.

So dear Karmic Broad and Lords of Karma, ‘I Am’ not rushing to send you this Particular Proposal. And
knowing that when I am/will be ready, I can send it to the Councils of Light any time knowing that I
can rely on your assistance and guidance. Until such time, ‘I Am’ to keep this Vision very close inside
my heart. ‘I Am’ can nevertheless, ask you dear Lords to secure this place, so that I can bring it into
Precipitation.

Now ‘I Am’ sending you this Petition, asking to activate my Divine Blueprint, my cellular DNA and
Atom. ‘I Am’ asking you every opportunity and means to acquire all necessary wisdom and knowledge
for me to accomplish my Divine Plan.”

So I didn’t expect information come that fast!!! and that much!!!

Joke aside, I would like to let you know, finally I have the right peace of mind to start study Boot Camp,
simultaneously, rereading your Book, the Awakening.
In regarding the Proposal of the Radiation Center, as you can see, I have arrived with the
understanding that there is no use in rushing. Even though I think what I have send you the last time
was a good version. Now I believe much to be integrated, with my moving forward and
understanding my ‘I Am’ more each day.
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I would like to ask your permission by citing passages from your book and EGA discourses where and
when I see appropriate. In addition, there is also many passages from ‘I Am’ Authority courses that I
would like to use. Of course, this I would also ask Beloved St. Germain next time when we connect.

Akata

This is the end of this long long email correspondence. I cannot express enough my deep gratitude to
Peter for his patience and wisdom guidance.

As you can see, there have been so many uncertainly, unknown information, that I wasn’t able to
make Head and Tail with. Sometimes, I can’t sleep, sometimes I was in despair as I was not going
anywhere, then with just a sign from somewhere, I am back on my Feet again. This is nothing but a
process in getting to know the Voice Within, my ‘I Am’ Presence.

On the 20th I knew that the 3 Petitions that I wrote where the necessary steps for me to connect with
my ‘I Am’ Presence. In the meantime I have finished Boot Camp of ‘I Am’ Authority, (which I have
waited until I have the peace of mind to do so), new materials from One World Nation and the rest
are coming in. During this process, a big shift has happened. I wrote letters to my ‘I Am’ Presence:

22-12-2022 ‘I Am’ Presence

My Beloved ‘I Am’. I love you, I love you, I love you.

This little voice inside me, who has always been here with me, talk to me, guide me, help me, protect me.

It takes me more than 50 years finally to acknowledge You, my ‘I Am’ Presence. But we have so many more years to

stay together, now that we have found each other. We shall stay in this New Erthe as long as it is required of us.

There is so much works to be done, so much to prepare.

We are going to prepare the New environments for the New Children of the New Erthe.

Only if I know it sooner My Beloved ‘I Am’.

We are standing firm to our the Truth with the Sword and the Shield of ArchAngel Michael. We shall face every

difficulty, every obstacle with the open arms. We shall move forward with the Power of God vested in Us.

Dearest friend of my world, it is my great Honour and Privilege to make this wonderful, joyous, beautiful

acquaintance with You, my ‘I Am’ Presence.

We Are God in me and Christ Also.

‘I Am’ that ‘I Am’.

In Love we Share

29-12-2022 To my Higher Self ‘I Am’ Presence

Dear Higher Self, my ‘I Am’ Presence, please come to live inside my heart every moment during the day and night.
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To see how you see,

To hear how you hear,

To feel how you feel,

To touch how you touch.

If by chance during any moment, I have forgotten your Presence, please come to knock on my door inside my Heart

to tell me: yoooohooo, where have you gone? Come back and Be together!

You are my Twin Flame, my Soul mate, my Eternal Wisdom that never fail.

I can still see so vividly the Little Girl who talked to herself behind the closed door. By growing up, I have forsaken

you to the Matrix, distancing myself further away from you, my Soul. Thank you for staying close every moment even

when I was totally asleep and unconscious of your Presence.

Now that we have found each other again, let not be separated any longer. Be One.

I love you, I love you, I love you.

Amen

A simple heart felt letters, no grand words, no useless promise, simple honesty. From that moment on,
I am marching into this new direction. I dear say, my ‘I Am’ Presence is ever presence. The task in
putting everything together, writing non-stop, finding the right information, the rhythm with which to
work together is simply Magic.

In doing so, I get to understand myself more each day. It is like paying an Etheric Psychologist to
analyst this life, past and future lives…. and there is only one conclusion, not matter the directions
one takes: Home! One! Be!

Side note: I am writing this at 2:00 am in the middle of the night, it seems that I can go on forever……
Every now and then, I feel a cool breeze on my face! Oh, I am never alone, many are here with me,
together we are doing this, I may not be able to give you the names of each of them.
Please hear me, thank you, thank you, eternal thank you.
Akata
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VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE PETITION

Drawn by Jonathan Gunn
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VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE PETITION

INVOCATION: I Call upon the 7 Elohim to bestow me with your Rays, with your Divine qualities, to join
and align with my ‘I Am’ Presence within these7 Steps of Precipitation, for I Desire to bring into the
Manifestation of this project for the greater good. I ask to be released all Karma within me that
remain stuck that no longer serves me. As I have received this Divine Idea from God, in this Call, I
rejoice in the Constancy that ensures this Invocation transcends all thought, passing whim, and
emotional leakage not bound in Benevolence. I call forth the Elemental Grace Alliance Council and the
‘I Am Presences’ of the Sun of Even Pressure Council to join with me now!

I ask Beloved Djwhal Khul, , Chohan Kuan Shi Yin, Beloved Saint Germain and Lady Portia, Archangel
Michael and Archaii Faith, Christ Jesus and Mary of Bethany, Mother Mary, Mother Vesta, Lady Pallas
Athena, Grandmother Anna and Lord Melchizedek to be my Sponsors in this Plan.

We Give Praise and Gratitude to the Beloved Brothers and Sisters of Earth, who, through their Joy-
filled Hearts have now established and become the New Radiating Centres of Light to All humanity.
We give Praise and Thanks that out of All Dear One’s, will come Peace and Prosperity to mankind for
them to Embrace also. ‘I AM’ The Power of God that Self-Sustains and Self-Maintains the Reign of
Peace on Earth that no man can destroy. ‘I AM’ The Mother’s Love and The Father’s Light That Will
Illumine and Strengthen the Hearts of All God’s Children in all ruling and administrational places
around the world; and out of all Will Come Love, Justice, and Wisdom. (The Dove of Peace has landed, St Germain)

ST. Germain: I tell You Beloveds this Christmas Day (2019) a Birth of another Christ Essence Will be
Born within a Great Peace, Health, Happiness, and Prosperity there within The United States of
America. We Give Praise and Gratitude that this is God’s Wisdom through His, Her Beloved Children of
the Light, and the Luminescence, Effervescence and Life Giving Joy of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence. The
Christed Earth Children, are now Embracing You, like never before, Oh America! And through the
Christed Earth Children, another Birth is immanent this Christmas Day! That of the New Erthe!
Beloved One’s, Majesty and Power, shall Now Command Obedience of all that is of the outer, to be in
Service to the Inner ‘I AM’ Presence. The Power of Divine Love, Now Governs, more than ever before,
The Freedom of America, its people and the World!

I invite each of you to become more Mindful of these Invocations. Use them wisely and in times of
need!

• ‘I AM’ God’s Child and I can do everything God wants me to do, and I do it Now.
• I clothe every atom of my world this day with Infinite Love and Wisdom.
• My Home, Body, Mind and World is the Heart of Divine Love’s Operation.

• ‘I AM’ the Divine Plan of the Light in Perfect physical Operation now and forever.

Benediction:
I sent my deep gratitude to all Ascended Masters sponsors, for their encouragement and valuable
guidance during this whole process. With their Light shinning always and All Ways, together with my ‘I
Am’ Presence, made this Project Presentation possible. Looking back, I am most grateful for their
protection and Presences surrounding me in silence in each moment in need. May this be the
beginning of a prosperous journey. May Abundance descent on the New Erthe for the Joy and Peace
of Humanity.
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Finally, we are arriving to the actual Petition for the Vesta Sun Light Radiation Centre. Even though I
have stepped into this spiritual journey consciously for only 6/8 months, now understanding my ‘I Am’
better, it is a lifetime journey, eons of past live journeys. A journey to bring into Manifestation of
what we as Humanity has begun long long long time ago. (Sorry, I am not good with numbers!)

We have signed our Soul Contracts before Reincarnations, we have made our choices where / when /
how / with whom to start our lives / what kind of experiences, we have set our goals and purposes. All
that we can achieve this lifetime, we can do it. Nevertheless, there is FREE WILL, we can chose to
comply with our contracts or back down with our decisions.
The opening of the Heart and Love is the First most important step, we cannot Do Good, if it is not
from the Heart. Beloved Jeannette has always been providing guidance with prayers and wisdom.

JESUS GREAT COMMANDMENT PRAYER

This prayer excites your threefold flame and invokes an ascension spiral of light within your heart.

I AM loving the Lord my God with all my heart And with all my mind and with all my strength

And with all my soul, and I AM loving my neighbor as myself.

I AM serving the Lord my God with all my heart and with all my mind and with all my strength and with all my soul,

and I AM serving my neighbor as I serve my Higher Self.

The ego fears Love more than anything else. It likes to play with the appearance of Love, the glamour and spectacle of

Love. It LOVES to talk about Love, but in Truth, it will run and hide and put up the Armageddon fight when it sees

Real Love coming.

Because Pure Love completely obliterates all illusions of an individual self that is separate from the rest of Life. Pure

Love levels any false ideas about being Superior or Inferior in any way!

Pure Love dissolves judgement and in its place, Vision arises... beyond the duality of discernment. It is rooted in

Forgiveness and gives it before it is ever asked for. It sees beyond right or wrong and holds space for it all because in

Reality, it can never be lost, compromised, broken or betrayed. It trumps EVERYTHING.

In the Presence Of Love we are brought Home deep within where I remember I AM the Heart Of God. only to realize

we never really left but in our mistaken alignment with fear. Love eradicates all traces of blame, criticism, judgement,

arrogance, self-importance, boasting, jealousy, wound projecting, shame and all manners of division rooted in fear.

Pure Love dismantles the delusion that there is something or someone to fight against accept itself. When Love takes

over and the false sense of who we are has been cast into Love’s Fire, WHOWE REALLY ARE shines through and

begins to rise as the Hero we’ve been trying to create from the outside in all along.

There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is

not YET made perfect in LOVE.
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Love NEVER fails.

Dear Mother / Father God, hear me, ‘I Am’ here to decree my Whole Hearted Total SURRENDER to
you, to your Will, to your Guidance. All that I have, is given by you, and I give all that I have to your
Service.

So, the Work you all have to do regarding the cleansing of the human auras, the conscious mine fields of humanity,

the influence of negative and destructive astral plane interferences and the clearing of the harmful energetic

patterns that have been embedded into Mother Gaia’s surface, does indeed, without question, warrant a great deal

of focus and attention in

due course. Yet, this is still, an important part to be concluded; to make way for the Purity of the Children so they

may be held in Their Original Crystalline Integrity once they enter the Earth. I Am Aware, that you are all beginning

to see just how much is now depending upon what are now being called the Radiations Centres. Remember, you are

not alone Dear Souls and God would not have given any of you this Divine Task, if He/She Knew that it would be too

great a Work for you. For that reason alone, you are drawing unto yourselves now a Divine Responsibility that is

Equal to the Success of this Divine Plan for a New True Constitution and ‘I AM’ One World Nation. (Lady Meta, Part 10,

One World Nation)

I found this passage from A Course of Miracle chapter 4 which expresses my inner feeling:

I AM HERE ONLY TO BE TRULY HELPFUL.

I DO NOT HAVE TOWORRY ABOUTWHAT TO SAY ORWHAT TO DO,

BECAUSE HEWHO SENT MEWILL DIRECT ME.

“I am here only to be truly helpful.

I am here to represent Him Who sent me.

I do not have to worry about what to say or what to do,

because HeWho sent me will direct me.

I am content to be wherever He wishes,

Knowing He goes there with me.

I will be healed as I let Him teach me to heal. (T28)”

Affirmation: “I do not have to worry about what to say or what to do.”

What does it means by ‘to be truly helpful’?
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The Purpose of the Radiation Centre:

I desire to be an instrument to express the Love of God in this Heaven on Erthe, where Love and
Serenity reign.

I desire to be the part of Preparation for the New Children in the New Age, where to develop the
Foundation for the New Education for the future generations to come.

I desire to provide the SERVICE, an physical environment where all can walk as Equal, no matter you
are Ascended Masters, Devas, Angelic Hosts (welcome back on earth, everyone), men, woman or
children, the animal kingdoms. We Walk Free at last.

I desire to be the Co-Creator with our Mother/Father God, where every creation is for the Greater
Good of All, and hence, creations through our ‘I Am’ Presence and Cosmic Law.

I desire the Final Ultimate Freedom for myself, for our Brothers and Sisters, and for Humanity.

What I Desire, I Create with my ‘I Am’ Presence. ‘I Am’ ready to embrace the new souls on Earth.

I Create As God Creates!
I Only See Union of the One in All!

I Am in Acceptance of My The Homecoming!
I Am the Observation of What IS God in All My Creations!

The Beginning

‘I Am’ blessed with this Vision. ‘I Am’ blessed because Father and Mother God know who ‘I Am’, and
they love me for Whom ‘I Am’. And I don’t need to worry how this apparently impossible task will
ever come into manifestation. My Beloved Father and Mother know I CAN do it, I WILL do it with
dedication and steadfastness.

Joseph Benner, The Impersonal Life:

“As you more and more realize this, will the true meaning and use of the things, conditions and
experiences I send be revealed unto you. For you will then begin to glimpse My Idea within, and when
you glimpse that Idea will you begin to know Me, your own Real Self.”

Vision

Gee, what did I see inside my mind?

Relax on bed on morning of 12th April 2021, I saw this property which I just visited with my husband a few days ago.

Out of the blue, I was there, older, much older, but happy and serene. Oh, I wasn’t alone, wasn’t with my ‘Family’

neither! There were so many children running around. What are they doing here, and I didn’t seems to mind. No,

actually I was enjoying their happiness, their laughing sounds…..
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Such a simple vision, yet it is not the vision that caught me unprepared! I was overwhelmed with such
Emotion, Serenity, Peace, Joy, and Love that I have NEVER NEVER EVER felt in my Live!
Yet, if someone explained all details to me of what ‘I Am’ doing today, I might back down!!!!!

Today, I have better understanding why ‘I Am’ here in Florence, Italy.

Today, I have better understanding what ‘I Am’ here to DO.

‘I Am’ here to provide a SERVICE!

Service is all that is.

Through Service we Change our World.

Through Service we Connect with our World.

Through Service we Find our Freedom.

And Through Service, WE Become ONE!

By constantly doing Ajna Centre Breathing meditation since October 2021, the last 5 minutes
contemplation of: STABILITY, STRENGTH, SERENITY, SERVICE, has opened up my thinking, little step
each day, each word per week, and one day this is what came to me:

Service

The ultimate Purpose of our existence is Service, service for the Greatest Good of all.

In order to be able to render our Service to the Bigger Whole, not to ourselves, not to our personal gain or benefit, not

to only our families and our immediate world, but with the Cosmic principal in mind to Do Good for All.

To do this we need Stability ( stable Mind), Serenity (Calm Heart), then the Merging of the Mind and Heart: Strength

(the Whole of our Being, Body and Soul), to prepare for the Service (The Future, The Plan).

In our day-to-day life, so often we are being confronted with the illusion world of all kind of difficulties and obstacles.

Sometimes, we as Human, could/would go into despair or being discouraged with our possibilities and abilities to

carry out the Plan. Especially if we rely only on ourselves, believing that we are simply Human, the Separated Self!

Almighty God, it is exactly when and where we must call upon, the Mother’s Love and Father’s Light, to give us

guidance and power to go forward.

We are Not Alone.

We are Not the Separated Self.

We are the Sons and Daughters of God.

We are ‘I Am’ God Presences.
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Thinking it through, there is no more separation. Calling on God, call upon the Angels, the Ascended Masters, the

Elohim, the Dragons….. whoever you align with, doesn’t really matter, we are One.

‘I Am’ God’s Hands,

‘I Am’ God’s Eyes,

‘I Am’ God’s Ear,

‘I Am’ God’s Mind,

‘I Am’ God’s Heart.

Be Still, and Know that ‘I Am’ God!

With this firmly planted inside our Mind and Heart, Go Forth. Nothing, but Nothing can ever stop Us.

As ArchAngel Gabriel said, it is our Responsibility to prepare for the NewWorld, for the New Age, above all, for The

New Children.

Strength

The Strength of Being One, not only Me, this little Me, but the ‘I Am’. The ‘I Am’ joins with the Elemental, Devic,

Angelic Host, the other Brothers and Sisters AS ONE, AND ALL AS ONE.

Here We have the strongest Strength this Planet, this universe can ever Create.

When We Are on longer the singular Human Being, but the ‘I Am’ with our God, in, through, and around me.

Yet this Strength is not brutal, not imposing, not violence.

This Strength is the WATER, flowing in the rivers, sea, and inside our bodies.

This Strength is the WIND, flow through the sky, flying seeds to be impregnated for the NEW AGE.

This Strength is the AIR. The Air we breath. First Breathe we take come into our physical Beings. Last Breathe we

give back to the Universe passing to the other side of the veil.

This Strength is EARTH. The root of our Being, the ground that we walk, share and meet with ALL.

This Strength is UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS.

‘I Am’ GOD’S SELF AND CHRIST ALSO.

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM GOD

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM

BE STILL AND KNOW

BE STILL
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BE

STABILITY

SERENITY

STRENGTH

SERVICE

ONE!

I joined the Transmission Flame Activities at the beginning of this year 2022, and Lady Pallas Athena
said that:

certain life streams have been ‘kept under close observation’ by the Spiritual Silent Watchers who may potentially

become the Guardians of The Transmission Flames. Time has seen to the Flame of Devotion that has Ignited the

Spirit to God Maturity into the final stages for Full Manifestation. "

"Dear Souls, you who are reading this, the ‘Reality Check’ is that you are the ones that have been ‘kept under close

observation’ as the Guardians of these New Radiation Centres, The New Radiation Temples of Pyramidal Light that

are what The Mahan Chohan, Lord Maitreya and indeed all those whom have become the Elemental Grace Alliance

Council, all began over 50 years ago. Not even Peter knew of this Plan. That is why I said this is not a human plan, it

is a Divine Plan! Do you see Dear Ones, that is the ‘Reality Check’ so that you may make your next choice. The

Templates for these New Radiation Centres are IN PLACE and in God’s Hands through Loyal, Enthusiastic, Loving,

Constant, Pure And Consecrated Persons as the Guardians of this Divine Plan.”

There you go, another way to explain that it is not up to us to worry what come next, just keep on
walking and going, and trusting that we are being lead. Everything that is needed is provided, no
matter it is knowledge, ability, or materialistic matters.

This Book is my new approach in preparing the Petition. It is not all about the Property in question,
yes it is, but not all, the Material part but only a tiny part. Now I understand what God is asking me.
To be the Spiritual Self of my ‘I Am’ Presence. To see it with the eyes of God, where He/She can bring
forth the Love they have to these New Children, where the Ascended Masters, Angelic Hosts and
many other will be able to walk among us unascended Human, together once again in a Peaceful
Heaven/Erthe, where respect to all Kingdoms is a Reality, not long lost memories.
It is not ‘Prove” that our Mother/Father is asking me. It is the expression of Love, the commitment,
and my understanding of this endeavor, the difficulties that I may face. Do I have the Faith in my ‘I
Am’ Presence to carry out this Plan!?

What a Journey this is, and ‘I Am’ only touching the very beginning!
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Oh Mother, Father Life, ‘I Am’ here, ‘I Am’ to surrender completely, wholeheartedly to your guidance.
Faith is all that is, and Faith it is.

And to quote Sue consultation again:

Because you have these 5 planets energy, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Uranus and the Sun in Libra. Just before that

Pluto at 26* of Vergo in the 12 house, conjunct with the South Node point. The South Node point is the consciousness,

the Karma that comes in this life time. You come into this lifetime to bring it into manifestation, to the North Node,

your direction in this lifetime.

The Property
I have been to this property only 5 times in the last 15 years, which 3 times in this year since the
Vision. Every time my feeling getting ever stronger. Maybe I can express better with photos. It has
been quite awhile that through the camera lens, I see details / messages where human eyes can’t
detect!

The First Visit
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What do we have here, a desolate place, tall grass, abandon to it’s destiny. In 15 years, all sorts of
little problems keep coming up in the restructure project , every times it seems that it can be sold
then the buyer gone missing! Basic restructuring worked were done to prevent total collapse! So this
place is there sit waiting…. waiting for What?

Yet, I was called to this place to ‘HAVE A LOOK’ just week before I received the Vision!

“Thanks to the Vivifying and Organizing Powers I HOLD, you will find throughout the Cosmos an Infinity of

Dwelling-Places, either occupied or awaiting ‘the arrival of New Souls’. These New Horizons of Space Systems are

Colonized by Migrants from previously establish places or Worlds, all going back Ultimately to a Single Original

Centre of the Soul-Program or the Master-Program.” Lord Melchizedek 04 ENACA

Sent my first proposal on 29th Sept 2021.

The Second Visit

8th Oct, I went back to the property again, and I have left a Stone
which I found from the mountain of Sacro San Michele (Torino), I
have a habit in collecting stones, especially if it is Heart shape.
Where I asked AA Michael protection of this place. While I was
doing Meditation, the energy was really high. I can feel a current
going up from my feet up, up, up. I am getting more acquainted
with the place, placing the stone there written with prayer, ‘I Am’
confirming my determination and ‘Authority’ over this place,
spiritually.

With this opportunity, I have send forth my commitment to the 7
Elohim:

Mighty Elohim Prayer of Invocation

“Beloved Mother Father God, Almighty I Am Presence, Holy Spirit; Dear Jesus The Christ in Me, Bestow and Grant

unto me in this Eternal Instant, Your Love and Light, for I Am Your Son/Daughter as You Created Me!

“I Am Showered with Your Love, Wisdom and Power. I Am Bathed in Your Guidance and Direction, Your Upliftment

and Enlightenment for the greatest potential growth of my Soul at every Moment. Do not limit my expansion Oh

Lord, for I Am That I Am and cannot be limited to a single dimensional realm. Bring forth all remaining lessons for

me to complete so My Soul can return back to the Wholeness You Are!

“I call upon the Seven Mighty Elohim to surround me and sit upon the Alter of My Heart, the very Core of My Being

endowing me with Your Divine Virtues and Attributes so that I may Create Instantaneous That which is My Desire,

that which God’s Desire for me to create for My Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit.
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“Come Forth Beloved Hercules and Amazonia, and Bless Me with Your Power to make firm and instantaneous

decisions for each of the Creations that God Desires to manifest through me. Grace me with the WILL TO DO THY

WILL! Help me with prayerful thoughts for the application to set the Seven Steps of Precipitation into motion.

Support me by enveloping me with your Enthusiasm and Feelings of Joy tobring them forth. Hold steady my Mental

Body so that I truly hold GOD’S WILL, The Will To Do, the Will To Be within My Supreme Mind.

“Mighty Cassiopea and Minerva come forth and show me the PERCEPTION and the Perfectly Clear Picture, the

ILLUMINATION of the Desires That God Wills for Me. I wish to know the best, most simple and most efficient ways

of bringing such Creations forth for the GREATEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED.

“May The Flame of Beloved Orion and Angelica, imbue me with Your Love to make manifest His Desires. I Will To

Create in PERFECTION and so Your Love will show me the way to do this.

“Beloved Claire and Astrea Envelope me in your PERFECT PURITY, so that I can fully embrace the exact design and

instruction of GOD’S IDEA. Show me Dear Ones how not to change any of the Divine Patterns with selfish desire or

unconscious self motivation.

“Almighty Vista and Crystal Empower me with the confidence and ability to hold the CONCENTRATION to see

GOD’S DESIRED CREATION through me to be Wholly fulfilled and completed.

“Elohim Arcturus and Diana charge me with Your RHYTHM so that I may regularly and diligently perform my task.

“Oh Beloved Peace and Aloha come to me and surround me with your PEACE, Harmony and Joy and embed, enfold

and embrace GOD’S DESIRED CREATION through Me with these qualities so that HIS CREATION will not

deteriorate, fail, fall apart, become incomplete or be opposed by negative energies and when complete remain so, for

as long as it is prescribed by The Will of God. SEAL AND PROTECT GOD’S CREATION through Me with Your

PEACE AND LOVE! Bless You All with My Loving Heart!

I Am That I Am! – And So It Is!

Drawn by Jonathan Gunn
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The 2nd draft was send a few days before the visit.

The Third visit

Surprise, surprise, look what I found this time. Never been to the inside of the Villa, or better, never
have enough sunlight to see the internal clearly. And once again, the natura talks to me through the
camera lens:
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(You can read the email reply from Peter regarding both the Maltese Cross and Rainbow Rot on email
correspondence on 31-10- 2021)

Maltese Cross

What Beloved ST GERMAIN says regarding Maltese Cross:

Greetings Dear Ones, Radiant Flames of My Heart, I See You, I Hear You One and All! ! And ‘I AM’ Here, not there,

but Here, Here at the Nexus of that Cross of White Fire, The Maltese Cross, Here where Time and Space Meet and

Cancel each other out. Here ‘I AM’ in the Heart of Infinity. The Centre of the Cross, Where the Divine Spark Is,

There Too Is Infinity. Therefore, I Greet You All this day of Valentine, the Infinite One and As Infinite Ones, One

times One times One, Ever the Infinite One. Therefore, Let the Great Circle of Our Oneness and Our Divine Love

cancel out all division, all misunderstanding, all ignorance, and every false testimony as in the case of the blind men

and the elephant, all giving varied reports of the same spectacle but never arriving at the point of Reality that is the

Heart: The Heart Reality!

The Symbol of the Maltese Cross is Perfect Balance of the God Flame, as in Heaven so on Earth, it provides a thought

and energy matrix whereby the ill effects of personal and Planetary karma can be brought under the control and the

Power of the Divine Virtues released in Their Place, and mankind’s Perfect Use of these Powers might no longer

corrupt life upon Earth.

I Call You All to that Point then, the Centre of the Cross, for Centred in Your Heart, which is becoming My Heart day

by day, you are beginning to See All Things as They Are. And so I say to you all,

No Longer Seek Further That Which Is Seen,

Rather Seek ONLY Now, That Which Is Unseen!

For the True Viewpoint or Appraisal of Wisdom, Anointed with Christ Love, Enfired with the Will-to-be All that God

Is, and Blessed with the Purity of the Mother’s Love and Joy, what else can there be out of this than the Crystal Prism,

The Diamond Heart? I See Your Perspective of Freedom as Peter has shared in The Petition; ‘We Come to you today

to say to You, We Have Found Our Freedom’ and so I Come to Give You Another Behold, I Make All Things New by

the Flame of the Heart, by the Vision of the Heart, by the Wisdom of the Heart, that is the Endless Stream of the

Endless Source. O My Beloveds, Brothers and Sisters ‘I AM’ Come, and ‘I AM’ Joyous To Be Here, Joyous to Bask in

the Light of Godfather Helios and Godmother Vesta and your own Hearts’ Dear Ones for your Valiant and Noble

Work throughout the Introductory Class and Petition.

These Too Shall Pass!
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I say to You All, May You Pass Every Test Beloved Hearts! I wish to share this with You today also, in My Grand

Teton Retreat, this ‘May You Pass Every Test’, is the Salutation upon meeting and parting, not ‘God Bless You’.

I Am going to speak with you all in the New Class, when you are ready to begin again, about the use of the Maltese

Cross, for you must have a True Depth of this Knowledge and what it represents. For example, it must be

recognized that when the energy-action descended from God to man through the Upper Arm in White, narrowing

through the funnel to flow into the Crucible of Being, The Heart Centre, at the Point of the Cross, it passes through

the Nexus as Power, Wisdom and Love in the World of Material Form. Hence We return back to the Mind Powers of

the Virtues of Christed Consciousness.

These tests are the most important ones to have attained within My Alchemical Class, yet if I give you a task to

Precipitate, then Know this is not a test to Qualify your worthiness, but an actual exercise to show that you have

understood the Laws of Precipitation. To be able to KNOW you can, when required, not for vanity of personal gain

or even Proof, but in Service. How will you ever Know the Power of your Service if you do not know the strengths and

weaknesses within that Service. Trust then that when the time comes and I say to you, do this exercise, Precipitate

this or that, it is not for the fun of it, it will have Divine Purpose and Will behind the Instruction. There will be no

need to Qualify anything. ‘I AM’ Your Qualification, in such Instructions and this Training! I know what is in Every

Heart, so if you are not ready, I will Know before you! AndWe shall not extend any exercise any further than that of

your own willingness, Knowledge, Divine Virtues or Capabilities or Control.

I cannot bring myself to reduce any of these words, all is planted inside my heart.

I don’t have other materialistic details, I don’t know how much money (only an estimation), how long,
who would come to co-create this place with me, and what more are needed to bring this property
into manifestation. And sincerely, ‘I Am’ not worry. I have never been so Calm and Trustful in all my
life. Everything I need to know will be shown to me in time and space.

More photos and possible arrangement of the property is shown in next section.

To conclude, I borrow once again from Beloved St Germain, my deep gratitude to your generosity,
love and support, Beloved ‘I Am’.

Omnipresent, Omnipotent, Almighty Creator, You Are Our Life Force Energy, Our Divine Source of Love, Wisdom

and Power, Whose Three-Fold Flame Illumines Our Mind, Strengthens Our Resolve and Enlivens Our Hearts. We

Are Open to Change For the Benefit of Ourselves and For the Good of the Whole. We Lovingly Embrace the Truth of

Who We Truly Are As Light. We Are So Grateful For the Unconditional Love and Assistance We Are Given as We
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Unfold Into the Knowledge That We Are Here To Create Through Divine Alchemy So We May Better Fulfil Our

Service to Ourselves and Humanity. We Surrender the Divine Plans for Our Individual Lives and Group Life On the

Sacred Altar of Light, In Our Inner Temple so That All Life May Be Perfectly Energized By the Radiations of Divine

Will.

Beloved Immortal Threefold Flame of Life in Us—Expand Thou through Us and do Thy Cosmic Work! (3 times)

Beloved Immortal Threefold Flame of Life in Us—ARISE! Illumine everything to Us by the Cosmic Flame of

Cosmic Love and Teach Us the Ascended Master Truth concerning All! (3 times)

Beloved Immortal Threefold Flame of life IN Us—ARISE! COMPEL Our bodies, minds and world into Perfect

Divine Order through Divine Love, today and forever! (3 times)

The Unfed Flame goes before Us and makes Easy, Instant and Perfect Our Way. The Unfed Flame Stands Around

Us and Protects Us by Light. The Unfed Flame is ALIVE Within Us. It is a Magnet Drawing into Our Beingness,

world and Governing Power, anything and everything that We require for use in the Service of the Light. The Unfed

Flame is ALIVE Within Us. There is no other power that can act. Through the Power of the Unfed Flame that is

ALIVE within Us, ‘I AM’ ONE with the Consciousness, Fully-Gathered Momentum of the Sacred Fire, and the

Feelings of the Great Central Sun, the Physical Sun, and Every Ascended Master, Angel Deva, Seraphim and

Cherubim and Elemental in the Universe. ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I ‘AM’! (X 3)
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SPONSORSHIP
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Sponsorship Ascended Masters
Mother Mary

15-12-2021
Yes, Love, it is me, be at Peace.

You ask who you were, yet you don’t really want to to know who you were at that period when you
were with us. I want to tell you, you were so dearly loved, and you has been a great presence for us.
We have gone through so much together. My time with you was precious, my dear love. The day
when you are Truly ready to know your role, yes, I am more then happy to let you know. Now you are
still in the process of fortifying your Self and Higher Self connection. Beloved, be at peace and go with
the Grace of God.

Now regarding who you are and learning your ‘I Am’. Beloved St. Germain is right there beside you
and so as Brother Djwhal Khul. Your room is packed with our Presences. And sometimes you can feel
the caress by one of you, do you Not? You are who you want to be, set no limit, Be the Daughter of
God!

The radiation Centre in Italy. I believe Beloved Peter is working on it. You will have better understand
on how to proceed. Yesterday I believe you have already have a conversation with our Beloved St.
Germain, you are preparing Yourself to be able and ready to make the move.

As St. Germain said, our chairs are ready. Dear one, oh how much joy that would give us to be able to
walk on earth again to embrace our long lost brothers and sisters, and much Grace to embrace the
New Children on Earth.

Dear one, you need to release the Healer in you. Of course, Brother Djwhal Khul is so forever loving in
helping. Do you really believe the Healer does not heal himself Myth??? haven’t you learned anything
those days with Beloved Yeshua?

Go, command it, heal Yourself of all sort of misalignment.

(what can I call this Radiation centre?)

The name you would like to called Vesta Sun Light Radiation Centre is simply lovely and our Beloved
Mother Sun Vesta is well pleased with this name in her Honour. How much she shines on you
everyday, when you feel her love and light right on you while cold and darkness around.

Beloved Daughter of God, it is ok to have doubt and fear. Call on us, we are here to send you
embraces and more. Go with the flow, be the surfer. You are surfing Home splendidly, my Love.

May the day we will met and embrace again come much sooner. My Heart is singing with Joy my love.

Peace be with you

Mother Mary
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Mother Vesta

03-01-2022
Yes, my child Sun Light.

(I can see you are happy, dear Mother.)

Oh my child, at last we are connected. Not that I have never been around you, you have done a a
marvellous job to find me, find us in recent months. You see me in every occasion, receiving my kisses
on your lovely face, dear sweet heart.

(Mother, do I have your blessing with the name Vesta sun Light Radiation Centre?)

Now child, you know I am so happy to shine my light on this lovely place with space so sunny for my
children to play. I together with our beloved team of Angelic host, the Elementals and Devas, have so
much love, we are ready to give.

Yes, it is my Honour to be named and you saw my rainbow light shinning on you. We thought you
would never be awaken, my dear. So deep were you in your Matrix.

We know everything you do, everything you feel. Just look out from your window or go for a walk,
you have me right by your side at once,

Brother Djwhal Khul has already told you, not to push yourself too hard, relax and enjoy your time.
You are doing wonderfully, what should be happened will happen. Not your place to change it. Get a
good sleep at night. St Germain know you are there, didn’t he answer you already!?

What you need to know is already inside you. It is only a matter of calling it back. So relax my sweet
little lady.

Feel my embrace, sense my love. Your Sun’s Mother forever shinning bright.

And father Helios is here too send you love.

Mother Vesta
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Kuan Yin
09-01-2022

(When I have almost finished writing the Radiation Petition page, putting down Invocation, it was
already late at night. Then I feel vibration on the Crown and hands, so I did a very quick meditation, to
prepare myself in receiving message. Nevertheless, it is quite unusual for me to channel during night
time!)

My Beloved,

(I was thinking of you all day, these few days. What ‘I Am’ dong now is because of you, my Beloved
Kuan Yin. Your ‘Heart Mantra’ means so much to me, thank you.)

Dear child of the star, I am just so happy to see you make so much
progress in such a short time. The Love I have for you is immense. I
see that you are wrapping up with your Book, and you would you
would like to talk to me again.

Oh what can I say, there is no suggestion as it is your ‘I Am’ expression.
What you have done so far is an excellent demonstration how one
person when open up his/her heart, all becomes possible.

(Will you come?)
What are silly question! We are going to be so busy moving among the
Radiation centers around the Erthe. And I love it so much the
expression is using by Beloved St. Germain and Djwhal Khul to have
our chairs ready!

You must pay very much attention to your Personality and Ego. In the
last weeks, there were time you lost the hold and expressed with your
old Self, the angry Self! Know that the dark is forever in look out to
Pull back dear Souls like you!

Ask for guidance at once, call on any of us, look up at the sky and you
are Home.

You need to learn much better control of yourself, your temper dear Heart! Your family, they are
taking their ‘Free Will’ for their own Paths, there is nothing much you can do for them, but keep
loving them. You know families like yours, friends, and many person at one point they will face such
suffering and you need to be so strong to stay by their sides.

Yes, you have asked us to interviene, when you go off Track, and yes, we will be there to guide you
back. With this, you need to take your responsibility as well, which we have no doubt.

The energy is changing so fast at this moment, sometimes it might seems hard for you to comprehend,
and adjust with physical discomfort. But this discomfort also an indication of your dis-alignment.
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When you can open up your ‘I Am’ Presence and fully align with Mother/Father God, you will feel
much better, and Heal yourself on the way. Can’t call on Brother Djwhal Khul always can you?

One step at a time dear heart, let your shoulder down, relax, all is well, I shall speak to your again, you
are much loved.
Kuan Yin

(I have forgot to ask your sponsorship!)

Yes, of course I will be your sponsor. It would be my Honor, dear heart.

(So I thought I have finished channeling, but I felt something strange with my stomach, and I was still
in the half/half stage….. then Lady Pallas Athena came forward)
Lady Pallas Athena

Yes, dear one, you have been reading my words, and it is not a coincidence.
What I need to say, you are already reading them.
Yes, I Am here to be with our beloved Kuan Yin to confirm my sponsorship to your endeavour.

Be at Peace, my love.

(within very short break)
Yeshua and Mary of Bethany

How can we not be your sponsors. Welcome Home, sweet heart. Much looking forward to embrace
you again and hear your laughter. And Grandmother Anna is holding you in her Heart.

(Next came Beloved St. Germain)
St. Germain

Do I need to say more? Go Akata, go and take your Freedom back. Be your own ‘I Am’ authority in
your world.
St. Germain

(Then Brother Djwhal Khul made his appearance)
Djwhal Khul

Hummm, I appreciate your effort in doing the Breathing exercise and you have much benefit from it.
Yes, get my chair ready. There is much to establish in the New Education system and you of course,
have so much to learn too.
Djwhal Khul
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(I really thought that is it, that I have finished here with Brother Djwhal Khul, then at the back of my
mind, I see a figure…. Lord Melchizedek???)
Lord Melchizedek

Yes dear one, I know you were not expecting my Presence!
I do like to make surprise, you know!
So here is my sponsorship without you asking and you will understand more with time!
Now dear one, go to sleep, you need a good sleep after transmitting the lot of US.
Lord Melchizedek

(wow, what a night!!! Am I the one making this all up???)

DO NOT DOUBT!
(a voice from somewhere just said that! I am going to sleep now….Do I just witness a Round Table???)

Archangel St. Michael
11-01-2022
Blessing dear one,
(do I have your blessing for the Radiation Centre Petition?)

Yes, my dear, but we need to go further into understanding what you will be doing. We talked about
time last time, which as you know, time and space does not exist, not in your linear time anyway.
Time depends on how you apply yourself into this Path of Mastery. Nevertheless, we can see in a near
future, there is possibility that we can start the actual work.
Now as you also know, the EGA is moving rapidly in many directions, hence, also your Project could be
influenced by it and benefit by the general recognition of the whole scheme.

Do not let this vision fall into the background, keep your Heart Flame always burning as you are now.
Be the Warrior that you are and goodbye dear one.

You are dearly loved
Michael

This chair / Poltrona is found in the North of Italy, in a Park on top of a Hill.
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Sponsorship unAscended Masters
Well, dear Brothers and Sisters, this version that you are reading is the Version in which I will present
to the Karmic Broad. While from the other side of the veil, I have been most blessed to received
Sponsorship from Beloved Mother Mary, Mother Vesta, Kuan Yin, Lady Pallas Athena, St Germain
Djwhal Khul, Archangel St. Michael, and Lord Melchizedek, I am overwhelmed with gratitude.

Dear Peter, has been so tirelessly guiding and with much much patience giving me new input and
insight. It is hard to give direction without giving direction (If this ever make sense!!!). As there is no
One Direction, One Answer, or One Way for any of us to shift our consciousness, to seek that Light,
that Voice inside us. The stones are cast, will I turn it, or walk around it?

The other members of the EGA, who might not be directly involved with this Petition, please allow me
to express my immense gratitude to each and every one of you. Your messages and words of wisdom
in the Forum have so much impact, no amount of replies or thousand of thumb up can equal to your
Love and Light.

And to you, my dearest Brothers and Sisters, with whom we have started the Rules Study together, I
have so much love for all of you, ALL OF YOU!

The Path is mine to walk, and ‘I Am’ not ALONE!

Correspondence with Peter for Final Version

14-02-2022

Dearest Sister,

I have now reviewed your book and Petition in full and I am so pleased for you! One of the things that few New

World Light Workers has Realized yet is to find deeper and more expansive Growth and development within their

own Life Experiences is the Cosmic Law applying oneself to the task and activities they desire to Create as well as in

your own words how they can be be helpful to life!

Having sort of been part of this Journey with you I have seen such a Growth in your own Knowing of yourself, that

Self Realization from when we first spoke. For that I am so Honored to have been part of this with you!.

So I am sensing that this sharing within the EGA Forum to seek further EGA Membership Support with your Divine

Plan why not start a new Topic within the Category called Radiation Centres. We will set up a Sub-Catagory called

Individualized Radiation Centres, which will be for any EGA Member wishing to do the same as you with your own

Divine Path to Create your own Unique Parcel of Land that while not the same design as the EGA 12 Reshell Grid

Radiational Pyramindal Centres will just the same be Equally connected within more local structures of its members

who may not be able to join the Bigger Properties!
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These smaller Communities will all have their own Divine Purpose and thus will have the Full Surpport of the Main

Bodies of the EGA!

If this is acceptable to you, then let me know and I will make the arrangements with the EGA Admin!

I must say however I agree with Archangel Angel Michael, your next step will be outline in more details the Mission

and designed Purpose as to the Activities you foreseen for this Property.

I am also feeling that there may be more revealed for you as to this Divine Application that will help you once you

have reviewed a New Petition just finished that will be placed upon the Forum in a few days times.

This is yet another perspective that has the potential to speed up your Plans!

Look out for the new Topic called Resetting Christ Time Upon Earth.

If I may be of any further help, please let me know!

In Love and Blessings

Peter

Dear Peter,

I have to read twice before accepting that I have finally arrived with the Final Version! I cannot
express enough the value of your contribution and guidance during the whole process dear Peter.
Truth been told, sometimes I was a bit upset: why never perfect, why more things to ponder upon,
why more books and discourses to read…. I still have to eat, sleep and take care of my family!!!

Yet, it is all the intellectual and spiritual challenges that are necessary to ‘PUSH’ me forward, to dig
deep, and deeper still inside/within ME. If we consider our first correspondence was in mid July, it is a
long way to arrive with this final version. And in this whole process, ‘I Am’ so blessed with the Love
and Light from the EGA and from the other side of the Veil.

Of course we could start a new topic in the forum, I would prefer you start the thread first, you could
certainly explain better how this Radiation Center in Italy fit into the Broader Aspect of the EGA. I can
always jump in later. Now that the Website is online, they are free to visit as wish.

At the same time, what we are doing with the EGA website and News letter….and so on could be a
format to get new ideas on how to proceed from here. Yet I have a feeling that we can discuss in
infinity, and have more and more details, but we are still too much of 3D paradigm to understand how
a Radiation Centre in its’ Divine Plan could/should work out. You see, I am very much into this ‘Flow’
State: what should be reveal will be revealed in time and space. I don’t think the Karmic Broad want
detailed Plan, what will be needed, will be done! Part of the reason why ‘I Am’ being chosen for this
vision, I am flexible, and at the same time efficient!

As a matter of fact, it is no coincidence that I am doing the ‘Light Program’ started on the same period

that I am writing this book. When everyone from the other side says:” you will understand more……”
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More is shown when ‘I Am’ ready for the next stage! After all, I had done it some 2000 years ago, now
to bring it into the Final Manifestation.

Gee, this ‘I Am’ Presence can keep on writing forever, but I stop here! Akata

Akata’s request to the Family of EGA members

"MIGHTY GOD IN ME,
I FACE THE ETERNAL SUNRISE AND RECEIVE IT'S VIBRATION AND ACTIVITIES,

WHICH MANIFEST VISIBLY IN MY DIRECTION."

Dear Family of Light and all Beloveds in the EGA,

With this short prayer, I am opening up a new topic in this Forum for the Radiation Centre in Italy,
which is called: VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE, with joy, this name is approved and blessed by
our beloved Mother Vesta.

Regardless if you may remember or not last year in our 14 Rules study group, this topic of a possible
Radiation Centre in Italy was raised, then gone quiet until now.

So now I am taking this opportunity to present this topic to you and give you a short (as short as I can)
summary how this event unfold up to date.

Dear Family, since many of us joined the Rule study in May last year, much has unfolded for me, and
we are truly walking this Path together, hand in hand, with much blessing and assistance from the
EGA members.

I have started to engage this topic with Peter in private since July last year, true to his word, he has
given all possible assistance that I need with much love and lots of patient.
In the meantime, 3 petitions have been written. As you can imagine without much success.

The reason is very simple: I was still writing with the old paradigm’s mind. I was still very much
Genevieve in the 3D world, instead of Akata who has connected with her ‘I Am’ Presence.

And this connection with my ‘I Am’ Presence, was only become evidence, or better, that I have finally
found the courage to make this step forward, was started in the last 4 days of the 14 Rules, then
followed by Boot Camp of ‘I Am’ Authority/Freedom.

This bring us to around the end of year, where I/we started to attend classes in the Royal Teton
Retreat. I have written a personal Petition to the Karmic Board asking to activate my Divine Blueprint,
my cellular DNA and Atom and every opportunity and means to acquire all necessary wisdom and
knowledge for me to accomplish my Divine Plan.

Strange as it may seems, the idea to rewrite the Petition in a form of ‘Book’ came to me almost
immediately after. And here we are, I have written a Book divided into 2 parts: my personal journey
within this Divine Plan, and the actual Petition of the Radiation Centre in Italy. During the whole
process, my ‘I Am’ Presence was/is my only companion, no one to tell, no one to ask. This was a
process that I needed to affront within the silence. Not even Peter knew about it.
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By the way, this Radiation Centre is a physical place already existed. I am NOT the owner of this
property, but in this vision that I have in Aprile last year was in this property.

The vision that I have is very simply, just me seeing many children playing around in this place.
You know what take hold of me?
It was the atmosphere, the joy, the love, the laughter, the Sun, the peace that caught me by surprise. I
have never felt so much love and peace in my life, dear friends. That is the only reason, the only drive
that push me upward and forward. I desire to reach that place of Peace and Love.

WHAT I DESIRE, I CREATE, I MANIFEST, I PRECIPITATE. AMEN

All this information you can read in the website, on Home page https://becominglotus.org/, you will
find the PDF versions for download. Or you can simply read on the web-site.

How would this project encompass within the overall Narayana Radiation Centre? I have no idea. This
could be one of the many that will spring up around the world as Lady Pallas Athena has indicated.
Each with their own characteristic. We are in Italy, as big as it could become, would certainly in no
comparison with what the EGA is searching in America. All I know is I am seeing Brother Djwhal Khul
sitting comfortably in the garden…. The rest of the details will come with time and space.

The true Purpose of this post is to reach out to you, all of you my friends, for your sponsorship. The
fact is I have only obtained the sponsorship from Beloved Chohans Kuan Yin, lady Pallas Athena, St.
Germain, Djwhal Khul and Lord Melchizedek the night I finished type up the final Petition. So I would
suppose they were there watching over the progress, and came when they were content with what I
have prepared.

‘I Am’ here asking you, if you feel align with this endeavor that I am undertaking, if you would like to
be a part of it (either physically, mentally or spiritually), to show your loving support and
encouragement. I would like you to write a few sentences here under to express clearly, you would be
here and there, walking together with me always, in All WAY. From your reply, I will add your name
under the Unascended Sponsorship Page.

If you have any inquiry, or clarifications needed, either here or you would prefer to contact me in
private, this is my email: akatasunlight@prontonmail.com , I will do my best to reply.

I leave you with an excerpt of Joseph Benner, The Impersonal Life:

“As you more and more realize this, will the true meaning and use of the things, conditions and
experiences I send be revealed unto you. For you will then begin to glimpse My Idea within, and when
you glimpse that Idea will you begin to know Me, your own Real Self.

And so it is.
In love we share

Akata

https://becominglotus.org/
mailto:akatasunlight@prontonmail.com
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18-03-2022
Sponsorship closure

Beloved Family of Light,
Under last night Full Moon Activations influences, with clear mind and open heart. I would like to
extend my gratitude, deep gratitude to all of you whom have taken your time to express your support
in the VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE PETITION.
You warm my heart and sending me strength. Many of you have also reach out privately to extent our
soul connection. I have truly received immeasurable gifts from each of you. Deep bow.
With this, I am closing the collection of unAscended Sponsorship on 31st March 2022. So I will update
with your names in the Petition and present it to the Karmic Board on 16th April 2022 under the Pink
Full Moon.
In love we share

List of unAscended Masters Sponsorship

Peter Melchizedek Sue Martin Michael McKinney

Adella Priya Akal Bhakti Desai

Castley Sierociuk Christina Spencer Kandra Martinez

Jeannette DiGesu Mary Josephine Riddle Nala Joy

Natasha McFalling Patrice Rohmer Sohini Shukla

Magda Saltzman Anandha Michelle Tillman

Jonathan Gunn Jane Jones Tina Greer

Angela Carrington M IONUT Marcia Mariscal

Misty Monique Goldman Marji

Lisa MuNulty Alphonsus Ntekop Yasmin Hakima

Elizabeth Kariuki John Rozman Patricia Helena

Beau Taylor Leen Francis CeeDee

Ken Hazlin Anna Marie Olson Jane Richardson

Jyoti Dejan Posavec Jarrod Anderson

Antje d'Almeida Giancarlo Puccini

I Am truly grateful to all the Brothers and Sisters above, who have shown such Support,
Encouragement, Love and Light. Each has given immense gifts, some with their personal experiences,
some with their prayers. What is most important, I believe in this process, we have established a SOUL
CONNECTION between us, that bind us together, to see the New Future. No longer a vague future
that might never come, but something that we can put our hands on, with INTENTION and FOCUS, we
can CREATE the Reality that inspire us.
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From dear Sister Jane Richardson, who has given just such example, and that is her sharing below:

Dearest Akata,

Blessings to you for your Radiant Light.

Thank you for taking me on a journey of your Love In Action. When I pressed the button to play the Lotus, my heart

center overflowed with gratitude for I had heard of this instrumental and I've always felt I'm sitting with Beloved

Kuan Shi Yin by a waterfall when it plays.

I would like to share a story if you would so kind to read?

Around 1960 Tao was frowned upon and no more than 5 people could attend a Tao Centre this was decreed from

The Taiwanese Government. It was reported to a Government Agency that a Tao Center had gatherings of more

than 5 people and frequently. This meant permanent closure for this Tao Centre. The person who received the

report in the agency was a Tao Cultivator. He went and saw A Tao Forerunner Shi Mu and told her that a Centre will

be closed permanently. Shi Mu's was so burdened by that news. Shi Mu was quite elderly and had arthritis that

night with the scent of incense, she knelt and did 10,000 Kou Sho. (I have done 3,300 Kou Sho and it is not an easy

physical movement pray to do) While doing the Kou Sho she was asking Maitreya and All Buddha for forgiveness for

All Human Beings and she would carry the Karma. Divine Beings said to her, "It is the responsibility of all Human

Beings" Shi Mu replied" Please, let me carry this burden for the Tao Centre must stay open for the teaching and the

propagation of Tao" Through her Perseverance, Sincere Heart and Love In Action that letter did not make it to where

it was meant to go. Tao Centre remains open.

There are many more stories like this, but this story came forward in my memory while journeying through your

website.

Keep your Cause Beloved Sister and The Vesta Sun Light Radiation Center WILL manifest.

I Loving give whatever it is you require.

Always In All Ways

Janey
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My Soul Invocation:

Dear God/Goddess:

“Beloved All-Provider, You Who art my Inexhaustible Supply, my Sufficiency in all things: I hereby covenant with

You to devote this my human life in all its form, My Soul, and everything You have given to me for Your Service; to

work from this moment forth only for You, letting You Guide and Direct me in all things.

“In return I ask only for Love, Wisdom, Power and Understanding that I may know Your Will and Your Meaning

when You speak directly to me, and for the Strength never to doubt Your unfailing Supply and Support.

“In the Name of The Holy Father, The Divine Mother, the human will to do, and The Holy Spirit; In the Presence of

the Christ Jesus in Me, I Am That I Am, I accept that this is Eternally and Inexorably My Incorruptible,

Indestructible, Untouchable Connection of My Life in You.

“And So It Is – Amen.”
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Project ILLUSTRATION

San Casciano in Val di Pesa/Coordinates
43.6421° N,
11.1844° E
Tuscany/Coordinates
43.7711° N, 11.2486°E

One interesting fact, Florence is on the ArchAngel Michael
Ley Line, the same Ley Line which I travelled in the Summer
of 2021
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Overall Structure and surrounding

Altogether we have gross surfaces for over 1700 mq and an extra of 400 mq
surroundings.
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1. The Sixteen Century Villa

Ground Floor:
– Open Kitchen with door go out directly into garden, with home growth vegetables.
– Day areas included and not limited to Healing room, Meditation room, Study room,
relax area….

1St Floor:
Mainly bedrooms for younger children and staffs
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2. Ex Farm House

This second building, right next to the Villa, where around 6 apartments can be found.
These apartments could be used for Guardians, Staffs and their families, and also for
older Children.
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3. Ex Farm Barn

The third building is a 2 levels building re-construct from a former farm barn.
Here more living area, as well as store room, cleaning room, Chicken coop and animals
area.
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4. Extra Villa

A small area attached to the Villa.
This could become a small apartment, office and administration area.
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Garden, vegetable planting, and Recreation Area
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Water Source!?
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Project Prayer:

“Beloved Father, Divine Mother Within and All around Me: “You have placed in My Heart a Great Desire to give

forth unto the world the Message of this Proposal called ‘Vesta Sun Light Radiation Centre.’

I know that this is Your Desire and that You have chosen me as the medium through whom You will bring it into

manifestation. I now ask You to remove from me everything that hinders the outward manifestation of this Desire,

and that You now supply me with all the means necessary to give Perfect Expression to ‘The Elemental Grace

Alliance;’ both in my own life and to the billions of my Brothers and Sisters in the manner in which You Command

to Express Your Loving Idea. Guide and Direct me Dear God/Goddess with Your Will To Be Made Manifest here on

Earth.

“As You have privileged me to be Your Holy Instrument and Messenger to give to the world this new potential and

activity, I ask that You quickly enable me to bring it into use, and that You Guide me in all my ways to that end and

bring to Your Work the greatest possible returns for Earth and All Its Life Forms to be at One with Your Divine

Attributes, Qualities and Virtues. It is Your Work, Your Idea, Your Divine Will and Your Holy Desire, I Am here to be

of the Greatest Service That I Can Be for You!

And So It Is!

THE END
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Final Thought

12-01-2022

How do I fee now that I have almost finished the Book/Petition?

Dear ‘I Am’ Presence, ‘I Am’ for very grateful for Your constant Presence, support and Love.
We as One has brought me into a Plane of Consciousness that was Unknown of!
You have opened a Door for me, to go Within, to listen to my ‘I Am’ voice.
While we as Human has been trying so hard to obtain knowledge from the outer world, never could
one imagine All is Within!

I Seek no other Companion but You.
I Search no other Voice but You.
I have no other Teacher but You.

Yet, through You, ‘I Am’ holding the World and Beyond,
Through You, ‘I Am’ accessing the Unlimited, Unknown Galaxy of Knowledge and Wisdom.

Through You, ‘I Am’ connect with every other Kindred Souls.
Through You, ‘I Am’ within the Embrace that I have been searching All my LIVES!

Dear ‘I Am’ Presence, I hold you deep within my Heart,
as we breath the Breathe of Unity Consciousness.

May We bring the Change in the NewWorld, fromWithin, so Without!
May We Be Home as Above, so Below!

Mother / Father Life
‘I Am’ the Resurrection and the Life!

Akata.
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One World Nation Flags

The New ‘I AM’ One World Nation is the Introduction for the Creation of Divine and Pure Love to become more

widespread around the World. The NewWorld Will, in other words, be the New Expression of Divine Love in terms

of Form, thus the replacing of the false, the illusion’s demise, with the Rebirth of Christ Consciousness amongst that

which was sorrowful. Symbolically, one could say that the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag will become just One of

‘those’ Forms, that will Initiate the Mind to join with the Heart in a way that offers no Words to the lower mind, but

Shines Its Light no matter what the wind and rain (human consciousness and emotions) may bring. In this analogy,

the ‘Flagpole’ is the Heart, holding The Higher Mind, the ‘Flag’, True to All Its Divine Rays and Colours, while

remaining Fixed to the Heart through the Cohesive Power of Divine Love, in all manners, Transcending the old ways

of being! The lower mind of humanity will see the ‘Flag’, and Respond, even unknowingly to it, or without knowing

why, while never actually Truly Seeing the Heart, the ‘Flagpole’ that is Supporting, Embracing, Strengthening and

Remaining as One Together with it! You are going to see people just standing looking at this Flag, like they are

staring into space, not knowing what they are

looking at, and then going about their way. But they will not be the same as they were before, for the Heart and

Higher Mind or ’I AM’ Presence has just made a connection, that cannot be revoked, withdrawn or invalidated ever

again! Lives through Divine Will ‘Will’ Change! (Jesus the Christ Part 12 One World Nation Flag)

A New True Constitution and ‘I AM’ One World Nation WILL Come into Divine Consciousness,

Indeed LIFE.

‘I AM’ the Christ Jesus, ‘I AM’ The Truth, The Life and The Way!
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01-02-2022
With this transmission, I am closing this Petition / Book finally. Even though there are still so many
topic I would love to include, such as the wonderful Light Attunement Programme that we are doing. I
guess these will be materials for the other book.
For the purpose of Petition, and with this encouragement from Lady Pallas Athena, I have found the
Peace of Mind to proceed to the other UNSEEN!

Lady Pallas Athena
Beloved heart,

We have never rally had a conversation, except when I was given you my sponsorship the other night
together with Beloved Kuan Yin.

It is time that we talk seriously, if you may call a sincere conversation serious! Have no fear, my dear, I
am only going to straighten up a few points.

Dear one, you are still thinking that you have only been awaken for a short time! Is that so?
You have listened to so many Kyron videos about how Human thinks in Lineal time! And yet, you keep
doing the same mistake! Even though in many occasions you have been shown you are Multi
Dimensional. What about this “Famous” vision that you have? Isn’t it the best example of Multi
dimension?

So my dear, in order for you to move forward, you must stop giving yourself more excuses! Yes, you
are giving yourself excuses! Not only by insisting in term of time, but also with this skin illness that you
have!

You have innate memories in you from many past lives where you know how to HEAL! Making little
steps withe Reiki or what Not is delaying your from revealing your memories blue print!

Now time have come for you to be truly of Who You Are. Honour that my dear. Now you can connect
with US so easily, what else you can’t do?
Present your petition and move forward, there is much to do. And I am looking forward to be with
you next time.

You are dearly loved!

Pallas Athena.

Note: Every since July, after a few exchange with Peter, from a discourse of Pallas Athena: Cosmic
Law of Petition, part 2, I have started to say this prayer every morning, ever since, hardly miss a day. It
has become a ritual for me to connect with Mother Vesta in the morning too.

‘Mighty God in me! I face Thy Eternal Sunrise and receive Its Mighty Radiance and
Activity, visibly manifested in my experience.’

Thoughts:
You can’t extinguish a ‘Fire’ that is already Burning! Set Right Intention!
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31-03-2022
Dearest Peter,

I know you are very busy at the moment, hopefully it will not take up too much of your time.

With today I have closed the unAscended sponsorship in the EGA, I would say, even this is part of the
learning experience, bitter sweet. On one hand received such encouraging and loving messages, and
on the other hand find little or no interest frommany, especially among my rule study group. Maybe
Group Initiation does not necessary meant the group I have started with!!! Easy to talk unconditional
love or being ONE, but hard to do.

Anyway, I am going to present the Petition in April Full moon, hopefully will get it right. And I think the
Petition is already granted, pls allow me to explain.

As you know I am going to separate with my husband, while my Human mind is busy to find a solution,
searching for places... I have actually found a place could be good for me.

Last Friday, 25th March, I went to the property again, did my meditation, just before I go, I was
looking at the Sun (Mother Vesta) and said, we will make this work!

On Sunday, my father in law was telling me that he doesn't feel like to make an investment in a new
house for me, because he has decided to further invest in this property. He is going to finish one of
the apartment and also the external gardens, so I can go there. He was thinking maybe with a person
already living there, and using my home as a showroom, he maybe able to start selling the other
apartments.......

And just like that, I will go there. I see that I will be the Guardian there in the meantime, until next
move comes.

I have renounced my FREE WILL to Mother Father God in my petition last year. Doesn't matter what I
(the human self) is doing, the 'I Am' will lead me to the right direction.

And so it is.

p.s. do you have any more advise for presenting the Petition?

Blessings always

Dear Sister,

I apologize for my delay in getting back!!

I have to agree with you, I sense that the Petition has been received and the Action to move forward
has begun. Who knows how this will play out now, but for you to be placed on site like this is a clear
move as I see it!

I understand what you say about the Group.
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I do not know how to try and sort that problem out where better engagement can take place. But
then again who knows what actually takes place. You have a clear direction right now, so who can say
your posting in the Forum did not help.

May I invite you to review the Discourse Part 10 of the Resetting of time. about Divine Justice.

Take Divine Justice with to Perugia! And live there like it is all happening! maybe even help in the
garden renovations, Creations are acting like you are already living the Creation! We say in English,
never look a gift horse in the mouth!

Maybe you will be on site and the money will come to buy out your father in law?? If you can find out
more about the money side it may offer some guidance as to any such purchase?? Maybe your father
in law would sell if he made a little without doing all the work?? Just suggestions. Do you have a
company in Italy or Florence that has a data base of of all the properties as they sell and what they
sold for??

We have a company called Zoopla here in the UK. In all I have seen with your Project I do not
remember as financial?

EGA is putting its hand out soon for some financial resources so let's see?

Let me know how you get on!

Blessings

Peter

Dear Peter,

I will check better how much would be the investment, even though I know they are talking about 3
Million in Euro. On the other hand, I am quite confidence it will come into my possession one way or
other. Last Friday, before I went there, the intense vibration I felt just by being in the area!!

As you may know, I am doing the Light Program and under Michael's group. As if I Am walking in the
same pace with all the activations. 2 weeks ago I have a Transmission with St. Germain, and this week
with Brother Djwhal Khul. Their words just make so much sense now.

I just wrote to Michael to retreat my participation in the EGA administration, maybe you can
understand better from our correspondence:

Dear Brother Michael,

Thank you for your kind reply. I do have a good relationship with my Father-in-law. As a matter of fact,
also with my husband. It is the current point that we don’t have anymore connection, but we still wish
each other well. The decision of separation has put us both in better ‘Spirit’, so to speak.

I have a better contemplation of both Brother Djwhal Khul and St. Germain transmissions. Now St.
Germain words make a whole lot more sense!
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Here under is the copy again:
14-03-2022 St. Germain
My Beloved heart,
Still feeling unease in your stomach? Have no fear, you will get use to this high energy. It is more in
your head. So overcome this little inconvenience, that you believe you are still not up to the task, so
to speak!
Time is rushing, and you will be guided to run even faster than what you are doing now. That’s why
you need your own space to concentrate in what you are doing. Have no fear, again, dear one, you
will be alright, surrender you Self completely into God’s Hand, my love.

Cut down all unnecessary activities and thoughts. No use you are trying to keep up-to-date to
everyday current events. What good can this do for you?
Open every single cell in your bodies to receive the energies that is coming through, absorb it into
your heart, make it yours to shine.
Once again, set no LIMIT!

I Am pleased to see that you are learning to take care of your bodies. You need to treasure this body
vehicle in pristine stage to live a long time, to face whatever disastrous situations may come to this
planet before she can Reborn again!

(Are you talking about a possible Ice age or Solar Storm, or something else all together?)
What ever will be happened will be happened. You only need to know when the time comes, hold
your consciousness in the Highest plane and lift your Self up. Nothing will happen to you or your
brothers and sisters.

Chose a nice spot to pass through it. Pay attention to the New House that you are searching. Feel into
it! What was built from long time ago that withstand all will still withstand more. You already
understand what I Am referring.

See why you need a place on your own!!! (my husband just returned home!)
So long my love, until next time.
St Germain

It does make sense what’s that ‘NICE SPOT’ St. Germain was talking!!!

While St. Germain mentioned that I need to run even faster, cut down in all unnecessary activities and
Djwhal Khul about inner work. Both of them emphasis on SETTING NO LIMIT. In today silent
meditation, this comes to me that I need to step back from the ADMINISTRATION.

I Am one who keep my word. If I stay, I will certainly dedicate my energy into this service. But it is not
my time.

With this new development of my moving in a few months time, I need to grow more Spiritually. May
be completing the ‘I Am’ Authority course or Gene Keys/ I Ching, where I have personal interest in.
Certainly, it will open up what should I concentrate my energy in a short moment.

Dear brother, your guidance since the beginning of this Light Program is really God’s sent. Deep
gratitude.
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On Monday, I will send an email for my retreat, and log out from both admin emails.

In love we share

Akata

And the Transmission with DK is follow:

01-04-2022
Brother Djwhal Khul

My Dear One,

It has been a long time since we last connected. I can see your great heart ache for Beloved Sister
Jeannette. She is doing perfectly divine and your connection with her will not stop here. Let her know
how much you treasure her, this would certainly give her great pleasure in this period of repose. A
Sister like her, is most precious for your journey.

And you too, have such great heart my dear. You only need to remind yourself and keep vigilant when
you fall into Duality. Ask for forgiveness at once as soon as you realise it. Priya has given a perfect
answer to your doubt. It is a matter of resonance and above all, it is a matter of wholeheartedness too.
When those brothers and sisters in their mind convinced that they are already doing the most and the
best that they can for their Divine Paths, they are setting limit and boundaries for their Growth. At the
same time, they pay no attention to the needs of the others while proclaiming Unconditional Love. It
is the basic problem for growth of the EGA too, as you may now well realised!

Your Group, your Ashram will come later, have no rush dear one. See how the Heavenly
Father/Mother has guided you one step at a time towards your Purpose! Present your Petition and
know that you have all our support. Our Beloved sister Chohan Kuan Yin is there to assist you.

In the meantime, keep moving upward and inward. Do not relax to do your inner works. There is still
much to be done. Breathe my dear, breathe through all obstacles as you have done with your back
pain. Talk to this Divine Vessel of your body, take great care of it!

I repeat St. Germain words:
SET NOT LIMIT MY DEAR.

Until next time

Your Beloved Brother
Djwhal Kual

I will continue of my involvement with the EGA CCL website. As I think I can contribute more there.

Blessings Always
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Dearest Akata,

I understand completely, and remain here to support you in whatever way I can!

I have been off ill over the past week and have lost updates on the CCl website of which I will now
followup on! I cannot allow that to fall behind again it is too important to get done.
We have so much to do before 4th July this year so St Germain speaking of running faster makes so
much sense to me also.

Follow your Heart and Inner knowing and all shall be revealed to you!

In Love and Joy
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PRESENTATION TO THE KARMIC BOARD
Invocation:

Mother, Father Life, hear my words. I call upon my Master Sponsors: Beloved St. Germain, Brother
Djwhal Khul, Chohan Kuan Yin, Lady Pallas Athena, Grandmother Mother Mary, Father Yeshua and
Mother Mary of Betheny, Lord Melchizedek, Archangel Michael, and Mother Vesta. Together with
many other Masters, Archangels, Elementals, Devas, Angelic Hosts which I still have to make
acquaintance and connections. I call upon the Elemental Grace Alliance, and the unAscended Masters
who have given their Love and Light in this Petition for the VESTA SUN LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE.

To the Karmic Board Directors, hereby, I, Akata Sun Light, humbly present the Petition of VESTA SUN
LIGHT RADIATION CENTRE, and all the necessary Dispensations for the Precipitation of this Radiation
Centre, which include and not limited to my Spiritual growth/Ascension, the Remembrance of DNA
encodements/cellular memories, the Cleansing and Clearing of Past-Present-Future lives Karma, the
building of Antahkarana and Rainbow Bodies.

What I desire for myself, I desire also for my Brothers and Sisters. May this Project plants the seed
within their hearts for the New Erthe.

I send my deep Gratitude to Chohan Kuan Yin for protecting me and loving me right from the
beginning, and guiding me into this Home Coming.

I send my deep Gratitude to Brother Djwhal Khul for guiding me into the building of Antahkarana, and
communication with the other side of the Veil.

I send my deep Gratitude to St. Germain, may the Freedom of Spirit forever burning inside my Heart
and be my own ‘I Am’ Authority.

I send my deep Gratitude to Lady Pallas Athena, for your constant guidance and reminder of the
Divine Purpose and Justice inside my Heart.

I send my deep Gratitude to Grandmother Mary, for your Purity, may the Childlike Curiosity and
Perseverance forever sparkling in my world.

I send my deep Gratitude to Father Yeshua and Mother Mary, the Trinity Merge. I Am the
Resurrection and the Life.

I send my deep Gratitude to Lord Melchizedek, for waiting of my late Awakening and back to the
Brotherhood and Sisterhood of the Order of Melchizedek.

I send my deep Gratitude to Archangel Michael, with your Courage and Light. I Am to keep your
Sword and Shield with me always, and All WAY.

I send my deep Gratitude to Mother Vesta, the warmth that you send in my way. There is always the
Brightest Light at the end of the Tunnel.
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I give Thanks and Deep Bow to the unAscended Masters in the Elemental Grace Alliance, for sending
their Love and Light. To Peter Melchizedek for his immense Patience and Guidance, in helping me to
find my own Light and Voice.

Peter Melchizedek Sue Martin Michael McKinney
Adella Priya Akal Bhakti Desai

Castley Sierociuk Christina Spencer Kandra Martinez
Jeannette DiGesu Mary Josephine Riddle Nala Joy
Natasha McFalling Patrice Rohmer Sohini Shukla
Magda Saltzman Anandha Michelle Tillman
Jonathan Gunn Jane Jones Tina Greer

Angela Carrington M IONUT Marcia Mariscal
Misty Monique Goldman Marji

Lisa MuNulty Alphonsus Ntekop Yasmin Hakima
Elizabeth Kariuki John Rozman Patricia Helena
Beau Taylor Leen Francis CeeDee
Ken Hazlin Anna Marie Olson Jane Richardson

Jyoti Dejan Posavec Jarrod Anderson
Antje d'Almeida Giancarlo Puccini

I feel and treasure their Presences deep within my Heart.

Today, I lay bear my Final Surrender of the Human Self to the ‘I Am’ Presence. I command and
demand my ‘I Am’ Presence to take charge of my everyday life, decisions, and emotions. Directing and
guiding me to whatever is for the Greatest Good of All, to the Manifestations of my Divine Purpose.

‘I AM’ the Cosmic Law’s Miracle Action of the Life in the Great Silence; and that Life in Its Glorious
Cosmic Blessings and Perfection without limit, manifests through All the Life that I contact and
releases Its Powers to fulfil the Divine Plan.

I Demand and Command the Divine Justice to come to me from the local and national government
bodies of the Land of San Casciano, Italy and from the people of the outer world, I establish my
energies and focal attention with Divine Justice to my ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host.

Benediction:

May we finally Cleans, Clear, Heal and Transmute all past lives Fear, Trauma and Experiences, to walk
on the New Erthe as Free Spirits, providing Services with Greater Intelligences. May one day, the
Masters, Archangels, Elementals, Devas, and Angelic Hosts walk on this planet again. And we can
finally sit down face to face to enjoy a nice cup of Tea.

And so it is, and it is done

Amen
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Petition Granted:

Today, 7th May 2022, for the first time I have the pleasure to be connected with the Great Divine
Director. While he was so kindly addressing some other issue, at the end of the Transmission, he has
confirmed that the Petition for the Vesta Sun Light Radiation Centre is GRANTED! Here under is his
word:

Your petition is granted, it is granted the moment you have the vision,. and you have taken the necessary path to

understand where you at, what you need to do, and who you truly are.

Dear one, go ahead with your next step, you will get to find the mysteries between time and space. Do not waste your

time in earthly discord, disagreement, dis-alignments. All this does not serve you. Remember who are you, does not

ever doubt of your abilities. When you need me again, you only need to call. The Great Divine Director is never too

busy for a dear soul in need.

Walk the unseen path, be home with the Father Mother Love and Light.

Your are dearly loved.

Dearly

I am the Great Divine Director at your service.
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